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Oral evidence

Taken before the Transport Committee

on Wednesday 26 April 2006

Members present:

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Mrs Louise Ellman Mr Eric Martlew
Mr Robert Goodwill Graham Stringer
Mr John Leech

Memorandum submitted by British Transport Police

Executive Summary

On 13 January, the Transport Committee announced its intention to include consideration of the British
Transport Police (BTP) in its present inquiry into UK Transport Security. This Memorandum is intended
to supplement the original Memorandum submitted to the Transport Committee which addressed the
specific role of BTP in combating terrorism on the railways.

BTP has been the subject of four recent Government reviews, all of which concluded that a national
specialist police force for the railways is essential if the railway industry and the travelling public are to
receive a responsive and focused policing service.

BTP is providing an eVective policing service. Last year it achieved nine out of nine of its operational
objectives, and as of January, BTP is currently achieving 11 out of 11 operational targets. BTP’s
specialisation provides consistency of focus, standardisation of priorities and clarity of accountability. The
railway network is best served by a separate, specialised police force.

British Transport Police

BTP is the national police force for the railways providing a policing service to rail operators, their staV

and passengers throughout England, Wales and Scotland. BTP is also responsible for policing the London
Underground system, the Docklands Light Railway, the Midland Metro Tram System and Croydon
Tramlink. Between them, these rail businesses move over five million people every day. It is likely that the
railway community will continue to grow. As Transport 2000 commented in 2005:

“Passenger journeys on Britain’s railways last year exceeded one billion, the highest since 1959, and
train operators estimate that demand for rail travel will grow by 66% over the next 20 years. But parts
of the network are already bursting at the seams and desperately need expanding. Other parts of the
network will soon reach capacity as demand for rail use continues to rise.”

Britain’s railways connect communities and are vital arteries that feed the economic and social well-being
of the nation. The security of the rail system is a key component in its success and BTP’s role is to ensure
eYcient policing of the system. As the national police force for the railways, BTP provides an end-to-end
policing service which responds to the specialist needs of the railway industry, the travelling public and the
wider railway community. This is especially important for those who are unfortunate enough to become
victims of crime on the railway network. The crime may occur at one end of the country and be reported at
the other, but as a national organisation, BTP is able to deal with it seamlessly.

The need for a specialist national police service for the railways has been supported by successive
government reviews and white papers. In the foreword to the consultation paper “Modernising the British
Transport Police” (2001), the then Minister for Transport, Mr John Spellar stated:

“The BTP’s operations are fully integrated with Home OYce Police Forces and they provide policing
services to exactly the same high professional standard. In addition to providing specialist policing
for the railway environment, they have developed particular expertise in . . . protection for terrorism,
management of large travelling groups such as football supporters and control of anti-social behaviour
in enclosed areas.”

In the response to this consultation, the Department for Transport (DfT) stated:

“The Government therefore considers that the national railway network is best protected by a unified
police force providing a dedicated, specialist service and able to give proper priority to the policing of
the railways.”
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In 2004, the Transport Select Committee concluded:

“The railways are a specialised environment, with specialised needs and need a specialised Force . . .
Unless there is a national force dedicated to policing the rail network, the task will not be given the
priority it needs.”

The White Paper “The Future of Rail“” published by the DfT in 2004, stated:

“The industry and passengers also receive significant benefits from a dedicated force, particularly
from its approach to managing incidents, which is aimed at minimising delay. The Government
confirms its support for the BTP continuing in its role as a specialist rail police force.”

Transport is considered by Government to be part of the Critical National Infrastructure; systems whose
importance is such that any entire or partial loss or compromise could cause large scale loss of life, have a
serious impact on the national economy, have grave social consequences for the community and be of
immediate concern to the national government. BTP’s experience and expertise ensures that the risk of
damage to the railway network is as small as it possibly could be.

BTP last year achieved nine out of nine operational targets and, with the formation of the British
Transport Police Authority, was awarded a 25%budget increase to build on this success and further improve
its policing services and capability. As already stated, BTP is currently achieving 11 out of 11 operational
targets and this is a major achievement, given the extra demands of counter-terrorist work following the
bombings. It illustrates that BTP has managed to retain a counter-terrorist focus while continuing eVorts
on force objectives.

The Need for a Specialist Police Force

The national railway network consists of 10,000 miles of track, 3,000 stations and depots, 400,000 tonnes
of freight carried a day, a travelling population of over 5.5 million a day plus over 130,000 rail staV. It
includes national rail services of an inter-city, cross-country, suburban and rural nature as well as London
Underground, light rail (trams) and a growing international rail operation. The network spans three
countries and two legal systems.

The south east of England provides an integrated mass transit system that sees passengers travel long
distances, often changing between several transport modes and crossing many unitary, borough and police
force boundaries. London is a particular example where a dedicated transport police force provides a
cohesive approach to community safety across a range of systems, over and underground, trams and light
rail systems. The national responsibilities of BTP ensure that the policing of the London termini and
underground systems (transport hubs) is fully integrated with the systems that feed into and out of the
capital—eg inter-city and suburban routes.

The railway “community” contains all the diverse groups of any other community in the UK, but with
the added input of a specific railway operator’s community, rail staV, tenants and contractors and rail
passengers. Local communities are aVected by the presence of stations and trains in their midst with
transport hubs often featuring as “hot spots” for crime and anti-social behaviour.

In addition, the millions of passengers per day form another, transient community, most of whom live
nowhere near the stations themselves. They are arguably less aVected by issues of community safety around
stations than they are crime and anti-social behaviour that occurs on trains during journeys. The railway
itself attracts specific types of oVending that are peculiar to its infrastructure. OVences such as trespass,
vandalism and obstruction are dangerous to those who perpetrate them, but have amajor safety impact with
potential network wide implications to safety and disruption.

Specialisation provides consistency of focus, standardisation of priorities and clarity of accountability.
These are particularly significant when addressing issues with network wide implications—whether that be
in relation to the eVect of the issue or the approach required to counter it.

Good examples of this can be found in relation to oVences known as “route crime” (trespass, vandalism,
obstruction of trains, stone throwing). An eVective response requires partnership amongst organisations to
develop a range of measures that can be applied across normal administrative boundaries.

In other examples, the specialist policing service brings with it attitudes that are borne from a highly
developed awareness of the business impact of policing response and the need to return to normality as
quickly as possible and avoid disruption.

BTP’s management of fatalities on the railway is a model of collective working to the good of the
operators and travelling public alike. BTP has a specific target for dealing with fatalities—it is extremely
unlikely that a Home OYce force without specialist responsibility for the railway would have.

The transport infrastructure has for many years been an attractive target to terrorists with numerous
incidents of terrorist attack. The impact of unattended items and telephone bomb threats on the transport
network is huge, both from the perspective of inconvenience to passengers and the real economic damage
caused by repeated closure of the railways due to threats.
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BTP’s approach to eVective evaluation of risk by has kept disruption to an absolute minimum in times
of high levels in terrorist activity. The consistency provided by a specialist policing focus ensures a national
rather than single incident approach to such incidents.

Transient crime and travelling criminals pose significant challenges to policing based on a geographical
basis. It is unlikely that police forces—even a “strategic force” would be willing or able to deploy oYcers to
trains that travel many miles, transcending force boundaries. Logistically it would be unattractive and
diYcult; financially it would be diYcult to align with police authority budgets and the precept mechanisms
for charging to local council taxpayers.

In this regard, the policing of travelling football supporters or attendees at major sporting or
entertainment events would present identical dilemmas. Once, football was a two-day per week
commitment. The influence of satellite TV sponsorship on football has developed this aspect of policing into
a seven-day a week commitment.

The rail network is largely a “contained” environment. It is aVected by a wide range of oVences, but
particularly by high volume, low level disorder and anti-social behaviour—often committed on trains.
Home OYce forces would find it diYcult to provide the dedicated focus that is currently devoted towards
this type of oVending that is so important to engender confidence and reduce the fear of crime in the
travelling public and rail staV.

A number of studies have identified the diYculty in addressing these issues and the impact of this on
society, no least in respect of social exclusion.

“Developing a crime prevention strategy is diYcult for local authorities and CDRPs because public
transport crosses administrative boundaries”1

The various systems are rich in CCTV coverage, much of which is provided by individual operators. A
dedicated focus is necessary to seek to harmonise the crime reduction approach of the disparate railway
operating groups.

Funding Arrangements

The London Assembly Transport Committee’s report Crime and Safety at London’s Suburban Railway
Stations published on 30 January 2006 highlighted the diVerence between BTP resources in the London
Underground Area compared to London North and London South:

“The Committee were also concerned about the numbers of police the BTP are able to dedicate to
policing London’s rail network. London Underground funds allow for the BTP to provide 662 oYcers
on its network. The London North area on the railways has 215 oYcers allocated; the London South
area a further 212 oYcers.”

The current funding arrangement for the BTP is that the “User Pays”. The long-standing view of the
Government is that the BTP is a specialist force for the railways and therefore the costs should be borne by
the industry it serves. As a result contributions to the funding of BTP’s overground rail policing is split
between the Train Operating Companies, Network Rail and the Freight Operating Companies.

The current BTP Authority inherited a situation where BTP’s overground policing resources had been
chronically under-funded. Between 2002–04, BTP received budget settlements which in real terms equated
to "3%, "2% and "3% year on year. In contrast, Home OYce police forces saw sustained growth with
increases in police grant of 7.3% (2002), 6.2% (2003) and 3.25% (2004). Additionally, substantial sums were
available for Home OYce forces through increases in the precept charges to council tax payers.

This situation led to the HMIC commenting in its inspection of BTP in 2003-04 that its infrastructure was
“groaning” and that:

“The consequence (of insuYcient funding) has been that solutions to key questions have been delayed
and the Force is left with an infrastructure that is impoverished and inadequate . . . The force
infrastructure requires most urgent attention . . . Time is running out to put these things right.”

Therefore, the substantial increase in BTP’s budget for 2005–06 was largely used to address this history
of under-funding and to improve BTP’s infrastructure in areas such as IT and Human Resources, address
legal requirements and ensure business continuity.

In contrast, TfL, who pay for BTP costs directly attributed to the policing of the Underground, have
recognised the benefits of investing in BTP and have benefited substantially. OYcers on the Underground
have increased by 50% (200 oYcers) over the last two years. TfL have also recently announced that they will
fund an extra 89 oYcers at both overground and underground stations. The funding, from the 2006–07
budget, will provide oYcer teams concentrated on robbery and violent crime hotspots at overground
stations along the Bakerloo line from Queens Park to the end of the line, other north London Silverlink
services, and south London overground rail stations.

1 “Getting There: Reducing crime on Public Transport” September 2003 NACRO.
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This significant investment in extra policing by TfL has allowed BTP to roll out a new type of policing
right across theUnderground. Small groups of oYcers are now dedicated to each of the 43 groups of stations
on the Underground network. A similar localised structure has been introduced for the Docklands Light
Railway (DLR). These local oYcers are responsible for problem solving within their group of stations,
working in partnership with Underground and DLR managers, staV, passengers and the local community
to identify and tackle local issues.

This reassurance policing programme is delivering local policing for local communities andBTP is already
seeing the impact, with more and better reporting of crime and incidents due to greater confidence that
something will be done about it. For London Underground staV in particular these reassurance policing
groups will provide a better and more responsive service and, as a consequence, much better relationships.
This is essential if, together, BTP and London Underground are to achieve the best for both those who
travel and those who work on the transport system.

Police Restructuring

As members will be aware, the Secretary of State for Transport has announced a review of BTP to run
alongside theHomeOYce review of police forces. BTP strongly believes that the railway environmentwould
not continue to be given the priority treatment it currently receives if BTP is merged with one or moreHome
OYce forces. This is evidenced by the experience of NewYork. In the 1990s, crime in the NewYork subway
rose immediately after the merger between the transit police and the NYPD. While it was later brought
under control, in a fourmonth period in mid-1997 thefts rose by 79%, assaults by 44% and robberies by 38%
on the previous year. Crime is still prevalent today: a separate transit police is being considered for mainline
railway stations.

The document “Police restructuring and the British Transport Police” attached as an Appendix to this
submission fully outlines BTP’s position with regard to the police service review.

7 February 2006

Witness: Chief Constable Ian Johnston CBE QPM, British Transport Police, gave evidence.

Chairman:Chief Constable, we do have one little bit matters within IT. I think there are opportunities for
of housekeeping and that is members having an us to develop our policing style and to enable the
interest to declare. policing formula, which works very well outside the
Mr Martlew: I am a member of the Transport and railway environment, and to build stronger
GeneralWorkers’Union and theGeneralMunicipal partnership arrangements with the train operators,
Workers’ Union. Network Rail and London Underground.
Graham Stringer: I am a member of Amicus.
Chairman: Aslef.

Q4 Chairman: That is very encompassing and veryMrs Ellman: I am a member of the Transport and
encouraging. How do you fit into the Home OYceGeneral Workers’ Union.
review of police structures?
Chief Constable Johnston: TheHome OYce’s reviewQ1 Chairman: Chief Constable, you are a most
is looking at why there should be 43 police forces. Avalued guest always for this Committee. I think you
review was conducted by one of Her Majesty’sknow the ground rules by now. Would you be kind
Inspectors of Constabulary into the capacity andenough to identify yourself for the record?
capability of forces to deliver what they call a rangeChief Constable Johnston: I am Ian Johnston. I am
of protective services and these are broadly speakingthe Chief Constable of the British Transport Police.
to do with counter-terrorism, the more upper level
parts of policing. That review drew someQ2 Chairman: Did you have something you wanted
relationship between the size of force and capabilityto say to us first?
and as a result of that a process of consultation wasChief Constable Johnston: I would be happy to go

straight into business. put in train which is leading towards an
amalgamation of those forces. The Secretary of
State for Transport took the view that it would beQ3 Chairman: Is the British Transport Police fit for
wrong for us to sit outside that process and thereforethe 21st Century as it is currently organised?

Chief Constable Johnston: It is a lot fitter today than agreed to conduct his own review of us, with his own
it was 18 months ago. The journey has commenced terms of reference, but to make sure it was
and it is going very quickly, but there are still things timetabled with and took cognisance of what was
to be done. I think there has been great progress happening in that review. They are two separate
made around infrastructure issues which HMIC processes but they are aware of each other and
were very critical of before. There has been major aligned.
investment in IT, in finance, in HR, in estates and a
major investment in Police Community Support

Q5 Chairman: But this is not the first time you haveOYcers. There is still work to be done around our
control room arrangements and around some had a review in the last four years.
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26 April 2006 Chief Constable Ian Johnston CBE QPM

Chief Constable Johnston:This is the fourth review in Chief Constable Johnston: I think there are very
legitimate arguments for having a single commandfour years. It does put significant pressure upon

management time and it does concern front-line staV geographically and also equally strong arguments for
having a single command functionally. I think whatwho obviously, like most human beings, value some

sense of continuity in their lives. the debate here is about is whether or not the benefits
of having a single police force for London—and I can
see some clear advantages in that—are outweighedbyQ6 Chairman: Do you support the Metropolitan
the disadvantages of having, at present, 43 policePolice taking control of the British Transport Police
forces for the railway, because if you took theLondonfor London?
bit away from BTP there would be a major questionChief Constable Johnston: No, I do not. I have got
mark about the viability of the rest of the force whichgreat admiration for the Metropolitan Police. I think
would mean it would have to be dispersed to otherthey do an absolutely fantastic job. I had the privilege
forces. I think you would then have, in terms of anofworking for them for a number of years and I think
integrated railway policing service, nothing at all. Thethey have got some massive strengths. I do think the
fundamental point forme is not that the argument forpresent arrangements provide the best possible
having a single police force for London is unsoundservice for the travelling public and for the railway
because I think there is greatmerit in having that.Myoperators. I think we have got specialist skills, I think
second point is that if you think this is a boundarywe have got an understanding of the operating
issue, you are merely creating a point aboutenvironment, I think we bring knowledge of the
boundaries elsewhere. So instead of the boundariescommercial context in which the railways run and I
coming between us and the Met they would comethink we add significant value through our specialist
between the Met and all the other forces around thenature, but I think there is a real risk of dilution of
outskirts of London. So you would not get rid of athose skills. I think there is great value in having a
boundary problem, you would create new boundarysingle police force for the railway. Railways crisscross
problems within that system. For me what you havethe country. Railways do not stop on the borders of
to ask is what the outcome is of this issue to do withLondon. I think what it would do is introduce a new
boundaries and if the outcome is something to doset of boundaries which would be more diYcult
with technology, get your technology lined up. Weto manage than the existing boundaries. The
bought the same IT intelligence system as theMet hasrelationship between us and the Met operationally is
got.We bought the same national radio system as theoutstanding and it has been for years. We have well
Met has got.rehearsed protocols that served us very well on 7 July

and they have served us very well indeed in terms of
massive operations across London over the last Q10 Chairman: You have the same radio system as
decade. Those present arrangements are first class the Met, have you?
and I am confident they will continue. Chief Constable Johnston: We have additional radio

facilities. We have two systems. We have the airwave
Q7 Chairman: Do you think it would aVect the low system, which is the national radio system, but under
level of crime on trains if the management were to ground we use the London Underground system. At
change radically? present there is a major bit of work going on between
Chief Constable Johnston: One of the great strengths a development company doing a PFI on London
of theMet is in relation to what professionally we call Underground and the airwave people about bringing
Level 2 crime. Level 1 crime is the anti-social these two systems together, which would make good
behaviour, Level 3 is the international crook and sense for us and for everybody else. In terms of the
Level 2 is the body of material that lies in the middle. boundary issues, you should be askingwhat the issues
I think where the Met brings to bear great strengths are that come out of that. The point I was going to
is in that Level 2 area, but most of the crime on the make is that maybe it is to do with protocols. I think
railways iswithin theLevel 1 patch, it is the anti-social we have got fantastically well rehearsed protocols in
behaviour, the route crime and the assaults on staV. operation with the Met. There is not a weekend that
It is that sort of day-to-day policing which is the goes by when we are not doing joint operations with
challenge for us on the railways. Having had the them about football or about events in London.
privilege of working in both organisations, I do not These joint operations were tested to the extreme in
think theMet will bring to bear any greater expertise. July and I think everybody is agreed that that went
They certainly have not got our familiarity with the extremely well in terms of an integrated policing
challenges we have got or our awareness in a operation. I think the point about boundaries that
commercial context. they are making and one police force for London is

that if you get yourself one police force for London
Q8 Chairman: And your people are specially trained and lots of police forces for the railway you have to
to deal with railways, are they not? ask the question what is the issue that you are trying
Chief Constable Johnston: Absolutely. to address? If it is about integration in some form you

find out what it is you want to integrate. If it is IT you
join it up. If it is protocols you join it up. If it isQ9 Graham Stringer: You have not dealt with the
operating the culture you have to find some way tomain argument that the Metropolitan Police put
join it up. I do not think you have to go through allforward for a merger of the forces which is a unified
the expense, disruption and the organisationalcommand structure. I would be grateful if you would

give me the pros and cons for that argument. uncertainty simply to address that problem.
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26 April 2006 Chief Constable Ian Johnston CBE QPM

Q11 Graham Stringer: Is there anything that would greater eYciency, we have modernised our HR
department so our people get dealt with properlyhave been better last July had there been just one

force? I understand the argument about if you and we have been able to get a number of buildings
which are much more fit for the purpose. We haveintegrate London you disintegrate the rest of the

service. I suppose what is at the back of my question been able to invest in Police Community Support
OYcers despite the lack of Government funding foris whether there are any practical problems which

are driving the Met’s view. Do you not accept that those. That degree of investment has been very
important in taking us forward. I have forgotten theLondon is diVerent not just in size but also in terms

of the range of facilities, people and institutions second part of your question.
there are here? It is much more likely to be a
terrorist target. Q13 Graham Stringer: I think the burden of the
Chief Constable Johnston: Absolutely. It is quite argument that the Met is putting is that London is
right that very serious consideration is given to these unique, you should have an integrated structure and
issues. In terms of the BTP ‘s role in counter- the world changed after 7 July. I am trying to get you
terrorism, the railways have been the number one to address those arguments.
terrorist target for 150 years. We had massive Chief Constable Johnston: The world is constantly
experience during the IRA campaign which gave us changing. This is not the first time it has changed.
a great platform to work fromwhen we were dealing We had the IRA who wreaked havoc in London
with the more recent counter-terrorist campaigns. through their terror campaign. We have had lots of
We are not a force that is devoid of experience in this challenges in London around diversity issues which
area, we have a lot of historical experience and we have required the world to change. I do not think
have risk managed that in a very eVective way this is the first time that the world has changed. I
historically and our record is there for everybody to think this is a massive new challenge. I think the
see. In terms of could we have operated better during nature of the challenge is that the terrorists that we
July, I do not think there is anything in life that you have been previously dealing with had a diVerent
cannot go back over and find a better way of outlook on life. They did not want to be caught.
operating. We were totally joined up. We had our They did not want to kill too many people. The
people in their control room. We were part of a present lot do not mind whether they kill themselves
single command structure for the whole of London. or who they kill and certainly getting caught is not
I spoke to Ian Blair very shortly after nine o’clock high on their agenda. The whole rationale and the
that morning and I said to him that this was an scale of the terrorist attacks on us now are diVerent.
“Operation BEMBOW”, which is the title of a joint We have had very, very good investment in our
operation, and that the command of the operation response capability to match that. The Department
was his, so there was absolute clarity in terms of who for Transport funded some specialist response
was running the show and we had absolutely no vehicles which have equipment on them that is the
operational conflicts throughout the whole of that best in the world. We have had people from all over
period. The Met oversaw that particular single Europe coming to look at our equipment. We have
operation extremely well. recognised the changing nature of the world and

equipped ourselves to deal with that. We contribute
in a very useful way to the whole security frameworkQ12 Graham Stringer: You said that you had been
within London, a security framework which isimproving your eYciency via technology and other
managed overall very eVectively by theorganisational methods over the last 18 months.
Metropolitan Police through something called theWhat was the main driver behind that? Do you
Security Review Committee which meets everyaccept the evidence that theMet gave whichwas that
week, which we go to and we respond to deploymenteverything changed after 7 July?
challenges from that group in a very positive andChief Constable Johnston: We were in a position
integrated way.where we had been badly funded for a substantial

period of time, to the point where Her Majesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary spoke about a legacy Q14Mrs Ellman: If theMetropolitan Police did take
of neglect, the groaning infrastructure and the rail over the British Transport Police in London, what
review drew very similar conclusions. Another would that mean for British Transport Police in the
independent audit came to the same conclusion. Part rest of the country?
of that process led to the appointment of the new Chief Constable Johnston: I think it would place a
police authority. As soon as the new police authority very serious question mark over our viability as an
was appointed it put in train a programme of organisation. In very broad terms, there are
investment to address these issues and it has been probably about 1,200 of our 2,700-odd oYcers in
extremely bold and it has been extremely well led in what you would call theMetropolitan Police area. It
addressing those issues. Since the authority came would half the size of the organisation. That would
into existence we have had something like a 40% place a question mark on its viability. It would also
increase in budget to the British Transport Police. place a question mark over how you are going to
We have spent that on totally stripping out all our police the rest of the country given that you have
old IT systems which were very slow to respond and now got this fresh border. So trains would leave
which left people for 15 or 20 minutes trying to get London and become the responsibility of
into the system throughout the country. We have somewhere else on their route to other parts of the

country. If the Met took it over, I think there wouldmodernised our finance department to give us
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26 April 2006 Chief Constable Ian Johnston CBE QPM

be a very serious question mark about the future of a fairly diYcult task to undertake. I think the present
arrangements are very troublesome and I think itthe British Transport Police and I think that would

be a very bad thing for the industry and the would be useful to explore other methods. I
personally quite like the ticket supplement becausepassengers who use the system.
that works very eVectively in the airline industry, but
I guess these are matters for people other than me toQ15 Mrs Ellman: In what way will it be bad? What
decide upon.impact do you think that would have?

Chief Constable Johnston: I see the outcome of that
Q17 Mrs Ellman: The Government suggests that ifbeing no BTP. The rest of BTP’s area would have to
the method of payment was changed it wouldbe dealt with by diVerent forces. If you were a
provide more informed buyers of services. Is thatpassenger on a train travelling out of Euston up to
meaningful to you?Glasgow, once you left the Metropolitan Police
Chief Constable Johnston: I think what we get out ofarea, which is on the borders of Hertfordshire, you
the present arrangement is massive interest by thetravel through a range of diVerent force areas and if
train operators about levels of expenditure and ayou lost your baggage on the way I do not knowwho
very keen and very understandable desire to makeyou would find to deal with it. If you are a train
sure that their profits are maximised and their costsoperator and your train gets damaged on that route,
are minimised and that is a perfectly acceptablewho would deal with it? If a train event occurs in
commercial model. When that plays out intoLondon it has knock-on eVects around the country
policing, you are asking train operators to take intoand so you would lose the connectivity in terms of
account the protection of the capital from counter-the policing operation in dealing with the
terrorism. The consequences of a terrorist attack onconsequences of it. If you have football supporters
the stations in London go far beyond the economicwho get on a train in Millwall and who are perhaps
implications of the railways, they aVect the economytravelling up to some far part of the country, you
as a whole. So you are asking the operators at thewould have a level of disintegration of policing
moment to fund a security regime for responsibilitiesactivity which would be dysfunctional and not in
which I think go beyond them. I think it is a reallyanybody’s interest. I think there is a whole range of
complicated area. I think there is a role for somefactors that would come to bear if that was to take
central government investment in those sorts ofplace.
areas.

Q16 Mrs Ellman: In one of the alternatives the
Q18 Mrs Ellman: The OYce of the Rail RegulatorGovernment has put forward for change they talk
suggests that the industry (train operators andabout changing the method of payment to the
NetworkRail) should paymore themselves, perhapsBritish Transport Police, saying it would be like any
by being responsible for patrolling the stations.other privatised service. What is your view of that?
What do you think about that?Chief Constable Johnston: I think this is a really
Chief Constable Johnston: At the moment ourchallenging area. It is the cause of a lot of friction
capital money comes through the DfT and that iswith the rail industry at the moment. I think it is a
about £12 million this year out of a £200 millionvery complicated topic. The police service provides
budget, so it is a relatively small percentage. Most ofa public good. It is not a private security
the money comes from train operators, fromorganisation for a train operator. It provides a range
London Underground and Network Rail and it isof policing services for the public who travel on it,
divided proportionately between those. All of thethe people who come in and out of stations, so it is
money in a sense comes from the operators at thenot simply a security force. I think there is a tension
moment. I think what I am saying is that there isaround that. In terms of the funding itself,
probably a case for some expenditure whichapportioning policing charges across operators is a
addresses issues of public good, like the protectionvery complex and diYcult business. If you do it on
of London against terrorism, which could bethe basis of history you can rest assured that the
legitimately funded directly by Government.patterns of demand in the future will be diVerent and

there will be people who will be dissatisfied about
that. I think there is a range of possibilities for Q19 Mr Goodwill: I would like to pick up on

something you said earlier about the understandingaddressing this which go from putting a ticket levy
on which provides some sort of evenness and some of the operating environment. How big a job would

it be to equipMet oYcers with the necessary skills totransparency in terms of charging. There are some
opportunities to do it through additional allow them to be deployed on the network, and what

particular problems were you talking about?government funding perhaps in relation to counter-
terrorism investment or, for example, in relation to Chief Constable Johnston: There are technical issues

about training. Our oYcers have track safetyinitiatives which do not benefit the railways. For
example, the criminal justice IT system that is going training. To police the railways up and down the

country we train 2,500 people. If the Met were toto be used throughout the UK is being provided by
central government funding but it is not going to be police the railways I am not quite certain how they

would decide who was going to be trained if thereproviding central government funding for the
British Transport Police, and I have tomake the case were not a dedicated force to deal with the railways.

If there were a dedicated force to deal with theto the rail industry about the business benefits of a
joined-up criminal justice system to them and that is railways youwould have to saywhat is the diVerence
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between that andwhatwe have currently got? I think what keeps us in business, we are very highly
motivated around this. We want to police thethe bigger issue is one of culture where we verymuch

understand the implications of knock-on events. railways, that is why we join. If you put us in with
another organisation, which is what they did in NewWhen we have a fatality on the line we have a target

time for clearing that up in an eYcient and eVective York, you would find high levels of demotivation
and that led in the short term to major increases inway. By using that approach we have reduced the

delay minutes down from 120 minutes three years crime in the New York subway and to asset
stripping. So the numbers on the New York subwayago to about 80 minutes now. We have got a culture

which I think recognises not only the operational went down in order to supplement the over land
policing. There is actually a disparity in crime levels.implications of policing interventions but also the

commercial consequences and they are commercial I knowwe have had discussions about this. Crime on
the railways comparedwith elsewhere ismuch lower.consequences in the sense that they are passengers

stuck in tunnels, so there are safety issues relating to I used a figure recently where throughout the whole
of England andWales we have got broadly the samethat. We also understand if you do something to a

train at Euston you can disrupt services all day long. level of crime on the railways as there is in
Westminster in one year. We have got a handle onIt is clearly not impossible for anybody to build up

that level of understanding, but this is a level of this and I think we are doing a good job. That is not
to say we cannot do better and that nobody elseunderstanding which has been developed. I am not

saying it has taken 150 years to develop, but we have should ever look at it. It is absolutely right they
should. I think if we had been left out whenbeen policing the railways for something like 150

years and so we have got a culture which recognises reviewing the 43 forces it would not have been a
good idea. I do think there is something aboutour operating context. We have used that to build

very strong relationships within the industry.We use making a strong case for change because there are
substantial costs organisationally, financially andthat to build relationships with people who work on

stations. I am by no means saying that there is energy wise associated with it.
absolutely no possibility of anybody else ever doing
what we are doing because clearly that is nonsense. Q22 Mr Leech: Do you think there is potential for
What I am saying is there ought to be a clear set of the train operating companies who are currently
benefits because there are going to be costs paying your wages to then start arguing that they
associated with this, so you need to have a very clear were funding policing outside of the railways and, in
understanding of what the benefits are and I think fact, there would be a shift of policing from the
that we give good value at the moment for it. I think railways to other areas that are perceived to have
with the investment that has been made in this we more crime?
can give even better value in it. I think we have got Chief Constable Johnston: I think that is the point I
some existing advantages through our present ammaking. Certainly the New York experience was
understanding which would be a catch-up job for that when the under ground police there were taken
others to do. over by New York that is exactly what happened,

oYcers were taken out of the under ground.
Q20 Mr Goodwill: Conversely, how would your
oYcers be equipped to integrate in Met operations? Q23 Mr Leech: Do you think that would happen
Would they require additional training or not? here as well?
Chief Constable Johnston: It depends what job you Chief Constable Johnston: I can only speculate. I
gave them in the Met. If you put them in firearms could not possibly know. If you are policing on an
teams, we do not have firearms oYcers so theywould intelligence-led model or a rational management
clearly require that training, but most of theMet are model and if you are sensible you put your resources
not firearms oYcers. Our training regime is exactly where there is most demand. It is possible to infer
the same as Home OYce forces with the exception that there is greater demand for policing outside the
that we do a fortnights additional training to help us railways and if you amalgamate the two you are
deal with a range of railway issues and obviously going to get asset stripping on the railways.
that training is supported from the initial training
and thereafter during their careers. Q24 Mr Leech: Last week you told us what a good

relationship the British Transport Police hadwith all
the other agencies that deal with security at stations.Q21 Mr Goodwill: If there were a merger, what you

are saying is that it would not be the forces merging Do you think there is potential for a breaking down
in that relationship if the responsibility went to theit would just be some at the top?

Chief Constable Johnston: I do not know. In terms of Metropolitan Police?
Chief Constable Johnston: I think it would be atexploring the detail, there are a number of diVerent

models for how they could do it and I guess they diVerent levels. Mike Brown, the Chief Operating
OYcer, and I know each other personally and havewould be the people to ask about that. I think the

Met is a very, very large and very, very capable got a very good relationship. I knowKeith Ludeman
and Andrew Haines. All the MDs here haveorganisation which does lots of things

extraordinarily well. I also think it has got quite a personal contact with the Chief Constable of the
BTP specialist police force. I do not think, havingfew challenges. I think that because we are a

relatively small organisation, we are a specialist worked at the Met, that Ian Blair will have suYcient
time on his hands to do that. I think he has probablyorganisation, this is our top level business, this is
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got a much wider range of responsibilities. That is that wouldmake sense.You talk about the integration
of bus transport and railway transport. There arenot to say that the police sitting behind me, Alan

Brown, could not start to build that relationship, but transport hubs at Heathrow and Dover where I think
the British Transport Police could add value. I thinkit is there, we have got it and it is built on mutual

understanding and mutual trust. we have got quite a lot on our plates at the moment. I
would like to provide a really high-class service on the
railways in a sense before I set my sights on lookingQ25Mr Leech: So would you say the old phrase “If it
anywhere else.ain’t broke, don’t fix it” is your view on the British

Transport Police?
Q28 Mr Martlew: On the Met, I suspect that none ofChief Constable Johnston: I am more critical of any
us is surprised that you put a bid in for it. Is thereorganisation of which I am amember. I am not saying
anything in reality that stops the Met Police fromthere is nothing to do inmy organisation. I think there
going onto railway landor goingon theUnderground?is loads to do inmy organisation. I am just saying that
Chief Constable Johnston: Not a bit. They areif you are into the business of deciding whether the
absolutely brilliant.They do.They are all overVictoriarailways are best policed by a specialist force or by lots
and we are absolutely delighted they are. Our PCSOsof disparate other forces then I think there is a really
walk round the outside of Victoria and if somethingstrong case for an integrated single force for policing
happenswe go and help them.On the ground there is athe railways. I think if theMet took over responsibility
really mature working relationship and at senior level.for policing the railways that would interfere with that
There is nothing personal in any of this debate. I thinkprinciple in a very significant way and I think they
it is a perfectly legitimate debate. I think we have verywould have a very steep learning curve. The sort of
good working relationships at ground floor level. Werelationship that the most senior people in the rail
are delighted if theMet come on to railway stations, itindustry are able to build with their senior oYcers
is fantastic. We are delighted to see them on trains.within BTP would be very diYcult to replicate in the
They get travel concessions to encourage them to comeMetropolitan Police.
on trains. They are absolutely welcome, there are
absolutely no barriers and we think it is a great idea.Q26 Mr Martlew: You have spent all your time here

answering our questions very well about the railways. Q29MrMartlew:All the train companies get subsidies
Why is the name of your organisation the British from theGovernment.Would it not be sensible to top-
Transport Police when you do not have any slice that and fund the police directly to avoid having
responsibility for anything else? this argument about which train companies should
Chief Constable Johnston: It is a bit of an historical pay how much and when they are going to pay it? I
anomaly. To be honest with you, I guess it would be understand some of them are not very good at paying.
intelligent to think carefully about that. A lot of people Chief Constable Johnston: I think that is one of the
hang on to that for the heritage. We used to police the good ideas because the £1 I get oV the train operator,
docks and thewaterways and so the transport police at is it a government pound or is it a fare box pound?
that stage was a much more intelligent decision. We Whose pound is it? I think there is an administrative
only do railways and tramsnow.That is not to say that money-go-round which is probably a more expensive
there are not options for us to take our national way of managing aVairs and in my opinion it could
infrastructure and our understanding of the transport take a big sting out of the conflict we have over the
system into other bits of transport, but railway police railways to do with funding. It has been our police
is a more accurate title. authority who I think have made a massive diVerenceChairman: It might be a good idea to suggest going to the British Transport Police recently because they
back to the docks. Sorry! have had the ability to make decisions about levels of

funding and I think it is that that has turned the force
Q27 Mr Martlew: Do you think there are other parts around and that might not have occurred if there had
of the transport system where you could use your been other arrangements in place. This is a complex
expertise? issue. I do not think there is a single easy solution
Chief Constable Johnston: Yes, I do. This is not otherwise it would have happened already.
something that you do at the drop of a hat. You need
to think your way through all these things. The Q30 Chairman: Are your payments usually on time?
airports are a very similar operating environment to Chief Constable Johnston: Some people are very good
the railways. It is a commercial operating and some people owe usmoney for a long, long period
environment. There are massive knock-on of time.
consequences of policing interventions at airports
which can have long-term economic eVects and Q31 Chairman: Could I guess that was a no, Chief
impacts on passengers throughout the world. I think Constable?
you could bring to bear a body of useful experience in Chief Constable Johnston: Yes.
that.Wealreadyhave inplace a national infrastructure
tomanage those situations. At present there is a review Q32 Chairman: You are always very helpful and

enormously diplomatic. I think we could all takeof borders policing being undertaken by Government
and I think again with our national infrastructure and lessons from you. Thank you very much for coming.

Chief Constable Johnston: Thank you.with ports being part of the transport arrangements
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Q33 Chairman: Good afternoon, Assistant Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary’s
Commissioner. assessment of theMPS in regard to the investigation
Assistant Commissioner Brown: Good afternoon, of major and serious crime is excellent as is their
Chairman. Can I start by oVering the ability to tackle Level 2 crime. Amalgamating the
Commissioner’s apologies as he is unable to be here London British Transport Police area into the MPS
due to the fact that he is on holiday at the moment would enable those same standards to be applied
and he is not expected back until much later this across the rail network in London. As London
evening. I am afraid that I am here to represent him. approaches 2012 and theOlympic Games it has been

acknowledged that transport will be one of the
factors that determines if London will host aQ34 Chairman: Do not be afraid. We will be very
successful Games. Security on the transport systemgentle! Just tell us oYcially who you are.
will be seen as an important subject in ensuring theAssistant Commissioner Brown: I am Alan Brown. I
eVectiveness of that system. A single force commandam Assistant Commissioner with the Metropolitan
structure will allow for improved Olympic policingPolice, with responsibility for professional standards
by providing that seamless link between rail, marine,and outward looking aVairs.
road, territorial and stadium policing and the
counter-terrorist aspects that would pervade all ofQ35 Chairman: Is the British Transport Police, as
those issues. It will enable a single intelligence andstructured, fit for its purpose?
communications system and it will enable the MPSAssistant Commissioner Brown:Before I answer that
expertise in dealing with the movement of largequestion I would welcome the opportunity just to
crowds to be seamlessly engaged. The Securitymake a short statement.
Director of the Olympics is a serving Metropolitan
Police ServiceAssistant Commissioner. In providing

Q36 Chairman: Please do. That would be helpful. I confidence to the train operating companies we
should have asked you. I beg your pardon. would point to the policing of roads in London,
Assistant Commissioner Brown: First of all, the which was again assessed as excellent by Her
Metropolitan Police Service’s position in relation to Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary, and the
the British Transport Police should not be seen as partnership that the MPS has with Transport for
predatory. The MPS holds the British Transport London. In working in partnership with TfL to a
Police in respect both as a policing agency and as a special service agreement delivery standards are
partner agency. However, our position is driven by achieved which improve customer confidence whilst
providing the best policing response for the people having a focus on prosecuting those who attack staV
of London, be they the people who live, work and and make it unpleasant to travel on the buses. Of
travel to London or indeed have businesses which particular interest here is the deployment of PCSOsenable that to take place. Both train and tube providing high visibility support, generatingstations play an important role in many of London’s confidence and reassurance to both passengers andcommunities. They impact upon the surrounding staV. I would also just like to draw a couple of otherenvironment, not just on the confines of the station.

issues to your attention, one of which is what is theThe safety of stations and transport hubs play an
oYcial Association of Chief Police OYcers’ positionimportant part in how Londoners feel about their
and the Home Secretary’s position in relation to thesafety and security. We believe there is a clear
creation of strategic forces. This is a quote from theexpectation from the public that the policing of all
Home Secretary in a letter to the Association ofaspects of London will be carried out in a way that
Police Authorities.provides them with confidence and in a way that is

not hampered by organisational boundaries nor
variation in capability, and it is on that basis that the
MPS sees significant advantage in amalgamating Q37 Chairman: I am going to be very boring.
with a part of the British Transport Police which has Perhaps we will ask the questions and you will give
responsibility for the policing of the Underground us the answers because we have a Home OYce
the over ground rail systems within the Minister who I am sure will be really excellent in
Metropolitan Police area and including theCroydon answering for them. It is rather interesting that you
Tram Link. We would wish to see a seamless link emphasise Level 2 crime. Do you accept that most of
between rail transport policing in the communities British transport policing is Level 1 crime?
of London, acknowledging that those who commit Assistant Commissioner Brown: I would not stress
oVences against the railway property are likely to the importance of Level 2 crime over anti-social
live in local communities whilst those who commit behaviour.
oVences against the customers of the train operating
companies within the London area will also
predominantly come from within London

Q38 Chairman: But you did quote it and it is one ofcommunities. The need to create a hostile
the things that you prayed in aid.environment for the oVender would be more
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I did quote it andcomprehensibly achieved if there was one
pray it in aid primarily because of the ability of theintelligence and tasking system. In relation to the
Metropolitan Police to respond and provide ainvestigation of serious crime, there is a compelling
service that I would suggest is not currently capablecase to ensure that there is capability to respond

either reactively or proactively in a timely fashion. of being supplied by the British Transport Police.
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Q39 Chairman: Was there a problem in July? Were Assistant Commissioner Brown: I do not accept that
you are not very clever, Chairman.What I am sayingyou not able to work together? Was there some

problem that arose? to you is that there are gaps between the
Metropolitan Police and the service provision that isAssistant Commissioner Brown: I was the oYcer in

charge of the response for 7 July. provided by the British Transport Police and they
are best exampled by the level of response,
particularly in relation to serious crime. The concernQ40 Chairman:Was there a diYculty?
that the Metropolitan Police has is in relation to theAssistant Commissioner Brown: There were a
connectivity between the community as it goes aboutnumber of issues in relation to the overall policing
its business in London and the need to provide aresponse. The arrangements that existed between the
continuous policing response. I would say there areMetropolitan Police and the British Transport
gaps between that lower level tasking and the lowerPolice and the City of London Police worked well on
level collection of intelligence and the ability to sharethose occasions. Yes, there were some diYculties in
that intelligence and it is an area of concern.communicating between under ground and over

ground and, as you have already heard Ian say,
those are going to be the subject of some work and Q47 Chairman: So they get the intelligence but they
we anticipate that by 2007 those diYculties will be do not tell you, is that what you are saying?
overcome. Assistant Commissioner Brown: I think it probably

travels both ways.
Chairman: It is quite possible.Q41 Chairman:Although there were some problems

which have been identified and rectified, are you not
aware of any major problem that arose? Q48 Graham Stringer: The basis of your evidence is
Assistant Commissioner Brown: Not on 7 July. I that the nature of policing the capital changed
would say 7 July was an extremist situation, it was at fundamentally and irreversibly on 7 July. That is
the extreme level of policing response. My answer to rubbish, is it not?
are there diYculties would be that one perhaps Assistant Commissioner Brown: No.
should look at the other end of the policing response
to see where the connectivity is between the local

Q49 Graham Stringer: Explain why it is not.communities of London, how they perceive the
Assistant Commissioner Brown: It is not rubbishboundaries that exist between policing the
because London has never ever had a threat ascommunities of London and policing the rail
described by the events of 7 July or indeed thenetworks of London.
attempts of 21 July. The paradigm for counter-
terrorism fundamentally changed on that day. TheQ42 Chairman: So you have had representations
need for a diVerent style of policing response becamefrom the local councils that the British Transport
immediately apparent from that day. There was aPolice are not doing their job on stations or you have
very clear change in the paradigm of policing forhad representations from electedmembers that there
London and indeed the rest of the country from thatis a gap?
day onwards.Assistant Commissioner Brown: There is an

expectation that the communities of London have
and the people of London have and that has been Q50 Graham Stringer: We have spoken to the
voiced by the Mayor of London security services and the police force not just in this

city but around the world. There have been attacks
in east Africa, Bali, Istanbul, New York andQ43 Chairman: The Mayor is excellent. Is there
Washington by al Qaeda and there have been IRAanyone other than theMayor that has demonstrated
attacks here. The Metropolitan Police Service andthis very clear gap that is worrying them?
the security services were aware before 7 July andAssistant Commissioner Brown: A number of people
they were making preparations that those attackshave. A number of victims have. A number of people
would be likely to take place. Every single securitywho have been the subject of crime are concerned
service that we have spoken to has said that theand do show some frustration that it is not joined up
attacks were inevitable before 7 July and they arein the way that perhaps the people of London
still inevitable. So explain tome what fundamentallywould expect.
changed on 7 July. You clearly knew what was
happening around the world and what the threatQ44 Chairman:Which particular way?
was here.Assistant Commissioner Brown: There is a gap in
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I think yourterms of capability.
statement is slightly disingenuous.

Q45 Chairman: Not enough police oYcers?
Q51 Graham Stringer: They are the facts.Assistant Commissioner Brown: I am not saying
Assistant Commissioner Brown: Can I answer,there are not enough police oYcers.
please?

Q46 Chairman: Inadequate police training? Forgive
me, I am not very clever, Mr Brown. What is it you Q52 Graham Stringer: You said they were

disingenuous. They were not. I was stating facts.are saying to me exactly?
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Assistant Commissioner Brown: I think what complicates the current environment, which is the
boundary between ourselves and the Britishabsolutely changed fundamentally on that date was

the fact that the attacks actually happened. If you Transport Police in London. What I am saying is
that there is significant benefit in joining up thelook at the profile of those people who were engaged

in those attacks, it was a fundamental diVerence to community approach to policing—and it is being
adopted by the Metropolitan Police and funded bywhat we had ever experienced on mainland UK

before and I do not think youwill find anybody from the Government—the more serious aspects of crime
investigation. The expectation that the people ofthe policing service who would argue that that was

not the case. London have is that that will take place in the best
and most seamless way that can be delivered. I am
saying that by having the Metropolitan Police takeQ53 Graham Stringer: Similar attacks had taken
responsibility for policing the railways withinplace in New York and had been planned elsewhere
London is the best way to deliver it.in Europe.

Assistant Commissioner Brown: I do not recall any
similar attacks in New York. I recall some horrific Q56 Graham Stringer: Can you give me particular
attacks which were perpetrated by people who had examples of where people have suVered because of
hijacked aeroplanes. I do not recall any attacks by the boundary between the transport police and
people who had adopted what has become known as yourselves?
suicide bombing by carrying rucksacks laden with Assistant Commissioner Brown: I have not come here
explosives. I do not recall that anywhere else. with any specific examples. I have come here with an

understanding of what the policing environment in
Q54 Graham Stringer: The fundamental paradigm London actually is.
of the operation is that terrorists are willing to kill
themselves. They killed themselves inNewYork and

Q57 Graham Stringer: These very generalWashington. The point I am making is that the
organisational issues take me back to your very firstthreat was there. Your evidence is diVerent from the
point, which was that you are operating as aevidence we have received from the security services
standard predatory bureaucracy. You say thingsthat have acknowledged that the threat was there
have fundamentally changed, therefore we will takepreviously, it is still there and we want the best
over somewhere else. I am quite willing to acceptresponse we can get from it. In your opening
that as an argument if you can tell me that realstatement you said you did not want to be seen to be
people are suVering here in London because of it andpredatory.
so far you have not done so.Assistant Commissioner Brown: We do not.
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I am sorry that I
have not persuaded you of that.

Q55 Graham Stringer:What I am listening to in the
evidence is a lack of substance of real problems. You

Q58 Graham Stringer: You have not given me realstring together a whole series of abstract nouns like
examples.connectivity, community response and you do not
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I have not come heregiveme anythingwhat would persuademe that there
with real examples. I have come with a strategicwas a real problem in policing terms in the capital.
position based upon an understanding of howYou have not given me real examples of where
policing within London is currently conducted.people have suVered crime, death or violent
There are some significant economies andactivities because of the fact that the policing on the
eYciencies that would come out of this as well. Therailways is not controlled by the Met.
backroom amalgamations would release significantAssistant Commissioner Brown:What I have tried to
funding that would undoubtedly be able to beexplain is that there are some significant diYculties
ploughed back into front-line policing. The creationand some significant expectations in how policing is
of additional bureaucracy and line management anddelivered across the capital. I am firmly of the
command structures would all be significantlyopinion that as good as the British Transport Police
reduced if there was one command structure foris and as well as the transport police cooperate, it is
London and that additional money could bevery clearly the position of the Association of Chief
ploughed back into London.Police OYcers, the Home Secretary, the Home

OYce and indeed ourselves that the history of
collaboration is not as good as one organisation Q59 Mr Martlew: The reality is that would apply to
actually having the responsibility. That is a position a national police force, is it not?
that is acknowledged by chief police oYcers Assistant Commissioner Brown: It is possible that
throughout the country. What you had in London is could apply to a national police force if indeed there
you had an artificial boundary. Ian talked about the was a case to argue for that.
creation of additional boundaries. I would suggest
that by amalgamating the British Transport Police
certainly within the London area you reduce the Q60 Graham Stringer: We can recognise that you

have not provided the real examples on the ground.boundary, because we already have boundaries with
those forces that border onto the Metropolitan In terms of the administrative arguments, can you

respond to the argument that if you integratePolice area and so we already have those
relationships. What you have is an extra layer which services in London you disintegrate the rail service
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across the whole of the country and people in Leeds, of service that we provided and that only on
occasions of extremist circumstances would you findManchester and Liverpool may well suVer a worse

service when they are travelling on the trains? that resources would be removed over and above
that. Yes, if there were significant levels of attacksAssistant Commissioner Brown: It is not for me to

comment on what would happen outside of the against a particular part of London and it was
necessary to take resources from the transportMetropolitan Police Service area.
system then that would undoubtedly happen. That
would undoubtedly happen now. The creation ofQ61 Chairman: It is. That is the question you are
one force would not alter that. The reality is that ourbeing asked. You cannot really say we are going to
argument is based upon providing the best servicetake over two-thirds of an organisation but, of
and that revolves around the level of capability thatcourse, it is not for me to comment on what would
we have that British Transport Police does not have,happen to the remaining third or whatever. Frankly,
the removal of the possibility of disconnect becauseyou did not come here to say that you just have a
you have got two lines of command and the abilityseries of abstract ideas presumably, you have come
that having one organisation with responsibilityon the basis of some evidence.
would have in terms of creating greater connectivityAssistant Commissioner Brown: I certainly did not
between what is an emerging success story aroundcome here with a series of abstract ideas and I am
the policing of neighbourhoods and communitiessorry if you think that what I have said is an abstract
within London and engaging those with theidea. What I have tried to demonstrate to you is that
transport infrastructure throughout London.there is concern about the approach to policing in

London that sees there to be two police forces
Q65 Mrs Ellman: You have just stated that the Metproviding the policing service to London.
has a level of capability that the British Transport
Police does not have.Q62Chairman:Could you take your courage in your
Assistant Commissioner Brown: That is true.hands and comment on what would happen to the

rest of the transport police?
Q66 Mrs Ellman: You are saying it is true. Can youAssistant Commissioner Brown:What would happen
then give me an example of where the Britishto the rest of the transport police would be informed
Transport Police has let the community down andby negotiations between the new strategic forces and
where you can demonstrate you could have done itthe British Transport Police and the train operating
better?companies. I am afraid I am not in a position to say
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I do not think it is upquite how that would be managed.
to me to comment on the British Transport
Police’s—Q63 Chairman: And you would not really be

concerned because the Met is only concerned with
Q67 Mrs Ellman: I think it is.how it can bump up its numbers.
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I do not intend to.Assistant Commissioner Brown: The Metropolitan

Police is not concerned about how it can bump up its
numbers. The Metropolitan Police is concerned Q68 Mrs Ellman: What we are discussing is your
about its policing service delivery to the people of support for a proposal which would fundamentally
London. It is not concerned about numbers, it is change the nature of policing of rail and cause the
concerned about making sure that the best service is disbandment of the British Transport Police
delivered to the people of London and that is the certainly in London and probably beyond, but you
whole reason for my appearance here today. have already said that is not your concern.

Therefore, I am asking you for specific examples of
where the current system has failed and how theMetQ64 Graham Stringer: If the transport police was
would make it better. You do have to give thoseintegrated with the Met in London, do you not
examples because otherwise your argument does notbelieve as an Assistant Commissioner that there
have any substance.would be times when work on the railways would be
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I would drawde-prioritised? You would be able to say there are
evidence from Her Majesty’s Inspectorate ofreal problems happening at the present time in
Constabulary reports and the baseline assessment ofBrixton or Camden or at Heathrow Airport, that is
the two forces and I would draw your attention tothe nature of a large organisation, it can prioritise,
the capabilities as reported on both forcesbut you would get a worse service on the overland
particularly in relation to the investigation of seriousrail and the tube service.
crime and in relation to the ability to tacklewhat wasAssistant Commissioner Brown: I think in answering
described earlier as Level 2 crime, particularly inthat question Iwould refer you to the experience that
relation to the provision of forensic support, all ofwe can point to particularly in relation to the
which give the Metropolitan Police significantpolicing of Heathrow Airport and in relation to the
capability that is not enjoyed by the Britisharrangements that have been drawn up in terms of
Transport Police.the provision of neighbourhood policing and indeed

those pieces of Transport for London that we have
responsibility for. I would suggest that all of those Q69 Mrs Ellman: What about the level of crime

which the British Transport Police is particularlyconcerns could be removed by the fact that there
would be an agreed service agreement as to the levels involved with? That is a diVerent level of crime, is it
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not? In what way can theMetropolitan Police do the work to identify what is the level of connectivity
job better than the British Transport Police can in between the Metropolitan Police Service and the
London? British Transport Police and there is no doubt that
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I think if you look at around larger transport hubs there is significant co-
the extreme end and you look at the investigation of operation. However, in those stations that are more
the oVences of 7 July and where most of those to be found in the areas of residential communities
oVences were committed, they were committed on there is a significant lack of connectivity between the
the railways and yet it was the Metropolitan Police ability of the British Transport Police even to be
that investigated those. If you look at the oVences of made aware of what the problems are within the
murder that have been committed on British local policing areas and how local communities see
Transport Police property, you will find there were the role and part that local stations play within those
three oVences of murder in the last 12 months. One communities.
of those oVences had to be investigated by the
Metropolitan Police. The model of murder

Q74MrsEllman:What eVorts have beenmade to tryinvestigation as practised by the Metropolitan
and join up in those areas?Police is now the model of murder investigation that
Assistant Commissioner Brown: We make ouris being promulgated as good practice and because
information available but I think the Britishof the limited resources and the great stretch that the
Transport Police is probably restricted by theBritish Transport Police have they are unable to put
manpower that it has.that model to work.

Q70 Mrs Ellman: But what about the type of crime Q75 Mrs Ellman: But what eVorts have been made
that British Transport Police typically deal with? by the Met to join up in those areas where you say
What evidence do you have that the Met could do there is no connectivity?
it better? Assistant Commissioner Brown: As I said, we have
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I am not suggesting made our intelligence available, but I think that the
that the Met could investigate the lower level crime restriction is the level of manpower and the level of
better. capability that the British Transport Police has.

Q71 Mrs Ellman: Is that not a significant point in
Q76MrMartlew:We have just heard from the Chiefrelation to the bulk of the work of the British
Constable of the British Transport Police that he isTransport Police? I am directing your attention to
very happy for theMet to go on what you would callthat issue because that is very important in the
his beat any time you like. The idea that thecontext that we are discussing. In what way do you
neighbourhood police cannot go onto the localbelieve that the Met could do a better job than the
suburban station I do not think is correct, is it?British Transport Police in dealing with that sort of

crime which is typically found on the railway? Assistant Commissioner Brown: I did not say it was.
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I do not think it is a
question of the Metropolitan Police doing it better

Q77 Mr Martlew: But you gave that implication,because we would certainly look to take those
that there was a problem, did you not?resources that are currently deployed and have that
Assistant Commissioner Brown: No, but there is alsoexpertise within the British Transport Police and
an issue that we are not funded and we are notmake them more available to work with and to be
staVed to police the Underground system. What Ibetter informed by crime that has significant
am saying is that in terms of having one policeconnectivity to those oVences that are committed on
service for London it is actually about bringingthe British Transport Police network.
together the British Transport policing area and
their resources—and I think that is a critical part, toQ72 Mrs Ellman: So are you saying that there is
bring their resources, their expertise, together—andevidence that the Met could do it better or that they
aligning them through one command, onecould not?
intelligence, one tasking and co-ordinating process,Assistant Commissioner Brown: I am saying that the
connecting them together and realising economiesapproachwould be better if there were no gaps in the
and eYciencies of scale in relation to the back-upMetropolitan Police Service or indeed British
and the management on-costs and delivering that toTransport Police.
front-line policing services.

Q73 Mrs Ellman: But do you not have to
demonstrate how that major change would improve Q78 Mr Martlew: You have mentioned the
the situation? boundaries but you realise, of course, that there are
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I think I can aptly police forces on the boundaries of your area.
demonstrate the ability to improve through greater Assistant Commissioner Brown: Indeed.
and better informed deployment of resources, so
better use of intelligence, better tasking of resources,

Q79 Mr Martlew: And therefore there are the samegreater connectivity between local policing eVorts
problems with them that you have with the Britishwithin the Metropolitan Police area. Though not

specifically for this hearing, we have done some Transport Police.
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Assistant Commissioner Brown: No, there are not. Q86MrMartlew:No:where is the evidence that that
is what the people of London want?
Assistant Commissioner Brown: Where does theQ80 Mr Martlew:Why is that?
evidence for that come from? That comes frompolls,Assistant Commissioner Brown: The boundaries of
that comes from reports.the British Transport Police are like veins that run

through our own area. In relation to those forces
Q87 Chairman: Could I point out to you that whenthat are the other side of those boundaries, that is
we are talking about evidence in polls, Members ofwhere they stay, whereas the British Transport
Parliament do not always have this blind faith inPolice is within the London area. It serves and deals
opinion polls that you seem to have. In February awith the communities of London. Hertfordshire,
MORI poll said 53% of Londoners thought Sir IanEssex, Kent, the Thames Valley, Surrey do not.
Blair should resign, over half of Londoners are not
confident that the Metropolitan Police could

Q81MrMartlew: I am bemused by the way that you investigate such crimes as vehicle theft, burglary,
can come forward to the select committee but, more mugging or vandalism, and on anti-social behaviour
importantly, come forward to Parliament, with a 65% of them thought you were not going to. I think
plan to break up the British Transport Police and yet there is a diVerence between evidence and opinion
you are saying, “We have not given any thought to polls but perhaps that is because I have been here
what happens to the rest. We do not really care what quite a long time.
happens to the rest”. Assistant Commissioner Brown: I have said what I
Assistant Commissioner Brown: It is not true. We have said. It is the position of the Metropolitan
do care. Police.Whether you regard that as being evidence or

whether you do not, it is there as the position of the
Metropolitan Police. It is based on a professionalQ82 Mr Martlew: I am sorry: that was my
understanding of what policing in London actuallyinterpretation of what you have said today.
needs to enable it to move forward.Assistant Commissioner Brown: Our care is about

providing the best policing response to the people of
London. I do acknowledge that that would create Q88 Mrs Ellman: The Metropolitan Police
diYculties for policing arrangements outside of presumably feel suYciently confident in their
London. I am not suYciently knowledgeable about abilities to take on new responsibilities. Why do you
the British Transport Police to know whether that feel that, with all the problems that you are currently
would enable them to be able to continue as a facing and without any evidence that you have given
separate force or whether there would be compelling us that the people of London are dissatisfied with the
grounds to amalgamate and have territorial policing current service of British Transport Police in
and responsibility for policing the railways where London?
the railways touch their territory, but I certainly do Assistant Commissioner Brown: In terms of are we
believe that it is the right way of providing the best confident that we could take on the responsibilities
policing response to London. that are currently held by the British Transport

Police, I think that we would be heavily reliant upon
the expertise that they already have within theirQ83MrMartlew: But do you accept that that might
membership to be able to provide that. What I ambe a problem for government and for the rest of
saying is that by bringing the two forces togetherthe country?
there would be a greater capability than currentlyAssistant Commissioner Brown: Indeed, and I have
exists, and that is a significant issue, particularlyno doubt that it will be one of those areas that you
when you look at the evidence of the HMIC and thewill have consideration of in any recommendations
concerns they raise. I am saying that by bringing thethat you may make.
two forces together, by putting them under a single
command structure, you would be able to release

Q84 Mr Martlew: Looking at what you have said, additional resources and you would be able to
the only evidence that you have brought forward increase the capability to respond to serious
today is that there were three murders under the incidents in a way that had greater confidence, in a
auspices of the British Transport Police and they had way that had greater timeliness. That is a significant
to call the Met in to solve one of them. Is that issue that I think the committee should have
correct? cognisance of when considering these issues.
Assistant Commissioner Brown: That is not the only
evidence that I bring forward today. What I bring Q89 Mr Goodwill:Mr Brown, you have talked a lot
forward today is the evidence that has been provided about one force, but we were told in the previous
by the HMIC. What I bring forward today is the evidence session that much of the technical expertise
evidence and the undoubted demand for the people needed to operate on the transport network and on
of London to have one service to deal with policing the signalling system and knowledge of the
for the area of London. electrification, et cetera, wouldmean that themerger

would only ever be a merger of command and
budgets and that on the ground there would beQ85 Mr Martlew:We have just had that evidence.

Assistant Commissioner Brown: I have just given it limited opportunities to have this interoperability
you which seem to be referring to.to you.
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Assistant Commissioner Brown: In what you say Q94Mr Leech:And none of these issues can be dealt
with through better collaboration in your opinion?there is some significant force. We would be reliant

upon the expertise until such time as we were in a Assistant Commissioner Brown: I would say that
better collaboration is the second option. Ourposition to be able to train some of our own people

in relation to that expertise. primary option, our first option, would be an
amalgamation.

Q90 Mr Goodwill: Would that not be a waste of
resources, duplicating training so that you had a Q95 Chairman: Supposing the Government decided
larger number of oYcers who could go on the to privatise British Transport Police. Would you
network or do other policing work? support that?
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I also have no doubt Assistant Commissioner Brown: We would still seek
that if you asked the Chief Constable of the British to have an arrangement that saw the Metropolitan
Transport Police whether or not he could do with Police have that responsibility for policing the
additional resources to police some of those more networks within London.
remote Underground stations and overland
stations, he would say, “Absolutely”. What we are

Q96 Chairman: But supposing this was handed to atalking about here is greater connectivity, greater
private security firm rather than a police force.capability. If one of the things that needed to be done
Would that fit in with your plans?to achieve that was a spreading of the ability and a
Assistant Commissioner Brown: No, it would not.greater understanding of the skills necessary to work

on the railway line, then yes, we would be in a
position to do that.We certainly are not in a position Q97 Chairman: It would not. You do not support
to do that at the moment. privatisation in any way then?

Assistant Commissioner Brown: I think policing is
there for the public good. I think that privatisationQ91MrLeech: I wonderedwhether you had had any

discussions with the British Transport Police about of policing leads to all sorts of diYculties, it leads to
a diVerent set of objectives. The primary focuswhether or not there were available other

alternatives to having a single force in London to becomes the creation of benefit for stakeholders.
You become stakeholder driven as opposed to beingdeal with these perceived problems.

Assistant Commissioner Brown: No. We were strategy driven, the strategy being there to achieve
the objectives, which must be, both for Britishspecifically asked by the Department for Transport

to deal through the Department for Transport. Transport Police and indeed London, providing the
best policing services to the people of London.

Q92 Mr Leech: But would you say that potentially
there could be other ways of dealing with the Q98 Chairman:The OYce of Rail Regulation thinks
perceived problems of not being joined up? that the industry could take over responsibilities of
Assistant Commissioner Brown: The only other way the British Transport Police such as patrolling
of dealing with it would be through greater stations. Do you support that idea?
collaboration and federation of resources, and I Assistant Commissioner Brown: I think youwould be
refer back to the evidence that is acknowledged by reinforcing some of the diYculties that currently
the Association of Chief Police OYcers, by ourselves exist in terms of the exchange of information and the
and by the Home Secretary that collaboration has connectivity between what happens outside the
significant inability to deliver what an amalgamated station boundaries, and it would suggest that
response can deliver. stations were islands within London that had no

connectivity or impact in terms of the greater and
Q93 Mr Leech:What diVerences would there be? wider communities of London.
Assistant Commissioner Brown: I think the
diVerences would be those that exist at the moment

Q99 Chairman: Should Transport for London beand that would exist unless you had an ability to put
given responsibility for the allocation of allin a lot of money. I know that Ian said we have got
transport policing budgets in London, includingthe same IT system, particularly around intelligence.
that bit of the British Transport Police which isIt may be provided by the same manufacturer but it
involved within the London boundary?has no ability whatsoever to speak to our system, it
Assistant Commissioner Brown: Provided there werehas no ability whatsoever to exchange information.
some caveats in terms of how theywere able to spendThe command and control system is diVerent. The
that money, and provided that they had to provideequipment that is issued is diVerent. What I am
policing resources which took account ofsaying is that by having one force you get greater
connectivity through to the rest of London, I wouldflexibility in terms of your deployments, you
say yes.increase the knowledge that is available to you to

improve your deployments and you are able to take
into account themore local needs, themore localised Q100 Chairman: If you were able to go ahead with

what you have planned how would you guaranteeproblems when considering where youmight wish to
put your resources, and indeed what you would be funding for the railway involvement of particular

oYcers? How would you ring-fence the financeasking them to do when they were there, and what
information you would be asking them to do it with. needed?
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Assistant Commissioner Brown: It would be the Q102 Chairman: If the Government rejects your
proposal could this have a negative impact onsubject of special service agreements, the same as

Transport for London and the bus network are policing in London?
Assistant Commissioner Brown: Yes.currently.

Q101 Chairman: And you think that that would be Q103 Chairman: And on your relationship with the
British Transport Police?suYcient?

Assistant Commissioner Brown: It has certainly Assistant Commissioner Brown: No.
Chairman: Thank you very much. The connectivityworked well in relation to the policing of the bus

routes and that provision of public transport in has been positively amazing. Thank you so much
for coming.London, yes.

Memorandum submitted by British Transport Police Federation

1. The British Transport Police Federation is pleased to make this submission to the House of Commons
Transport Committee.

2. The Federation represents the views of some 2,200 oYcers ranging in rank from Constable to Chief
Inspector. We do not propose to comment in detail on the operational capability of the Force as this is
outside our strict remit. The Force itself will capably and expertly articulate its professional view.

3. Following the bomb incidents in London in July 2005, the Federation understands that a review of
how the police and other emergency services responded to the attacks is entirely appropriate. However, in
any review the Federation would urge the Committee to note the excellence of the response by BTP oYcers
and in particular, our ability to work as a team with other Forces. The Federation makes this point quite
specifically because over the past five years the BTP has been reviewed no fewer than four times.

4. As a result of these reviews the BTP police oYcers (but not the Force as a corporate entity) have
become disillusioned with their sense of security of career and personal future direction. Each review to date
has been emphatic in its conclusion that Britain needs a specialist railway police service.

5. Former Transport Minister, John Speller noted in his 2001 consultation paper “Modernising the
British Transport Police” . . . the British Transport Police’s operations are fully integrated withHomeOYce
Police Forces and they provide policing services to exactly the same high professional standard. In addition
to providing specialist policing for the railway environment, they have developed particular expertise in . . .
protection against terrorism, management of large travelling groups such as football supporters and control
of anti-social behaviour in enclosed areas.”

6. In its response to the consultation paper the Department for Transport stated:

“The Government therefore considers that the national railway network is best protected by a
unified police force providing a dedicated, specialist service and able to give a proper priority to
the policing of the railways.”

7. In 2004, the Transport Select Committee oVered the following comment . . .” The railways are a
specialised environment, with specialised needs and need a specialised Force . . . Unless there is a national
force dedicated to policing the rail network, the task will not be given the priority it needs.”

8. The White Paper, “The Future of Rail” published by the Department for Transport in 2004 stated:
“The industry and passengers also receive significant benefits from a dedicated force, particularly from its
approach to managing incidents, which is aimed at minimising delay. The Government confirms its support
for the British Transport Police continuing in its role as a specialist rail police force.”

9. It is not just that the reviews conclude that we are indispensable, secondly that the BTP is good at what
it does but thirdly, when the quality of systems and of oYcers was tested, not once but twice last July, the
BTP rose superbly to the occasion.

10. As a result of the Transport Committee’s deliberations, the Federation would hope to see an end to
the periodic examination of the workings of the BTP—examinations which query why the BTP even exists
as opposed to recommending how its capability could and should be enhanced.

11. The Federation would invite the Committee to comment on the diYculties which the present funding
arrangements pose for the BTP. Under the user pays principle the senior management of BTP spend
inordinate time recovering from the Train Operating Companies their share of the costs of providing them
with a dedicated specialist police service. The public’s willingness to travel by train is directly governed by
how safe they feel from railway crime. The ability of the BTP to restore normal operational service after an
incident directly aVects the revenue of the TrainOperating Companies. It is therefore unacceptable that BTP
energy which has other policing priorities such as public safety and anti-terrorism should be spent in chasing
up companies who are simply reluctant payers. The Federation believes that companies slow to pay should
incur penalty charges as a disincentive to wasting police time.
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12. As Chairman of the Police Federation, either I or our General Secretary, Roger Randall would be
pleased to give evidence to the Committee.

Witness:Mr Alec Robertson, Chairman, British Transport Police Federation, gave evidence.

Q104 Chairman: Good afternoon, Mr Robertson. I Mr Robertson: When I heard Mr Brown talking
am sorry to have kept you waiting. Would you be about London there, I think hemissed a point in that
kind enough to identify yourself? people come into London; they do not all live in
Mr Robertson:Certainly. I amAlec Robertson. I am London. When they use the trains they come from
Chairman of the British Transport Police elsewhere and they go back elsewhere, so if he is
Federation. Unlike Mr Brown and Mr Johnston, I talking about London and the British Transport
have never served in the Metropolitan Police force Police, we transport people into the capital and back
and I have 28 years’ service in the British out when they return from work, or whatever the
Transport Police. case may be, so it is not all about London. With

regard to the view of the Metropolitan Police taking
over London as a whole, you can rest assured, IQ105 Chairman: Thank you very much. Did you
think, that British Transport Police would no longerhave something you wanted to say before we start
exist, and I have to say that for my members thatquestions?

Mr Robertson: No. I am quite happy to take would be catastrophic.
questions straightaway.

Q112 Mr Martlew: What are your views on theQ106 Chairman: Is the British Transport Police fit
privatisation of the British Transport Police?for the 21st century?
Mr Robertson: Again it goes back to the fact thatMr Robertson: I think so. I think the four reviews in
there has been that much said about Britishthe last five years have come to the conclusion that
Transport Police over the last six years and, as forwe are fit for our purpose. Things move on and we
any option, we would have to look at it closely. Iare open to change, but I certainly think that all
certainly think that if it was in the best interest of mythose reviews came to that conclusion.
members I would support it. If it was not in the best
interests of my members I certainly would notQ107MrGoodwill:MrRobertson, I have a question support it.which I think has been thrown up by some of the

other police mergers around the country and which
is of direct interest to yourmembers, and that is with Q113 Mr Martlew: It is a politician’s answer, is it
regard to pension provision. Have you any not?
information with regard to the relative health of the Mr Robertson: Absolutely.
pension provision in the Met or in the British
Transport Police?

Q114 Mr Martlew: What are the views of yourMr Robertson: Certainly within British Transport
members on the idea of private security on thePolice we believe that there would be a TUPE so that
stations?if people within British Transport Police had to join
Mr Robertson: Obviously, 7 July was a turningtheMet, or whatever the case may be, we could stick
point. If the public feel safe in seeing security orto the same pension arrangements. What diYculty
CSOs, or whatever the case may be, I do not have athat would create in the Metropolitan Police I really
strong view on it. As long asBritish Transport Policedo not know.
have fully trained, full time oYcers to deal with
crime on the railways, if other people are doing otherQ108 Mr Goodwill: But you do not have any
jobs within that and it makes people feel secure andinformation on the funds in reserve for pensions and
safe, I would fully welcome it.whether both were equally well funded?

Mr Robertson: British Transport Police has a cash-
rich fund. The Home OYce obviously do not have Q115 Mr Martlew: So you would see them as a
the same type of situation. How that would transfer helpful addition, not as a replacement?
across I really do not know.

Mr Robertson: It is not a replacement. It is part of
the police family.

Q109 Mr Goodwill: I think your members might be
interested to know.
Mr Robertson: They certainly would, yes. Q116Mrs Ellman:How do you think low level crime

on trains would be aVected if the Met took over?
Mr Robertson: I think it would be aVected. I thinkQ110 Chairman: I did not ask you whether in fact

you support the Metropolitan Police taking control theMet have their own particular problems. If there
of the British Transport Police. was a call to deal with something of low level on the
Mr Robertson: I have a view. Underground inOxford Street and something on the

street in Oxford Street, I think the Underground or
the rail station would get left alone. They wouldQ111 Chairman: That is what we are here to hear,
prioritise and I think the priority would not be lowMr Robertson. I never knew a policeman who did

not have views and diVerences are likely to come up. level crime on the railway or the Underground.
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Q117 Mrs Ellman: What about the funding? What Q123 Mrs Ellman: The OYce of the Rail Regulator
has suggested that the rail industry itself should takewould you say to the Met view that there would be
some more responsibility for policing. Do you thinka pooling of resources and that it would have greater
that would be a way forward?resources to deal with these problems?
Mr Robertson: I think the way forward with that isMr Robertson: I have not seen their business plan. It
through the Police Authority. I know that some ofwas just a comment that was made today and until I
the train operating companies are on the Policesee that I really do not know where the information
Authority. Whether they want to expand their rolecomes from.
on that is another matter. Almost 50% of the old
Police Committee was from the train operating

Q118 Mrs Ellman: Have you been aware of any companies and that has been diluted a bit, so
discussions with the Met about problems of whether they want to come back in and have a bigger
communication or co-ordination in policing? say in how they run things—
Mr Robertson:No, I have not.Obviously, I heard Sir
Ian Blair say that their radios did not work on the Q124 Mrs Ellman: Do the operating companies
Underground on 7 July. British Transport Police pay enough?
radios do not work unless we take on Underground Mr Robertson: In my view, no.
radios, and I believe that was open to the
Metropolitan Police a few years ago. Q125Mr Leech:Do you think the way that the train

operating companies pay is fit for the 21st century?
Mr Robertson: I have always said that I do notQ119 Mrs Ellman: So you are not aware of any
believe in the “user pays” principle, and I think Idiscussions taking place?
have spoken to every Secretary of State over the lastMr Robertson: No. I think that would be a matter seven years with the same argument. Some pay up,for the Chief OYcers’ Group. asMr Johnston said. Some pay quickly; some do not
pay so quickly.

Q120 Mrs Ellman: If the Metropolitan Police did
Q126 Mr Leech: Are you prepared to tell us who?take over British Transport policing inLondonwhat
Mr Robertson: I think that is a matter for Mrwould that mean for British Transport Police?
Johnston. With regard to that, I think theMr Robertson: I do not think that the infrastructure
Government can take the money from the traincould sustain a police force with the small numbers
operating companies. They would have bigger cloutinvolved in the geographical spread of British
than British Transport Police. A lot of MrTransport Police. I think it would create a massive
Johnston’s time is taken up with negotiating aproblem. Closing a gap came out. I did not hear any
budget and I think that is wasted time. I think Mrother police force in the United Kingdom mention
Johnston has got a role to play in the Chief OYcers’British Transport Police or that theywould be happy
Group, not in dealing with budgets. Somebody elseto police British Transport Police. The only police
can do that.force that has mentioned wanting to police the

British Transport Police areas is the Metropolitan
Q127 Mr Leech: Are there big variations in thePolice, so when ACPO make statements that we
amount that each train operating company pays?might not be fit for purpose I find it quite surprising
Mr Robertson: Yes, although I have to say I do notwhen none of them has come out and said that they
know who pays what. The management depends onwant to police British Transport Police.
the service level agreement.

Q121 Mrs Ellman: The Metropolitan Police have Q128 Chairman: Could I ask you this, Mr
referred to problems of connectivity in the Robertson, because you are taking the opinions of
relationship between perpetrators of crime and the all your members all the time; that is what you do:
neighbourhoods that those people come from. Are you represent them? After 7 July particularly were
you aware of any such problems? there specific problems of communication that were

raised by yourmembers? Even if it is anecdotal, wereMr Robertson: The whole thing would be
there people who said, “We have a particularaccountable to the Metropolitan Police but it would
problem. We could not deal with our oppositenever work in the Metropolitan Police area. When I
numbers. We did not work well because there was aworked in Glasgow we had a close working
physical or some other kind of diYculty”? Didrelationship with Strathclyde Police, and from time
anybody within your membership raise with youto time—
specific diYculties about working alongside the
Met?

Q122 Chairman: Only a peaceful place. Mr Robertson: None whatsoever; I think the exact
Mr Robertson: Very peaceful, yes, absolutely.— we opposite. I think it was along the lines that it was a
would rely on Strathclyde Police and they would joined-up exercise that worked extremely well. In
pass on information. Similarly, British Transport fact, theMet Federation have also told me that, that
Police has worked hand-in-hand with Home OYce they were getting it from their members saying that
forces for many years without any due problems to everybody, including outside of London, worked

magnificently on the day and on subsequent days.either force.
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Q129 Chairman: So that any problems that arose Mr Robertson: It is actually now a software package.
would have been highlighted at a diVerent level

Q134 Mr Martlew: But who is it? Is it the Transportbecause they were not immediately obvious to the
Police?serving oYcers?
MrRobertson:Wehave ourown trainerswho take ourMr Robertson: Certainly not, not at that level, not at
oYcers through it.the operational level. It may be that at a command

level there may have been a wee problem but certainly
Q135 Chairman: Do you have any idea whatnot at that level.
percentage of man hours are taken up dealing with the
threats of terrorism?
Mr Robertson: I have not the foggiest idea. I thinkMrQ130 Chairman: Do your members have any views
Johnston could answer that one.about the requirement for training before they can go

on to railways? That must make them a fairly
Q136 Chairman: Do you have a view on whether thespecialised force, must it not?
department should pay more money for dealing withMr Robertson: Yes. You need to have a track safety
terrorist problems? When I say “you” I mean yourcertificate before you can go on to the railways. All our
Federation.oYcers have two weeks’ training at the end of their
Mr Robertson: There is never enough money. ManyHome OYce-type training to bring them up to that
years ago when we had a Police Committee we werestandard and it has to be revisited, I think every two
starved of resources and funding, and since Sir Alistairyears.
Graham has taken over the Police Authority it is a bit
more robust, there is certainly more clout and I think
things are getting a little easier.Q131 Chairman: Are you aware of any problems at

any particular mainline station, say, where your
Q137Chairman:Can you see anyparticular advantageoYcers are operating within the capital city and
to your members in being absorbed by theproblems have arisenwith theMetropolitan force on a
Metropolitan Police Force?day-to-day basis?
Mr Robertson: I cannot see any advantages. As I said,Mr Robertson: Absolutely not.
the only advantage would be if it was in the best
interests of the travelling public and the safety of rail

Q132Mr Leech: Just on the level of training, is there a staV. I have not heard an argument yet that gives me
big discrepancy between the cost of training a British that suggestion.
Transport Police oYcer and a normal police oYcer?

Q138 Chairman: Are you inundated with emails andMr Robertson: I would imagine it would be slightly
letters fromyourmembersdemanding tobe takenoverhigher because of that two weeks where they pick up
by Sir Ian Blair?railway legislation and we do the safety training, but
Mr Robertson: No.thatwould be the only diVerence. Everything else is the

exact same, whether that be Scotland or England and
Q139 Chairman: Did you check your emails thisWales. It would be the exact same training.
morning before you came out?
Mr Robertson: I certainly did, yes.

Q133MrMartlew:On the issuing of a certificate, who Chairman:MrRobertson, you have been very helpful.
Thank you very much indeed.actually does that? Is it yourselves?

Memorandum submitted by the British Transport Police Authority

1. Introduction

The British Transport Police Authority welcomes this further inquiry by the Committee into the British
Transport Police.

The British Transport Police Authority (BTPA) was created in July 2004 to provide more public
accountability for the Force and to ensure the Force is fit for purpose. This was prompted by pressure to
align governance arrangements with those of Home OYce Forces and to address the issues of inadequate
funding settlements from the BTP Committee.

The BTPA is charged with securing the maintenance of an eYcient and eVective British Transport Police
(BTP) Force, appointing oYcers, entering into police service agreements with railway operators, and
bearing the expenses of the Force. It has a three-year strategic plan to secure operational improvements,
which is part-way through its period of implementation. Part of this is to address a number of “legacy issues”
caused by the years of under funding. These improvements have been central to improving performance and
increasing the capacity for counter-terrorism.

2. Reviews of BTP

Numerous reviews by various bodies in the last five years have concluded that a national, specialist force
is best placed to protect the railway network, and an overview of their conclusions is set out in Annex I. Of
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key note are the comments made by the Secretary of State in the Rail Review White Paper, and the DfT
Review in 2004. These are reproduced here.

“The Government remains committed to the principle that the costs of the BTP should remain
largely funded by the rail industry. However, it is acknowledged that the recently abolished BTP
Committee has left a number of legacy issues that need to be addressed. TheGovernment will look
to the newly created BTP Authority to improve business planning and ensure, with the industry,
that the BTP is appropriately funded.”2

“Given this support for a specialist rail police force, there is no suggestion that the BTP should be
merged or linked to the Metropolitan Police or other Home OYce County Forces. To do this
would be to lose the valuable specialisms that the BTP has established. It would also take away
the extremely positive ability of the BTP to police across boundaries.”3

The Secretary of State announced on 11 October 2005 in the House of Commons, a review into the role
of the BTP, in parallel to the review by the Home Secretary into local police forces. The stated aim of the
review is to examine “the functions of the British Transport Police and whether some or all of these are best
carried out by a national force, regional forces, or, indeed, by industry itself.”4 These various reviews and
reports demonstrate consistent support for the role of the BTP, and nothing has materially changed since
them. We believe this forms a conclusive case that the BTP is best placed to carry out its existing functions.
The BTPA is therefore very concerned at suggestions that the two options being considered by the latest
review are to either abolish BTP or refocus on “core” railway issues (which has yet to be defined). The BTPA
believes that the conclusions reached in the 2004 DfT review confirming the advantages of BTP as a
functional force remain valid.We are therefore committed to preserving a fully functional British Transport
Police Force for the railways.

The HMIC report, “Closing the Gap”, is the basis of the Home OYce review of the structure of police
forces. However, “Closing the Gap” did not include a review of the BTP’s protective services, and such a
review had not been made when the DfT review was decided upon.We therefore believe that theDfT review
of BTP was premature. A review of BTP’s protective services has since been commissioned by DfT.

The BTPA also takes note of the Secretary of State’s reply during the debate in the House on 11 October
2005 on the announced review, that:

“the BTP have significant expertise, and working on a railway involves a great deal of skill and
detailed knowledge. A lot of the work they do . . . involves specialist policing, first to deal with the
immediate situation, but then to get the train running on time.When other police forces have come
on the lines, lack of expertise has caused some unhappy experiences.”

The BTPA wholeheartedly agrees with this view and hopes that the Secretary of State will continue the
historic, and constant, government support enjoyed by BTP.

3. Funding Arrangements

In the light of the number and extent of endorsements of the BTP’s existence and role, we believe that the
real debate on the future of the BTP lies in how the operations of the BTP are funded rather than whether
it should exist as a separate force, and that theDfT’s review couldmost usefully focus on resolving this issue.
The BTPA has made a number of suggestions to DfT in the last two years on alternative funding
arrangements, which to date have gone no further, but feel that this review oVers an ideal opportunity for
DfT to consider these and other suggestions afresh.

The previous government support has done much to improve the status of policing of the railways. The
newly-created Authority received a clear direction from the Secretary of State to address the legacy issues,
which it has sought to do via the three-year Strategic Plan and associated budgets. The focus has been on
rectifying backroom problems, which will not only increase eYciency in itself, but will also release oYcers
back to the front-line, increasing visibility and operational eVectiveness. The Secretary of State himself
stated on 11 October 2005:

“Through the British Transport Police Authority, we have been able to ensure that [the Force’s]
funding has been significantly increased”5

However, it is right that the issue of funding be re-examined, as it continues to be a source of tension
between the BTP and the train operation companies. The potential for such continued tension was pointed
out by both the PSA holders and BTP during the DfT consultation on the new Authority, as well as by this
Committee when it last looked at the BTP.

It is worth noting that TfL invest heavily in police numbers for the Underground, and increasingly, the
overground rail in London also.

2 DfT (2004): The Future of Rail:White Paper.
3 DfT (2004): Review of the British Transport Police.
4 DfT (2002) (2):Modernising the British Transport Police: response,
http://www.dft.gov.uk/paragraph 4.6

5 House of Commons debate, 11 October 2005.
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The TOCs currently feel that although they fund the BTP, their input via the BTPA has been considerably
diminished. The BTP’s functions are directly beneficial to them, but the Force also carries out a number of
wider societal roles (public good) which the rail industry is reluctant to finance. In particular it is legitimate
to contend that anti-terrorist operations and other activities not directly related to the railways should be
met by the public purse.

It is therefore unlikely that funding tensions will go away, and this will continue to be an issue going
forward. BTPA feel the current review should increasingly be focused on finding the right balance between
TOC funding and central government funding. We feel that the reaching of such a balance is an issue for
government, rather than for either BTPA or the Force to become involved in, as long as our ability to ensure
the Force is adequately funded is not compromised.

The BTPA position is simply this—there is a proven case, confirmed over a number of reviews, for the
existence of the BTP as a separate force. The real issue is who funds it and that is a matter for government,
and not for us. It is important that this review does not confuse the case for the existence of the BTP with
the way in which it is funded.

It is right that theChief Constablemakes operational decisions and that the BTPA formulates the Policing
Plan, in consultation with TOCs. However, we point out that the Authority has to take into account the
National Community Safety Plan and the views of other stakeholders, such as passengers. The railway
industry should not be in a position to dictate what is policed and what is not on the public transport
network. TOCs are ultimately accountable to shareholders for their bottom line profit, rather than to society
at large. Past experience of how the rail industry strikes a balance between eYcient and eVective policing
and cost has seen staV numbers decrease and the Force’s infrastructure left underfunded, leading toHMIC’s
assessment that the infrastructure was “groaning”. The TOCs represent the private sector, and
understandably they have legitimate commercial interests to consider.We are therefore concerned that their
priorities are not always appropriate for determining policing priorities on the public transport network.
The BTPA believes that from a public policy point of view, the TOCs should not have a controlling influence
over the size of the annual budget. The DfT drafted the Railways and Transport Safety Act 2003 to have
this deliberate eVect.

This Committee has previously noted pressure fromTOCs to identify specific numbers of oYcers for their
franchise areas and the consequent dilution of the Chief Constable’s role and the benefits gained from a
national police service.Wewould add that weremore detailed service agreements to bemadewith individual
TOCs, as has been suggested, none would want to fund overarching services or BTP infrastructure and
support costs, and that policing of the railways would become a fragmented and confused state of aVairs.

There is, furthermore, a misunderstanding on the part of the TOCs about the increases in the BTPA
budgets in 2004–05 through to 2006–07. These are largely due to unavoidable expenditure, with additional
smaller amounts for investment programmes which are vital to bring the Force up to date and enable it to
function eVectively, as well as enabling cost savings and eYciencies to be made in the longer term. We
support the Chief Constable’s aim to ensure that the BTP carries out the policing of the railways to national
policing standards. These investments are necessary to address the legacy issues and respond to the last
HMIC report and improve performance. Last year’s increase, for example, has enabled the upgrade of the
Force’s computer systems, which had been so lacking in funds in previous years that there was an imminent
risk that the Force would be unable to access the Police National Computer. The budgets likely to be
proposed for the years after these investments have been made are that increases will only be at around the
level of inflation.

A greater increase is proposed for 2006–07 than was previously envisaged due to a compromise which
involved a lower increase in 2004–05, which was possible thanks to aDfT loan which has now to be repayed.
The TOCs were in favour of this option rather than the greater upfront cost in 2004–05, and the
consequences of this on the 2006–07 budget were made explicitly clear in all communications with them.

The input of the rail industry into the budget setting process is, in constitutional terms, via their
representatives on the BTPA. The BTPA has brought forward a new consultation exercise and engages with
the industry via workshops, written briefings requesting comments, meetings and liaison with ATOC as well
as the formal Authority meetings. Industry therefore has a number of opportunities and mechanisms for
inputting into the process and raising concerns. The BTPA has listened to these concerns. The budget for
2005–06 was reduced on three occasions, and the budget for 2006–07 has been reduced twice. An account
of the budget-setting process for the 2006–07 budget can be found at Appendix III.

The funding arrangements currently in place may of course be improved, something the BTPA recognises
and has for the last two years suggested alternatives to DfT. We are not opposed to change per se and have
been willing to be proactive and initiate change, but we would be seriously concerned were DfT to reverse
government policy and put funding decisions solely back in the hands of the rail industry. As the funders,
clearly they need to have a say, but this should be alongside the interests of passengers and the wider public.

In conclusion, the current DfT review is an opportunity to resolve the funding issues for the BTP, but in
its current direction it is a potential threat to the proper policing of the railways, in that it is overly concerned
with the rail industry’s reaction to the previous reforms and the necessary costs that they are bearing as a
consequence of the legacy issues. BTPA believes that the previous policy position taken by the department
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remains valid and we do not believe there is any fundamental case for change on this issue. The situation
should not be allowed to revert back to the situation whereby companies looking after profit margins were
able to squeeze policing costs to a level which threatened proper policing for the railways.

4. An Effective and Efficient Policing Service

Following the HMIC’s criticism of groaning infrastructure, and the direction from the Secretary of State,
the BTPA is committed to continuous improvements and has been acting to improve performance further,
via the three-year strategic plan and increased budgets.

A key strength of the BTP is its sensitivity and ability to keep the railways running as much as possible.
This was well demonstrated in the aftermath of the London bombings, when Kings Cross mainline station
was able to re-open later that evening, allowing those who live and work in London to carry on with their
lives. This is in part because the BTP have been continually exposed to the threat of terrorism on the railways
since the IRA campaigns of the late 1970’s. By continually being exposed to the risk in these specialised
areas, the Force has become well equipped to taking measures of prevention and better at enforcement.

Following the last DfT review, the BTP significantly increased its counter terrorism capability, thanks to
both central government funding and increased budget revenues. The impact of this enhanced funding was
clear during the events of July 2005, as was the impact of increased numbers of staV and oYcers in sustaining
such a prolonged level of manpower. In particular, PCSOs played a significant role in freeing up police
oYcers and increasing visibility at major interchanges, as well as providing additional “eyes and ears”.

The increased funding has had further impacts, with the Force meeting all nine of its operational targets
for 2004–05 and currently meeting all eleven operational targets for 2005–06. The BTPA aims, through the
strategic plan, for the Force’s performance to be in the second performance quartile of all police forces,
allowing funding to resume to levels nearer inflation.

The budget increase of 2004–05 included provision for a London Special Response Unit. That unit was
deployed on over 300 occasions between 7 and 31 July 2005. The government, in its response to the
Transport Select Committee’s inquiry into the work of TRANSEC, states that BTP oYcers clear a suspect
package in around 12 minutes6. In contrast, anecdotal evidence suggests that Home OYce Forces take
around 2° hours. Not only is this significant in terms of public safety and the overall eYcient functioning
of the public transport rail network, it is an endorsement often cited by industry members, given that every
minute worth of delay costs a significant amount of money. Further anecdotal evidence suggests that by
simply knowing an SRU can attend so rapidly empowers patrol oYcers and railway staV to deal robustly
with unattended items.

The BTPA recognises and supports the need for reviews at appropriate junctures to ensure that the
existing arrangements are fit for purpose and deliver an eYcient and eVective police service.

5. Home Office Forces Restructuring

The DfT review of BTP was announced after the Home Secretary’s announcement of his review into the
structure of Home OYce Forces, and is to run in parallel with it. The terms of reference of the DfT review
state that it will take account of the “emerging outcomes of the Home Secretary’s review of police force
structures” and we have therefore been following that debate very closely. On 11th October 2005 the Home
Secretary stated that “Proposals for the British Transport Police will be brought forward, if appropriate,
once the outcome of [the DfT] review is known”.

The Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) has submitted a proposal for taking over BTP responsibilities
within the M25, for which the BTPA has seen the outline business case. The status of the MPS proposal is
unclear to us, as it infringes one of the criteria set out by the Home OYce, that of not splitting up existing
force boundaries. TheMPS proposal would clearly take out the London area from the BTP Force’s existing
area of jurisdiction—giving rise to a number of issues which we will outline. In this context we note the
ODPM’s consultation paper7 on the responsibilities of the GLA and LondonMayor, which points out that
the Metropolitan Police Authority is diVerent to other police authorities in a number of ways: it includes
electedmembers from theGLA rather than local authorities; it includes onemember appointed by theHome
Secretary to reflect the national and international functions of the MPS; and it is larger than other
authorities, with 23 members. The ODPM believes that:

“the MPS is not held to account as eYciently and eVectively as it could be. The existing structure
in which many bodies have a direct or indirect role in holding the MPS to account needs to be
streamlined in order to ensure the process is transparent to the people of London.”

In view of this assessment, the BTPA would be very concerned at suggestions that the MPA become
accountable for the operations of the BTP, either in part or whole.

6 DfT (2006) Transport security: Response to the Transport Committee’s preliminary report.
7 ODPM (2005) The Greater London Authority: The Government’s proposals for additional powers and responsibilities for the
Mayor and Assembly.
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Restructuring BTP—Key Issues

The DfT review of BTP and the MPS proposal raise three possibilities, as we understand them, for the
future of the BTP:

1. Abolition.

2. Complete or partial merger with MPS (likely to lead to abolition).

3. “Refocusing” on core railway issues (yet to be defined).

Each of these raises a number of issues which we have outlined below.

Abolition

— HMIC has already stated that such a situation would lead to a dilution of the BTP’s specialist
service and fewer oYcers on the network as they would be diverted to provide more oYcers
elsewhere. This conclusion was reiterated by the Transport Select Committee’s 12th Report of
03/04.

— With these additional responsibilities there would also be additional operational costs for the
Home OYce Forces—how would this be funded given that the rail industry would no longer have
accountability for its contribution and has indicated it would not pay?

— If separate forces outside London take over the functions of the BTP, this will require far more
complex administrative arrangements with amultiplicity of agreements between railway operators
and various police forces compared to the current arrangements.

— Should the BTP be merged or disbanded, how will its specialist experience be preserved? There
are significant training implications for other forces, such as the provision of track safety training
for oYcers.

— We do not know whether the Home OYce review has included this possible outcome of the DfT
review in its financial and operational assumptions at this stage, nor if any assessment has been
made of the potential impact on council tax precepts. We understand from notes of meetings
between the APA andHomeOYce oYcials that if new costs fell onHomeOYce police authorities,
they would expect to receive a transfer for DfT to fund them.

— The railway network is subject to high volumes of low level disorder and level 1 crime, with many
criminals cutting across force boundaries. Following any restructuring, how would railway
policing be prioritised to retain the standard and eVectiveness of policing on the rail network?
What priority will be given to assaults on railway staV? How will commercial interests and the
importance of keeping the railways running be balanced against security and safety requirements?

— How will several forces share intelligence across the network as eYciently as a single force? How
will patterns of crime, eg graYti (which are only significant if viewed across the entire network) be
detected?

— The Home OYce review does not apply to Scotland. How will any impact of the DfT review of
BTP relate to Scotland where BTP also has jurisdiction?

Merger with MPS

— Were the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS)’s proposal to the Home OYce that it take over the
BTP’s role in London be accepted, this would remove a critical mass of oYcers and support staV,
likely rendering the rest of BTP unviable. Discussions with the Association of Police Authorities
indicate no appetite for other Home OYce Forces taking over BTP responsibilities in their areas.
Will other forces be obliged to pick up the rest of BTP’s operations, given that they have already
indicated they do not want to?

— The boundaries of the MPS and the Underground do not coincide—how will this be handled?
Underground stations outside of London are also interchanges with national rail

— If changes are made to the policing situation in London, how would counter terrorism for the
railways in the rest of England, Scotland and Wales be organised and co-ordinated?

— How will accountability be ensured, given the assessment by ODPM of the MPA? How will the
interests of the rail industry, rail staV, and the travelling public be represented?

— How will the priorities of other areas of the UK be regarded? How will democratic accountability
be handled in the MPA if MPS take over responsibility for a national force?
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Refocusing on core railway policing

— The BTP has limited capacity to deal with, for example, murder investigations or serious and
organised crime, and it is right and proper that co-operation with Home OYce Forces and the
proposed Serious and Organised Crime Agency take place. This, however, is the existing situation
and so any “refocusing” must mean the BTP doing less of what it already does, to focus on a
particular railway policing issue, as yet undefined.

— Numerous reviews have confirmed that the BTP is best placed to police the particular environment
of the railways. It is therefore not clear why a refocusing is necessary, which operations are being
considered for transfer to other forces, or how this would be implemented or funded.

— Either disbandment or refocusing would mean Home OYce Forces taking over at least some of
the BTP’s responsibilities—HMIC has already stated (and the Transport Select Committee’s 12th
Report of 03/04 agreed) this would lead to a dilution of its specialist service and fewer oYcers on
the network, whilst Police Authorities have shown little interest.

— Refocusing could also mean greater in-house activities by the TOCs on lower-level activities.
Although clearly security staV and other measures are a useful resource, the recent Public
Accounts CommitteeReport on stations and the LondonAssembly report on security at suburban
stations demonstrate the willingness of TOCs to invest significantly in and to prioritise safety
considerations.

— Avariety of options exist for who should take over the activities no longer dealt with by BTP under
this option. All of these would involve bringing the interface between police forces within the
railway network rather than outside it.

— The changed roles involved in this option would lead to an element of uncertainty, confusion and
increased management cost on the ground whilst the new arrangements were “bedded down”.

— If refocusing is ameans of addressing the limited resources of BTP, we would argue that the wrong
solution is being applied to the problem. Lack of resources is a consequence of previous under-
funding and is an argument for proper resourcing of the BTP Force (something which is being
addressed under the current governance arrangements), not a reason for curtailing the BTP’s
activities.

— Refocusing raises the probability that, as the Force no longer covers a range of policing activity,
talented and high-performing police oYcers would no longer consider the BTP a good career
choice and consequently the BTP would be unable to compete on an equal footing with other
Forces for the recruitment of oYcers. Pension contributions for BTP oYcers are already far higher
than their Home OYce counterparts (16% as opposed to 11%).

— It is possible that as the Force becomes considered “second-rate” and is involved in a restricted
sphere of policing activity, that this would fuel further arguments in the future for abolishing the
BTP due to its even smaller size—in eVect an incremental, if unintended, erosion of the Force. This
option could easily become a first step towards abolition, but without an explicit or intended policy
decision at this stage to do so, andwithout the full public debate around abolition that would ensue
were this done in one step.

The BTPA believes these issues, alongside the acknowledged strengths of the BTP, make a strong case
for the preservation of the Force in its current, fully functional capacity. We hope that the government will
not rule out this option when it concludes its review, and that if there is a further stage of consultation this
option is included. This need not be a “status quo” option, but one which, as mentioned on funding,
addresses this core issue of who funds the BTP, rather than the merits or otherwise of the BTP itself, which
are well-established.

The BTPA also takes the view that these issues are of considerable public interest and therefore that any
proposals not requiring legislative change should nevertheless be subject to full parliamentary scrutiny.

6. Impact of Review on BTP

The BTPA would like to point out that the doubts over the future of the Force run the very real risk of
becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy as valued experienced oYcers will look elsewhere to further their careers.
This would have a consequently detrimental eVect on performance should it become pronounced.

After a period of change in which the BTPA was created to address funding and accountability issues, we
believe that stability is important to allow the three-year strategic plan to be fully implemented and for the
full eVects of increased funding to be felt in terms of performance.
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7. Conclusions

The BTPA believes that the case for preserving the BTP as a fully functional force is overwhelming, and
that issues arising from restructuring, merging, abolishing or refocusing are such that they should only be
considered viable options if a significant problem has been identified which can only be resolved in this way.
Any issues which need to be addressed should be clearly identified and discussed with the BTP and BTPA,
as well as other stakeholders, so that a full range of proposals for improvement can be put forward.

Whilst we recognise that there is always room for improvement and are committed to raising
performance, we believe this should be pursued within the existing framework, leaving the role of the BTP
intact, rather than pursuing structural changes which will cause considerable disruption and will not have
given the new arrangements enough time to prove their eYcacy.

We therefore hope that the DfT review will remain open to other proposals than those currently on the
table, and specifically that it will consider focusing upon resolving the remaining tensions around the source
of funding for the BTP.

Finally, we thank the Committee for the opportunity to put forward our views on this issue, and are happy
to provide any additional documentation or comments which may be of assistance.

17 February 2006

Annex I

OVERVIEW OF PAST REVIEWS AND REPORTS INTO THE BTP

In 2001, the government response to the DfT consultation which led to the BTPA’s creation
(“Modernising the British Transport Police”) stated that:

“The Government therefore considers that the national railway network is best protected by a
unified police force providing a dedicated, specialist service and able to give proper priority to the
policing of the railways.”

In 2003, HMIC reviewed the Force and found good relationships with the industry and historical support
from the industry and the Government. It concluded that:

“. . . the enforced amalgamation/merger of the whole or part of the British Transport Police with
one or all Home OYce Police Forces would unquestioningly lead to a dilution of the specialist
service given to the rail industry and its public users and,most probably, would lead to a significant
reduction in the number of police oYcers and police staV left to police the network.”8

The Transport Select Committee in 2004, looked at the reforms to the BTPs governance arrangements,
including the creation of the BTPA, proposed by government.9 It concluded that:

“The British Transport Police is not a Home OYce Force, and nothing we have heard suggests
that it should become one. The railways are a specialised environment, with specialised needs, and
need a specialised Force . . .”

And:

“The steady reduction of resources allocated to traYc policing leads us to agree withHerMajesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary that unless there is a national force dedicated to policing the rail
network, the task will not be given the priority it needs.”

The government’s response10 to the Committee’s Report stated that:

“The Government agrees with the Committee that the national railway network is best protected
by a unified police force providing a dedicated, specialist service and able to give proper priority
to the policing of the railways. TheWhite Paper re-iterates the Government’s support for the BTP
continuing as a specialist police force with a key role to play in maintaining safety and security on
the railway.”

And also:

“The Government fully agrees with the Committee that the BTP has a key role to play in
maintaining safety and security on the railway. The specialist skills that the Force has established
in areas like incident management, counter-terrorism and policing travelling football supporters
provide real benefit to the railway industry and the travelling public. The BTP perform their duties
whilst recognising the commercial environment that they work in. The Force also has a well-
regarded approach to riskmanagement, highlighted by its established bomb-threat categorisation.
As the White Paper makes clear, the Government supports the BTP continuing in its role as a
specialised rail police force.”

8 HMIC (2004): British Transport Police—A report by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary.
9 House of Commons Transport Committee 12th Report of Session 2003–04 (2004): British Transport Police.
10 DfT (2004): Government Response to the Twelfth Report of the Committee: British Transport Police.
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Although not part of a review, we also wish to note that in March 2004, the then Minister of State for
Transport addressed the BTP Federation Conference, saying:

“You’ve asked whether your work in central London will dramatically change and whether your
force will remain viable.

You’ve asked whether the British Transport Police will merge with the Metropolitan Police.

And the Government has answered—no.

We’ve also asked those questions.We’ve asked about policing inLondon andwhether there should
be more links between the Met and the transport police.

But we quickly found out that the Underground needs your unique expertise and dedication.”

And also:

“So the question of merger is not one that we plan to ask again—your home is rightly with the
DfT.”

In July 2004, the government considered the BTP in its White Paper “The Future of Rail”, which stated:

“The BTP have a key role to play in maintaining safety and security on the railway. The industry
and passengers also receive significant benefits from a dedicated force, particularly from its
approach to managing incidents, which is aimed at minimising delay. The Government confirms
its support for the BTP continuing in its role as a specialist rail police force.”11

The DfT then looked again at the BTP post-implementation of the creation of the BTPA, reporting in
September 2004.12 This concluded that:

“The British Transport Police have a key role in maintaining safety and providing public
reassurance on the railway network. The specialist service that the BTP provides brings significant
benefits to the industry and to the travelling public. The BTP’s ability to police in a commercial
environment, and to manage risk, provides the industry with considerable cost-savings. Likewise
passengers are able to benefit from the sensitive way that the BTP police the railway network and
from the re-assurance that the Force provides.”

And also:

“Given this support for a specialist rail police force, there is no suggestion that the BTP should be
merged or linked to the Metropolitan Police or other Home OYce County Forces. To do this
would be to lose the valuable specialisms that the BTP has established. It would also take away
the extremely positive ability of the BTP to police across boundaries.”

Annex 2

UPDATE SINCE LAST INQUIRY

The Committee’s previous report on the BTP, its 12th report of the 2003–04 parliamentary session, made
a number of recommendations and comments. Here we set out the current position in response to a number
of these points.

Recommendation 5

The new Police Authority will allow the interests of all those involved with the railways to be represented,
and should substantially reduce the conflict between the need to have an eVective and eYcient police force, and
the desire to keep the costs as low as possible (paragraph 14)

The greater representation of passenger and public interests on the Authority has enabled a wider ranging
debate about policing priorities for the railways, and not solely related to the costs. The Authority is
developing its role, however the issue of funding is still dominating the Authority’s business.

Recommendation 6

It is clear that the current funding arrangements are unwieldy, and disputes take far too long to settle
(paragraph 19)

The Authority concurs with this view, and we see the Secretary of State’s review as an excellent
opportunity to address this fundamental issue. The Authority has made suggestions about alternative
funding arrangements, but whilst the arrangements are within a contractual framework, the potential for
dispute remains.

11 DfT (2004): The Future of Rail, paragraph 3.3.14.
12 DfT (2004): Review of the British Transport Police.
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Recommendation 7

Although the option of direct funding was examined and rejected even before the consultation on the future
of the BTP, it has become clear that the entire railway system needs to be looked at afresh. We believe that the
funding of the BTP should form part of the Secretary of State’s review of the railway. Even if it is decided to
keep the “user pays” principle in some form, the review needs to consider whether there are some BTP activities
which the railway should not be expected to fund. In addition, if the existing system is continued, we believe the
link between the service provided to individual companies and the baseline payment they make should be at a
level that does not require high levels of administration and negotiation with the various rail companies and
organisations. Such negotiations have costs both in management time and in hard cash (paragraph 24)

We believe there is a strong and arguable case that Government could meet some of all of the costs of the
BTP. The current Review will provide the opportunity to explore this. One of the options which is being
considered—namely individual TOC agreements with an as yet undefined “refocused BTP” would result
in precisely the high levels of administration and negotiation which the committee was concerned about.
Negotiation, managing and administering these arrangements would indeed be very costly in terms of time
and possibly cash.

Recommendation 8

Whatever the outcome of the rail review, the new police Authority will need to consider the extent to which
extra resources are needed to address the historical structure of the Force, and deal with the pressures on the
pension scheme (paragraph 30)

TheAuthority has acted boldly in addressing the needs of the Force which have derived from its historical
funding status. This has included the pensions issue, which has resulted in the payment holiday taken by the
previous committee being cut short.

Recommendation 10

We are dismayed that the result of the recent budget settlement may lead to a reduction in the oYcers
available in the London areas. The crime rates in these areas is already two to three times higher than in their
counterparts elsewhere. We urge the BTP to find ways to protect policing on the London transport
overground network.

The Authority increased the Force’s budget with these sorts of pressures in mind. The number of oYcers
has not been reduced, and has been complemented by PCSOs.

Recommendation 11

It is ridiculous to concede the principle of a professional police force for the railway network, and not allow
it to operate in the same way as other police forces. Unless it can clearly be shown that a particular policing
initiative should not apply to the BTP, the Force should be given equivalent support to that given to its Home
OYce counterparts. It is a matter for government whether that support comes through the Home OYce or the
Department of Transport. Currently new initiatives appear to lead to lengthy negotiation between the British
Transport Police and the Department for Transport; this is a waste of time for the top management of both
organisations (paragraph 38)

The Authority has embarked upon a significant programme of investment to ensure that the Force can
police the railways to the required national standard. Without this investment, which has included
substantive capital investment by government, the Force was in danger of not being able to access data,
which would have severely hampered the Force’s ability to work co-operatively with other Police Forces.
We also agree with the Committee’s previous comments about equal access to Government funding. This
is still not the case, particularly, for example in relation to future pressures arising from the events of 7/7
(the “new normality”).

Recommendation 14

We expect the Department for Transport to ensure that the arrangements made for financial accountability
take the Chief Constable’s accountability to the Police Authority into account. We wish to see a copy of the
final Accounting OYcer memorandum (paragraph 43)

A copy of the final Management Statement and the Financial Memorandum (Annexes 7 & 8 of the
authority’s Corporate Governance statement) are supplied with this submission.
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Recommendation 15

Whatever the source of funding, it is vital that we have an eYcient, eVective force to keep our rail system
safe. The British Transport Police is not aHomeOYce Force, and nothing we have heard suggests that it should
become one. The railways are a specialised environment, with specialised needs and need a specialised force.
The Force has been rightly expected to demonstrate the same standards and expertise as a county force, but it
has been left under funded, and without all the tools it needs to carry out its task. We hope that the new Police
Authority will provide the leadership needed to address this, and secure the support the Force deserves
(paragraph 44)

The Authority believes it has provided the leadership needed by setting a challenging three year Strategic
Plan, setting challenging targets in the annual Policing Plan and taking the necessary budget decisions
needed to support the Force in its operations.

Annex 3

SUMMARY OF BUDGETS AND INVESTMENTS

Following the inception of the BTPA in July 2004, the Authority commenced a three year improvement
programme to address the legacy issues remaining from the BTP Committee. This document is a summary
of the key points. This information is set out in detail in the Strategic Plan, and a briefing produced for all
PSA holders, both of which we are happy to provide if the committee would find them helpful. The Strategic
Plan is also available at www.btp.police.uk.

Summary

This paper outlines the following key points:

— The increase in the 2005–06 budget was predominately unavoidable expenditure, with newmoney
to address the legacy issues.

— Following representations from the industry, the Chief Constable was asked three times to reduce
and re-phase his budget.

— The Chief Executive & Clerk took the initiative to approach DfT for a loan to reduce the call on
the industry

— At the behest of the industry, the Authority developed a new model for engaging and consulting
with the industry and allowing them to input into the process.

— PSA holders were provided with an opportunity to feed back on the costed, draft Strategic Plan.

— The Strategic Plan sets out the priorities and associated costs for the next three years.

— Other forces are receiving money from the Government to fund the “new normality” in the
aftermath of 7/7 bombings.

— In response to representations from the industry, the 2006–07 budget has been reduced from an
increase of £36,054 million to £30,916 million. Of this, all but £6.1 million is unavoidable
expenditure.

2005–06 Budget

— The 2005–06 budget was initially presented to the Authority on 18 January 2005. This set out the
Chief Constable’s assessment of what needed to be addressed over the three years, and the
associated costs. It was agreed that the budget would be “front-loaded”, ie a big hit in 2005–06,
followed by two smaller hits (See table 1 below).

Table 1

BUDGET PRESENTED 18 JANUARY 2005

Other
Baseline Inflation Increases Total % Increase

2004–05 105,596 3,167 16,363 125,126 18.5
2005–06 125,126 4,052 39,924 169,102 35.1
2006–07 169,102 5,481 6,165 180,748 6.9
2007–08 180,701 5,814 3,702 190,265 5.3

— PSA holders were written to on 2 February 2005. This letter set out the draft Strategic Plan, the
estimated costs and asked for responses.
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— As a result of the responses received to the above letter, a reduced budget was re-presented on 1
March 2005. The percentage increases for the three years were now 29.4%, 9.7%, 5.1% (see Table
2 below). This was achieved by deferring some projects into year 2, hence increasing the year 2
budget. As a result of representation made by the industry at this meeting, the Chief Constable
was again asked to look at the phasing.

— ATOC commissioned Ernst & Young to review the Force’s bids and process. They were given
complete access to all relevant information. They provided useful advice regarding a technicality
which reduced the budget by £250K, but otherwise found the bids and the process the bids had
gone through to be sound.

— All PSAholderswerewritten to on the 4March, to inform them that the decision had been deferred
to allow further time to discuss with the industry. The letter set out the latest budget position.

— Following further meetings with the industry, the Authority met again on 23 March 2005. A
reduced budget was again presented (see Table 2 below). The revised budget bids were circulated,
showing how they related to the Strategic Plan and the Risk Register, how they had been costed
and re-phased.

Table 2

SUMMARY OF VARIANCE FOLLOWING CONSULTATION WITH THE INDUSTRY

Date
presented 18/01/05 1/03/05 23/0305 Variance

£000 % £000 % £000 % £000

2005–06 43,976 35.1 37,019 29.4 29,941 23.8 (14,035)
2006–07 11,646 6.9 15,854 9.7 18,054 10.7 6,408
2007–08 9,515 5.2 9,168 5.1 12,574 7.0 3,059

Year 3 Total 65,137 52.1 62,041 49.5 60,569 48.4

— The overground budget was finally set at £155,555 million for the Force, plus £1.6 million for the
Authority. The loan from DfT reduced the bill to PSA holders to approximately £147 million.

— Of the £29.9 million increase, £14 million was new money for growth; the remainder was
unavoidable expenditure, including loss of VAT status.

Strategic Plan

— The Strategic Plan was published in April 2005. Due to the lead in time for print, the figures setting
out the cost of the Plan used the figures for the three years presented to 1 March meeting (25%,
11.6% and 7.2%). It also showed the priorities for the Force and how these would be achieved. This
was circulated to the industry.

— The key focus is on:

— Reducing crime by working with partners and the railway community to tackle the causes of
crime, as well as dealing with crime incidents.

— Investigating crime in an eYcient, eVective and timely manner, in order to increase the
number of detections and the number of oVenders brought to justice.

— Promote public safety and assurance by working in partnership with others to make the
railway environment safe for all.

— Respond to incidents in a way that meets the needs of our railway community and the
travelling public, and takes into account local priorities.

— In a letter dated 5 April 2005 to the Chair of the Authority, the Secretary of State endorsed the
Authority’s plan.

DfT Loan

— The Chief Executive & Clerk took the initiative to approach DfT to explore the possibility of a
loan to reduce the call on the PSA holders.

— This was successful, and DfT provided a loan of £10 million to be repaid in two tranches. This
reduced the bill to the industry from around a 25% increase to around 15% (the actual Force
budget remained at a 25% increase).

— The fact that the loan needed to be repaid over 2006–07 and 2007–08 was communicated in writing
to PSA holders on at least three occasions.
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Revised Process

— The industry had raised concerns about the process the Authority had used to consult and engage
with them. The Authority therefore developed a revised, more formal process (see Figure 1 over).

— The workshops were attended by a number of operators, and the minutes circulated to the
Authority prior to its first 2006–07 budget discussions in September 2005. It was further an
opportunity for the Force and Authority to outline the operational and budgetary pressures it was
facing, and for the industry to outline its own pressures and priorities.

— Further workshops were held in November 2005. The results of these workshops were submitted
to theAuthority prior to their budget discussions in January 2006. The budget position at that time
was presented.

— Following evaluation of the first year of this process, ATOC are keen for the Secretary of State to
issue a direction to the Authority to follow this model. The Authority is pleased to have been able
to reach agreement with the industry on this, but has concerns that once a direction has beenmade,
the model cannot be updated or improved without a further direction being made.
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2006–07 Budget

— The first discussion about the 2006–07 budget took place in September 2005. Members were
provided withminutes and a report on the PSA holder workshops over the summer. The following
budget was presented:

Table 3

FIRST DRAFT OF BUDGET PRESENTED 6 SEPTEMBER 2005

£000

Baseline 155,555 13

To reinstate loan cover in the baseline 10,000
To repay the first tranche of the loan 5,000
Inflation 5,096
Additional depreciation costs as result of increased capital 1,500
funding
Base line impact of 2005–06 growth 5,316
2006–07 growth to address unavoidable commitments and 6,142
the second year of the Strategic Plan

Total increase 33,054
Total budget 178,609 14

As can be seen, £6.1 million of this is new growth money—the rest is committed expenditure.
— This figure did not take any account of the “new normality”, as it was not possible to suYciently

assess the situation at that point. The “new normality” refers to the general increase in police
visibility and specialist response in the aftermath of 7/7 bombings. It must be noted that all other
Forces are receiving Government money to fund this.

— A revised budget was presented to the Strategy, Budget & Performance Monitoring (SB&PM)
Committee in November. The increase was £36,054 million, which was the £33,054 million above
plus £3 million to fund the new normality requirements. The total proposed budget was therefore
£181.6 million.

— A further SB&PM meeting was held in December 2005. Three further budget options were
presented, all of them a decrease on that presented to the November meeting.

Option 1: Revised calculation for inflation and reduction in new normality requirements. This represents
a reduction of £1.6 million from November and a total budget of £180 million.

Option 2: As Option 1, but including £1.6 million eYciency savings (reduction of £3.1 million), and a
separate (non-PSA) funding for the new normality. Total budget of £178.4 million.

Option 3: As Option 2, but re-phasing the Strategic Plan over four years to fund the new normality
requirements (reduction of £5.1 million, total budget of £176.4 million.

In Option 3 above (which is currently the option under discussion), all but £6.1 million (£4.2 million
growth and £1.9 million new normality) is unavoidable expenditure. The £4.2 million growth for 2006–07
will address the requirements of the Strategic Plan, and will specifically include:

— New crime recording facilitates and processes, which are designed to deliver both cashable
and non-cashable savings.

— Investment in Criminal Justice systems to address the remaining legacy issues and baseline
criticisms and to meet new Government requirements.

— Additional support for London South to focus on:
— GraYti.
— Robbery.
— Anti-social behaviour.

— Improvements to intelligence and forensics, resulting in better targeting of patrols and
increased detections.

— Additional PCSOs for reassurance, visibility and counter-terrorism.
— IT developments, including better information management systems and project

management for the control rooms project.
— Better procurement practices, resulting in cashable and non-cashable eYciencies.
— Apollo HR database, to improve management and payroll systems.

13 BTP budget only, not including the BTPA budget.
14 The £156 million includes £10 million from DfT—the £10 million requested here is therefore to maintain the baseline and not
additional money. Hence the total budget is £156 million ! £23 million, not £33 million.
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— This new growth, and the continuation of projects started in 2005, is necessary tomeet theHMIC’s
criticisms and to enable eYciencies to be made. In summary, Option 3 is a budget increase of
13.4%, requiring a funding increase of 19.9%. This includes eYciency savings, and re-phasing the
Strategic Plan to fund the (reduced) costs of the new normality.

— At the January Police Authority meeting, it was pointed out in a written paper by the Chief
Executive & Clerk that there was “widespread concern about the likely increase . . . and the issue
of aVordability had been made very strongly.” The SB&PM Committee had indicated that an
increase of 15%might be desirable. The only way in which this could be achieved would be to defer
the £5 million loan repayment, which would bring the funding requirement down to £26 million
(16.5%).

— The budget will be finalised at the Authority meeting of 7 March 2006.

Witnesses: Sir Alistair Graham, Chairman and Mr Richard Hemming, Chief Executive and Clerk, British
Transport Police Authority, gave evidence.

Q140 Chairman: Good afternoon, gentlemen. Sir specialist police force. There would be all sorts of
other issues which would need to be addressed but ifAlistair, would you be kind enough to introduce

yourself for the record and also your colleague. the Metropolitan Police took over the London part
of the British Transport Police I do not see how youSir Alistair Graham: Yes. My name is Alistair

Graham. I am the Chairman of the British could keep a separate police force for the remainder
of the railway system.Transport Police Authority.

Mr Hemming: Richard Hemming, I am Chief
Executive and Clerk to the Authority.

Q146 Mrs Ellman:What sort of communication do
you have with the public to assess their view of theQ141 Chairman: Sir Alistair, did you have
services that the British Transport Police provide?something you wanted to say before we go to
Sir Alistair Graham: We receive the results of thequestions?
National Passenger Survey in which there are someSir Alistair Graham: No, I am happy to take
security questions, plus the fact as part of the budgetquestions.
making process we hold workshops with the train
operating companies in which we ask them fromQ142 Chairman: Is the British Transport Police fit
their passenger feedback what sort of priorities havefor the 21st century as it is currently organised?
they for dealing with security issues.Sir Alistair Graham: Yes, it is, although there is a

need to continue the sort of investment programme
we started when the Authority took responsibility Q147 Mrs Ellman: Have you got any evidence of
for the British Transport Police. dissatisfaction from the travelling public with the

service provided?
Q143 Chairman: How does the structure of the Sir Alistair Graham: No, I do not. We do know that
British Transport Police fit in with the Home passengers are clearly worried about security issues
OYce review? and they want a safe environment in which to travel.
Sir Alistair Graham: As I understand it, the Home I think it is particularly interesting the tremendous
Secretary sought the agreement of the Secretary of public response we got after the events of 7 July and
State for Transport to include the British Transport a fortnight later in which there was a very positive
Police in the Home OYce review. The Secretary of response to the enormous eVorts that the British
State for Transport was not minded to do that but Transport Police had put in to deal with that
did agree with his colleague that there would be a dreadful incident.
separate but parallel review of the British Transport
Police which is currently taking place.

Q148 Mrs Ellman: Have the Metropolitan Police
made any approaches for better co-ordination withQ144 Chairman: Has your Authority considered
the British Transport Police?whether or not it would approve of theMetropolitan
Sir Alistair Graham:Not to the Authority. I suspect,Police taking control of the British Transport Police
in fact, that the argument for the amalgamation isin London?
very much a personal one of the Commissioner forSir Alistair Graham:Yes, we have, andwe are totally
Metropolitan Police because we have no evidenceopposed to it.
from the Metropolitan Police Authority that they
are a major driver seeking such an amalgamation. IQ145 Chairman:Would you like to tell us why?
have had one formalmeeting with some of the seniorSir Alistair Graham: We are opposed to it because if
members of the Metropolitan Police Authority andtheMetropolitan Police Service was to take over the
I regularly, as part of being members of theBritish Transport Police then that would be the end,
Association of Police Authorities, meet on anin our view, of the British Transport Police as a
informal level with people like Katherine Crawford,national specialist police force. We think there are
who is clerk to the Metropolitan Police Authority.major advantages, not only to the railway
They have not said, “We would like to try andcompanies and railway system of this country but to

the economy as a whole, in having such a national persuade you about the benefits of amalgamation”.
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26 April 2006 Sir Alistair Graham and Mr Richard Hemming

Q149 Mrs Ellman: Apart from amalgamation, have additional resources to improve security on London
Underground. As far as I am aware in the contact Ithere been any approaches that you are aware of for

a change in the method of co-operation between the have had with Transport for London they are not
pressing for any amalgamation as they are verytwo forces or better co-ordination?

Sir Alistair Graham: No. happy with the quality of service provided by the
British Transport Police.

Q150 Mrs Ellman: Either in relation to 7 July or in
Q157 Mrs Ellman: Has anybody pressed for therelation to the general operation?
amalgamation, apart from the Met themselves?Sir Alistair Graham:No, there has been no approach
Sir Alistair Graham: No.to us.

Q158Mr Leech:Can I just come back to the issue toQ151Chairman: I am sorry, beforeMrs Ellman goes
do with surveys of passengers. Is there any evidenceon, I just want to be absolutely clear, you are saying
to suggest that passengers realise that the Britishthat you traditionally meet with your opposite
Transport Police is a separate police force?numbers, which is logical and sensible, in the
Sir Alistair Graham: No, there is not, we have notMetropolitan Authority?
even done any separate polling on that issue. ISir Alistair Graham: At an informal level, through
suspect it is not a big issue for the public, they justthe Association of Police Authorities.
want a secure environment in which to travel.We do
not have a major communications exercise withQ152 Chairman:You definitely see them. This is not
them to draw to their attention that it is a separatesomething that has been raised by the Authority
police force, although of course we do have threemembers with you?
Passenger Council representatives on theSir Alistair Graham: No.
Authority1.

Q153 Chairman: Not in the last six months?
Q159 Mr Leech: There is no suggestion thatSir Alistair Graham: No. We had one formal
passengers think in some way they could be gettingmeeting—and I cannot remember at whose request
an inferior service from the British Transport Policethat was, whether it was ours or theirs?
than they would be if it was part of a standardMr Hemming: It was ours.
police force?Sir Alistair Graham: We just wanted to clarify,
Sir Alistair Graham: Not at all and, as I say,authority to authority, what exactly was our formal
particularly given the incidents of 7 July and twoposition as far as the proposals.
weeks later. We have had a tremendous positive
public response to how the British Transport PoliceQ154 Chairman: Would you just repeat what the
dealt with that situation.attitude of the Authority was to that?

Sir Alistair Graham: The attitude of the
Q160 Mr Leech: In terms of the expertise that theMetropolitan Police Authority was they thought the
British Transport Police oYcers have in terms ofarrangements, for example, as far as co-operation on
their training to do with railways, do you think that7 July had been excellent and had worked extremely
could potentially be lost if it was amalgamatedwell. They were not seeking to press for an
within the Metropolitan Police?amalgamation between the British Transport Police
Sir Alistair Graham: I am sure it would be lost. If theand the Metropolitan Police.
British Transport Police is disbanded and the
various elements amalgamated with geographicalQ155 Chairman: How do you interpret that, Sir forces up and down the country—and the trainAlistair? It is rather interesting. Would it be that operating companies are well aware of this, which isperhaps one or two chief oYcers wanted to pursue why they support us in this approach—of course inthis but not the Authority? the amount of training you would have to do forSir Alistair Graham: I do not have any up-to-date

explanation about this. As I say, I presume this was 1 The Authority membership includes:
very much a personal agenda of the new

— 4 persons who have knowledge of and experience inCommissioner for the Metropolitan Police. relation to persons travellin by railway;

— 4 persons who have knowledge of and experience in
Q156MrsEllman: If an amalgamation did go ahead, relation to the interests of persons providing
what impact would that have on low level crime? railway services;
Sir Alistair Graham: I do not think it would make — 4 persons who have knowledge of and experience in

relation to the interest of employees of personsany great diVerence as far as low level disorder
providing railway services;which, as you pointed out in previous questions, is

— 4 persons who have knowledge of the interestsofone of the major priorities of the British Transport
persons in Scotland*;Police. I was a bit puzzled by the evidence on this, I

— 4 persons who have knowledge of the interestsofam not quite clear where any extra resources would
persons in Wales*;come from. It is interesting that as far as London

— 4 persons who have knowledge of the interestsofUnderground is concerned, we have very excellent
persons in England*;relationships with Transport for London. On NB: * One person can fulfil more than one role—in practice,

regular occasions over the past two or three years the people fulfilling these criteria are, at the moment,
drawn from “travelling public” category.they have reached agreement with us to fund
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very large numbers of police oYcers you would lose be very diYcult if you break up the national
the economic advantage of having a specially trained specialist police force for the railway system to keep
national specialist police force. Because of shift achieving that target.
changes, and people constantlymoving fromone job
to another in other police forces, the amount of

Q168MrMartlew:Can I go to the finances now. Domoney you would have to invest in training people
you think the train operating companies pay enoughto deal with the health and safety issues and the
money to support your force?commercial aspects of the railways would be very
Sir Alistair Graham: No, they do not, but I wouldconsiderable.
want to qualify that. Since theAuthoritywas created
and came into operation in July 2004, they have had

Q161 Mr Leech: Do you think that if they were to face very substantial increases in the charges that
amalgamated all oYcers would have to go through they pay for the British Transport Police, something
the same rigorous training on the railways or do you like 40% increase over a short period of time when
think they would keep the trained oYcers separate inflation has been between two and 3%. The firstfrom the other standard police oYcers? emergency increase in charges, which wasSir Alistair Graham: I have no idea because I have

introduced in the September after the July in 2004,not seen any specific proposal that would spell out
the rail representatives on the Authority voted inwhat the organisational arrangements would be.
favour of that. The following year we had some
diYcult conversations but in the end we were able to

Q162 Chairman: Just a minute, Sir Alistair, you do reach agreement that they would abstain on the
not mean that theMetropolitan Police have not sent particular vote, though on the understanding that
you a detailed plain explaining what they have in we would make representations to the Secretary of
mind for your police force, surely? State for Transport about the future funding
Sir Alistair Graham: I am afraid, Chairman, that is arrangements for the British Transport Police,
the position. which we did. Then the budget that has just recently

been agreed for 2006–07, we managed, once again,
some tough conversations, to get unanimity on theQ163 Chairman: Presumably Sir Ian has himself
Authority for that budget. I do not think we can saycome and asked to see you and explained what he

has in mind? that the train operating companies have not
Sir Alistair Graham: No. positively responded to the agenda that we have set

for a proper programmeof investment to ensure that
the British Transport Police is up to and fit forQ164 Chairman: And he has not sent you a detailed
purpose in the 21st century. They are very unhappyletter, a long plan, saying, “This is how it would
about what they see as the high level of costs for theoperate”?
British Transport police. I have some sympathy withSir Alistair Graham: No.
them in that we have obviously had to take on extra
responsibilities as far as counter-terrorism is

Q165 Chairman: Nor with the suggestion of how concerned because it is a very big focus for the
they would replace training in relation to police. They can understandably say, “Well, givenMetropolitan Police oYcers? this is a benefit to the whole country, because if thereSir Alistair Graham: No.

was a serious terrorist attack on the railway systemChairman: How extraordinary.
of this country that would damage the whole British
economy not just the commercial interests of the

Q166 Mr Leech: Do you have an opinion on what train operating companies, should not those
would happen to the remaining part of the British counter-terrorism costs be met out of state
Transport Police? funding?”
Sir Alistair Graham: I think the only realistic option
would be to separate them out into whatever

Q169 Mr Martlew: You are saying, yes, sometimesarrangement of police forces we have once this
you reluctantly agree but there have been indicationscurrent restructuring has taken place.
given to this Committee that some are even more
reluctant to pay up. Is that correct and, if it is, whichQ167 Mr Martlew: Just on that point, the extra
companies are they?training would not just be for the Met Police, it
Sir Alistair Graham: I do not want to go into the badwould be for all the police in the United Kingdom?
debt side of it because we have very few bad debts asSir Alistair Graham: Yes. If you are going to deal
far as the train operating companies are concerned.with the health and safety and commercial aspects,
There is no doubt about it, some of the trainyou heard the Chief Constable stress the high
operating companies whose capacity tomake profitsperformance standard, which was very strongly
is very restricted by the nature of the franchise thatappreciated, all train operating companies mention
they have, do find the charges we have to levyit. For example, if there is a fatality on the line the
straight oV their bottom line and, therefore,ability to get the rail system up and running again I
regularly make representations to people like myselfthink themost recent target is below 90minutes. The
and members of the Authority about the recentBritish Transport Police have a very long record of

achieving that performance target. I think it would increases.
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Q170MrMartlew:Do you believe that the structure Sir Alistair Graham: 7 July costs, yes.
for getting payments is the right one to take the
service forward?

Q174 Chairman: I do not want to be unkind but theSir Alistair Graham: I do not think it is sustainable
fact that the Association of Train Operatingin the longer term. It may well be once we have got
Companies thinks the Government should pay andthrough this investment period, and as a result of
they should not does not come as an awful surprisereaching agreement with them we have had to defer
to me. Do you really think that in fact one of thesome particular projects that we would have liked to
things that the Authority ought to be doing in thehave proceeded with. I think, in fact, if we had the
not too distant future is talking to the Governmentuser pays for a substantial chunk of the
about the form of funding for any operationalresponsibilities of the British Transport Police, if we
expenses that arise outwith the railway system?had state funding for the counter-terrorism
Sir Alistair Graham: It is an issue we have alreadyresponsibilities, then I think that would make a very
raised; I have raised it directly with the Secretary ofsubstantial diVerence to the tensions we currently
State for Transport. Every time he makes a publicexperience with the train operating companies about
statement on behalf of theGovernment he reinforcesthe funding of the British Transport Police. Where I
the user pays principle. In the letter that he sent tofundamentally disagree with the train operating
me agreeing to provide the additional costs arisingcompanies, they believe, as part of the review that is
out of 7 July, he went to considerable lengths totaking place that there should be a refocused British
stress in that letter that this was a one-oV payment,Transport Police and that that could come out at a
it should not be seen as conceding in principle thatvery cheaper level. I think that is a bit of a fantasy
they were going to pay for counter-terrorism costs inwhich would mean we would not have a serious
the future.police force, it would be something of a toy town

police force rather than a police force meeting
national standards. Q175 Chairman: In that case could I take you down

a slightly diVerent line. What would be the
Authority’s view of the suggestion that instead of

Q171 Mr Martlew: You are saying the train having a proper police force, properly trained, we
operating companies are talking about reducing the should go back to the old idea—whichmight suit the
level of your police force on the network? train operating companies—of a private security
Sir Alistair Graham: They have put the argument to firm taking responsibility? Would that be eYcient
me that they believe that their needs, as railway and acceptable?
companies, could be met much more cheaply with Sir Alistair Graham: No, I do not think it would. I
reduced responsibilities. My response to that is can think the railway system is too important for this
you spell out for me what you want the British country, and for the economy of the country, to
Transport Police not to do that they are currently privatise the policing arrangements of the railway
doing, and I never get a very clear answer to that. system. I have to say, I recently had a meeting,

before we signed oV the budget for this year, with all
the key players of the really big railway companies

Q172 Chairman: That is very helpful. In the past, and we were unanimous at the end that we wanted
they have not been particularly good about paying to retain a national specialist police force for the
up, have they, Sir Alistair, but do you think it is railways. They were all agreed about that.
getting better?
Sir Alistair Graham: In the three or four years prior

Q176 Chairman: Did the Authority discuss theto the Authority being set up the level of increases
suggestion of the OYce of the Rail Regulator thatwere at a very low level, below the level of inflation,
there should be some duties taken away from theand that was undoubtedly damaging because they
British Transport Police, for example patrollinghad plenty of messages from Her Majesty’s
the station?Inspector of Constabulary saying that the
Sir Alistair Graham: Certainly the rail regulator hasinfrastructure of the British Transport Police was
not sought to have any discussionwith theAuthoritycreeping. I got a clear steer from the Secretary of
about that. Obviously under this idea, which I amState for Transport that we needed to address these
sure the Secretary of State is seriously looking at, oflegacy issues which I have attempted to do over the
a refocusedBritish Transport Police one is consciousfirst two or three years of the Authority. I would like
that the development—to very much pay credit to the Department for

Transport for having coming forward with funding
for capital funding for the British Transport Police Q177 Chairman: Forgive me, Sir Alistair, what
on a more general scale than existed hitherto and would you refocus the British Transport Police force
also helping with the specific costs of counter- on except transport?
terrorism. Sir Alistair Graham: No.

Q178 Chairman: I just think perhaps I am missingQ173 Chairman: They did give a one-oV payment,
did they not, in relation to that? something.
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Sir Alistair Graham: No. Sir Alistair Graham: There are models of policing
which we know Home OYce police forces are
looking at, neighbourhood policing, for example. IsQ179 Chairman:A refocused transport police, what

are we going to focus on, some architecture, that a concept which would easily transfer into a
national specialist police force? When you take forconservation?

Sir Alistair Graham: No. In my view, because I do example somewhere like Leeds, Leeds Station
and the surrounding area as an equivalentnot know what is meant by a refocus—
neighbourhood could have a diVerent approach to
policing. I do not know. These are all issues oneQ180 Chairman: Thank you. I am glad to establish

that. should never reject out of hand. I am absolutely clear
that there is not a possibility of having a seriousSir Alistair Graham: But I do know it is a serious

option that the Department of Transport are national specialist police force and having it
refocused to substantially cheaper bases.looking at.
Chairman: Sir Alistair, you have been extremely
helpful. I am sorry we have not involved you in this.Q181 Chairman: Yes but it would presumably be

cheaper in the view of railway systems, we do not I am sure your moral support has been enormously
important. Thank you very much, gentlemen, forquite know what it is but we know it would be

cheaper. coming.

Memorandum submitted by the Department for Transport

Introduction

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide the Transport Select Committee with an account of
theDepartment’sReview of the British Transport Police (BTP). Thememorandum includes information on:

— the background to the review;

— the terms of reference of the review;

— options explored; and

— next steps.

Background

2. On 11October 2005 the Secretary of State for Transport announced in Parliament a review of the BTP.

3. His decision to review the BTP was made in the context of the current review of the 43 local police
forces in England and Wales being undertaken by the Home Secretary. The Home Secretary’s review does
not cover the BTP. In light of the proposals for major restructuring of policing in England and Wales, the
Secretary of State considered it right to review the role of the BTP.

4. In addition, the BTP has had to focus on continuous change, especially in relation to security, as well as
their more traditional duties. Further, public expectations in relation to policing of the railways have risen.

5. The Secretary of State therefore decided to examine the functions of the BTP and consider whether
some or all of these are best carried out by a national force, regional forces or, indeed, by the industry itself,
with the aim of ensuring that policing of the railways is fit for the 21st century.

Terms of Reference

6. The terms of reference for the review are as follows:

— To review the current structure, resources, generic and specialist policing services provided by the
British Transport Police across Britain’s rail network.

— To examine the current and future needs and possible options to deliver the travelling public’s,
the Government and rail industry stakeholders’ requirements to deliver an eVective and eYcient
policing service.

— To compare the policing of the rail network community with that of other modes of transport to
establish any diVerences or similarities in policing approaches, responsibilities and accountabilities
that may apply.

— To consider any changes in funding arrangements required as a result of any changes in policing
arrangements arising from the review.

— To ensure this review takes account of the emerging outcomes of the Home Secretary’s review of
police force structures.
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Options Explored

7. Preliminary findings identified several options although two were identified as worthy of further
consideration:

The BTP’s activities are refocused

The refocused BTP would carry out high volume but low level policing services related to the operational
aspects of the railway network. The rail industry might assume greater responsibility for the security of its
assets and passengers.

TheBTPwould develop strongworking relationshipswith the newStrategic Forces in relation to counter-
terrorism activities and provide intelligence, as appropriate, in respect of Protective Services carried out by
the Strategic Forces.

Strategic Forces adopt responsibility for all transport

The BTP would be disbanded and its roles and responsibilities split on a geographical basis between the
Strategic Forces. Each Strategic Force would be responsible for policing of all transport modes and
infrastructure (rail, metro systems, light rail, trams, buses, roads etc). A national rail policing agreement
would be set up between Network Rail and each of the Strategic Forces to provide rail policing services to
the national rail network. London Underground, the DLR and any light tram schemes would be free to
enter into agreements with the Strategic Force in their area to provide policing of their services and assets.
Each TOC/FOCwould be required to enter into a Service Level agreement with each of the Strategic Forces
covering its services, based on the specific requirements of the TOC/FOC.

8. The option of a refocused BTP was recommended for further consideration in order to maintain a
specialist railways police force, with an emphasis on ‘specialist’, ie a specialist force providing specialist
services to the rail industry that would not normally be undertaken or given a high priority by aHomeOYce
Strategic Force under their present duties.

9. Under this option, Strategic Forces would take the lead on all Protective Services in their area andBTP
would be not be resourced to duplicate the expertise that already exists in local Forces and will exist in the
new Strategic Forces. This means, for example, that the BTPwould not investigate murder or serious fraud.

10. The Secretary of State would give directions and guidance to the BTP Authority (BTPA) to set out
the role and responsibilities of the new refocused BTP. The guidance would stipulate that the BTPA should
have specific contracts with each of the TOCs, FOCs and Network Rail. However if a FOC or TOC wishes
to enter into agreement with a new Strategic Force to provide additional policing services it should be
possible for them to do so.

11. The other option under considerationwould see the BTP abolished and the responsibility for policing
sections of the rail network and the LU pass to the Strategic Forces covering the relevant geographical area.
The funding of rail policing services would be fundamentally changed and would be no diVerent to that of
any other private sector organisation. Individual rail companies already pay business rates for oYce
premises andNetworkRail pay business rates on behalf of the rail industry for the rail network. If individual
rail operators require a dedicated police presence or additional level of service on their premises that would
not be provided under normal policing priorities the rail operator would negotiate that additional
requirement with the relevant Strategic Force and the operator would pay for those dedicated services. If
operators require additional services from time to time to carry out specific initiatives, for example policing
of football trains, those services would also have to be paid for.

12. The rail industry would assume greater responsibility for providing security services, eg gating and
its own rail enforcement oYcers to reduce the need for basic “policing” activities. This will allow the rail
industry to develop more cost eVective solutions which are focused on their own experiences of crime on
their areas of the network.

13. If NetworkRail required dedicated policing of the rail infrastructure owned byNetwork Rail but not
leased to TOCs or FOCs, for example lineside areas, depots andNetwork Rail’s portfolio of major stations,
Network Rail would determine its needs and would negotiate with the relevant Strategic Force a Service
Level Agreement for policing of its assets. NR would recover their costs through either the Track Access
Agreement or some other appropriate charging mechanism. This will provide a level of transparency not
necessarily provided under the existing system.

14. Under this option the users would become more informed buyers of services allowing a better spread
and access to police services. The potential savings from not having to pay for the BTP could be redirected
into more bespoke initiatives to reduce crime based on the users’ local knowledge of the area.
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Next Steps

15. The Secretary of State has asked that further work be carried out by the Review Team to develop
further the refocused BTP option. The Review Team will consider the implications of the changes involved
and will work closely with the industry and BTP/BTPA.

16. The Review Team is aiming to complete this further work by April. No final conclusion will be made
until the outcome of this work is complete.

6 March 2006

Witnesses:Derek Twigg, aMember of the House, Under Secretary of State, Department for Transport, and
Hazel Blears, a Member of the House, Minister of State, Home OYce, gave evidence.

Q182 Chairman: Good afternoon, Minister. Would improve things, whether the focus is right in terms of
should it continue to deal with anymurders or fraud,you introduce yourself for the record?

Derek Twigg: I am Derek Twigg, the Railway et cetera, should it be more focused on low level
crime and antisocial behaviour. Also in terms of theMinister.
train operating companies, as you will be aware,
Chairman, in terms of their role some of them haveQ183 Chairman: What are your emerging
diVerences and have expressed concerns about theconclusions of the review of the British Transport
resources they are paying for and exactly what theyPolice?
are getting for that in terms of looking at their roleDerek Twigg: If it is possible, Chairman, and it
and their needs in the future, not just what thewould probably answer the question you have just
British Transport Police would do but in terms of theasked as well, I would like to say a few words.
funding for that.

Q184 Chairman: You want to say something, do
Q188 Chairman: Minister, may I interrupt to say Iyou?
am sorry but, it is that old joke, we started withoutDerek Twigg: Just a few words.
you. Thank you very much for coming. We will
come to you in a moment, if we may.Q185 Chairman: May I beg your pardon. Please
Hazel Blears: Okay.tell us.

Derek Twigg: I am sure you will stop me if I go on
Q189 Chairman: Is the status quo in relation to thefor too long.
British Transport Police one of the alternatives you
are looking at refocusing?Q186 Chairman: I would never dream of stopping
Derek Twigg: In a sense, no. It could turn out thatyou, Minister. Please just tell us whatever you
way, to be honest, but we want to look at it in termswant to.
of the issues that have occurred in the last couple ofDerek Twigg: Clearly in terms of the review I think
years or so, the review of the strategic forces,it is important to put on record that with the events
whether or not the policing from British Transportof New York and Madrid and the terrible events in
Police focuses on what are themost important issuesLondon in July last year, and of course the review of
in terms of antisocial behaviour, low level crime, andthe strategic police forces around the country, the
whether or not the resources are best in that area andSecretary of State and the Department felt it was
the way they are set up and the funding in relation toright that at this point we should have a look at the
the train operating companies and the other funders.BTP’s role in terms of its focus and also alternatives.

I am sure youwill understand that review is ongoing,
Q190Chairman: I want to be absolutely clear.Doweso in terms of the amount of information I will be
both agree that low level crime is frankly what theable to give you I will be limited because we have not
British Transport Police deal with most of the time?got come to conclusions yet. What I can tell you is
Derek Twigg: They deal with that a lot of the time,that we are looking to see that we get the best
that is correct. In fact, I was at an event today andpossible policing for the railway and the personal
Mr Johnston, the Chief Constable, was dealing withsecurity of those who use it. The options we have
that exact issue with new accreditation oYcers whocome down to are that of either giving the
have been put in place at St Pancras.responsibility to the strategic forces or refocusing

the BTP. Currently we are spending most of our
eVort and time on the issue of refocusing at this point Q191 Chairman: So that is what you are looking at.

Derek Twigg: Obviously there are things that we allin time. That is where we are.
agree the BTP do brilliantly well.

Q187 Chairman:Have you framed a clear definition
of what you mean by “refocusing”? Q192 Chairman: I am not trying to catch you out,

Minister. When I am being rotten you will get theDerek Twigg:Yes.Wewant tomake sure that we get
a British Transport Police force that is fit for the 21st idea. I am trying to work out what it is that you are

using as the parameters for your examination. All Icentury and the best possible policing we can for the
railway, but within that looking at whether we can want you to tell the Committee is what you really
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mean by “refocusing”. We have got the British Q198 Mrs Ellman: But there are not any specific
problems in relation to 7 July that you are aware of?Transport Police, they are a specialist police, they

are specially trained, some of the train operating Derek Twigg: Not in itself that we have identified as
a reason for the review. Partly we are looking atcompanies are not violently happy about having to

pay for them, which is not entirely surprising, and whether there are any issues arising from that as well
that we need to take account of in terms of anyyou now say you are looking at them vis-à-vis the

way they handle low level crime. We know that the refocusing of the British Transport Police. The issue
about whether things could have been co-ordinatedbulk of their work is low level crime. Could you just

tell me exactly what it is you are looking at in better, whether there was an issue around how the
BTP responded, all those things will be looked at,relation to the work of the British Transport Police?

Derek Twigg: Maybe I did not explain properly at but clearly the response was very good on the day
and a lot of tremendous work was put in by thethe beginning but I will try and you will tell me if I

am not doing it, Chairman. British Transport Police.
Hazel Blears: Chairman, can I first of all apologise
for not being here right at the start of yourQ193 Chairman: It is possible.
proceedings.Derek Twigg: I am sure you will let me know.

Because of the current review of the strategic forces,
which is clearly something we need to take account Q199 Chairman: No apologies required, Minister, I
of, obviously the things that happened particularly am afraid I did take advantage of the few moments
in London last year in terms of the bombings in July, I had to seize upon your colleague. I do not get the
and also in terms of what they do now, is it the best chance to seize many men very often these days!
way to deliver that particular policing? As I say, that Hazel Blears:Obviously I am going to agree withmy
may be the case in terms of certain things they are colleague to the extent that there are always lessons
doing but would they be better putting resources that we can learn. I do not think we have got any
more into low level crime, antisocial behaviour and specific issues that have been thrown up to us as
route crime issues rather than other issues that they matters relating to structure which we have to
might deal with? address immediately in order to fulfil our capability

around response to terrorism. Clearly there is going
to be a close review of what happened, were thereQ194 Chairman: So fundamentally what you are
ways in which communication could have beenlooking at is not whether you will have something
better, and I think any organisation which tells alike the British Transport Police, which is
committee of this nature that everything was 100%specialised, but whether what you have got is being
and there was not anything that could be done betterused to the best of its ability, whether it is properly
would find themselves getting fairly short shrift.funded and related to the job it has to do?
Together we will be looking very closely at whatDerek Twigg: That is the refocusing work we are
happened and whether or not there aredoing at the moment.
improvements that we can make. Certainly theChairman: Thank you, that is very helpful.
assessment that has been done of the British
Transport Police around counter-terrorism shows

Q195Mrs Ellman: I would like to ask bothMinisters that there is a commendable level of understanding
what problems have been identified in relation to 7 of the counter-terrorism role at every level of the
July or the other work of the British Transport staV in the British Transport Police, which I think is
Police that relates to the structure of having the very encouraging. They have got significant
British Transport Police separate from the Met? exposure to these risks and, therefore, they are used
Derek Twigg: It is not so much the problems that to dealing with issues whether it is suspect packages,
have been identified by that but are there any lessons trying to target hard the railways around this, but
we can learn in terms of how the policing was— clearly the railways are a key terrorist target and,

therefore, the ability of the British Transport Police
to respond properly is really important to us. I amQ196 Mrs Ellman: First I am asking the question I
not saying there are any specific problems but I amam asking, which is what problems have been
absolutely sure that we can learn lessons and doidentified or maybe there have not been any?
things even better in the future than we are doingDerek Twigg: In terms of the role of the British
them now. There is an issue around intelligenceTransport Police?
gathering for the British Transport Police and
making sure that they are able to gather intelligenceQ197 Mrs Ellman: In relation to the current
but also that that co-ordinates with the rest ofstructure, yes. Specific problems, not theoretical
Special Branch activity and the way in which we co-ones.
ordinate intelligence at the centre so that we do notDerek Twigg: From my point of view, I have to say
duplicate and have rival intelligence gatheringwe have not had any specific problems in terms of the
streams but are gathering intelligencewhich can helpBritish Transport Police but what we want to find
us all.out is whether there are any lessons that need to be

learned because they do have a very important
security role as well. That is where we are at. That is Q200 Mrs Ellman: Could I ask the same question in

relation to the general work of the British Transportone of the things we are looking at as part of the
review. Police separate from the terrorism issue to do with
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the way they deal with crime in relation to rail. Are Derek Twigg: One of the reasons that we are not
continuing on the work is because there was a riskthere any particular problems that either of you are

aware of? that if we took out all the Greater London oYcers
the cost could disproportionately increase. Also, itDerek Twigg: Clearly overall crime has come down

on the railways. There are issues around violent would put pressure on the rest of the British
Transport Police forces around the country and youcrime, et cetera, but obviously the targets that Mr

Johnston has set have been met. It comes down to would then have two diVerent sets of police forces
dealing with the railway issues. That was the reasonare there any lessons we can learn and given the

review that is taking place of strategic forces is there why we felt we would not pursue that option any
further.anything we need to take account of. We want the

best possible policing for our railways and we want
to try to achieve that. I do not think even Mr

Q205Mrs Ellman:Could you clarify what youmeanJohnston and the BTP would say they are doing
by that? What are you not pursuing?everything perfectly, it is how we can continue to
Derek Twigg: We have now narrowed it down inimprove that and that is why we have been working
terms of our current work on this particular issuewith them on the refocusing and that work is still
either to the work which is basically the BTP oYcersongoing.
going out to the strategic forces and dealing with the
issues of railways in their areas or we look at

Q201 Mrs Ellman: Are there any particular refocusing whether there are any further
problems to do with the current structures in improvements we can make in terms of how the
relation to their normal work? British Transport Police police the railways. That is
Hazel Blears: Clearly the review is ongoing. British where almost all of our eVort is now being directed
Transport Police are accountable to the Secretary of on the refocusing of the BTP.
State for Transport and not to the Home OYce, and
I am very conscious of that. We are working closely

Q206 Mrs Ellman: That includes British Transporton the review and I do not want to trespass on my
Police in London?colleague’s responsibility. There have been really
Derek Twigg: That includes all British Transportgood relationships between the British Transport
Police.Police and other forces aboutwho should investigate

which kind of crime. For example, if we look at
murder, which is one of the protected services that Q207 Mrs Ellman: In 2004 when the Department
we have been looking at in the general review, very replied to the last report that the Transport Select
often murders will be investigated by the Home Committee did on the British Transport Police, the
OYce forces but if there is a specific case—last year Government stated that it agreed with the
there were three murders on the railways, two of Committee that “the national railway network is
them were investigated by Home OYce forces and best protected by a unified police force providing a
one of them was investigated by the British dedicated specialist service enabling it to give proper
Transport Police—there appears to be a good priority to the policing of the railways”. Is that still
accommodation about the right people dealing with the Department’s view?
the right issue. Derek Twigg: Clearly because of the issues that I

have outlined already to the Committee, and I will
Q202 Chairman: Since these three murders have not go over them, we did not feel that precluded us
been mentioned before, you are not aware of any having a look at the BTP in the light of the
problems that arose either in relation to the circumstances I have described this afternoon.
investigation or—
Derek Twigg: No. As you well know, Chairman,

Q208Mrs Ellman:You would agree with the centralobviously murders can take a great deal of time and
tenet of that statement?whether it is best that the strategic forces
Derek Twigg: Clearly there is a very, very stronginvestigate or—
argument to continue to have a strategic police force
policing the British Rail network but we want toQ203 Chairman: I understand the theory. We are
make sure that is the best possible policing and weasking you something diVerent. Since these three
get the best possible service for the people who usemurders have been specifically mentionedmore than
the railways and that is why we are looking at theonce today, are you aware that in those three cases
refocusing at the moment.there were problems between the British Transport
Mrs Ellman: Thank you.Police and the strategic forces elsewhere?

Derek Twigg: No.
Chairman: Thank you. All I wanted was a no. Q209 Graham Stringer: I think those answers are

very helpful, Minister, but I just want to make sure
that I understand them. What you are saying inQ204 Mrs Ellman: If the Metropolitan Police were

to take over the work of the British Transport Police simple language is that the choice is going to be
breaking up the British Transport Police, handingin London, what implications would that have for

the British Transport Police outside of London? them over to all the strategic authorities, or keeping
the British Transport Police but looking at theirCould it still remain as an entity or would it have

to change? priorities. That is what refocusing means, is it not?
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Derek Twigg: Yes. Q214 Mr Goodwill: I think we have had a few
signals.
Hazel Blears: We may well have had some signalsQ210 Graham Stringer: Can you expand a little on
but we do not have the outcome of the review and,what change of priorities there might be for the
therefore, we want to look at thoseBritish Transport Police?
recommendations very carefully. Obviously we areDerek Twigg: For instance, whether they deal with
working closely together in terms of the work that ismurder at all and in terms of fraud issues whether it
going on looking at priorities. One of my mainis ticket fraud or other types of fraud. One of the key
concerns is to try to make sure that we keep theareas is not just the British Transport Police but in
intelligence not just around terrorism but aroundterms of the train operating companies and those
other issues to make sure we make those links andfunding British Transport Police because some of
keep those links very strong for us. In terms of thethem are unhappy and not necessarily supportive in
Metropolitan Police’s position, clearly that is aterms of the current set-up. If you take Transport for
matter for the Commissioner and the MetropolitanLondon who have a particularly good relationship
Police Authority in terms of the decisions they makewith the British Transport Police, the relationship
about what proposals they want to put forward.works very well, there is good communication, I
Obviously we will look very closely at whateverwould like to see that developed with all the other
proposals are made in the light of the outcome of thetrain operating companies to see whether we can
review. I think it would be wrong for me here andimprove it and gain a better working relationship, a
now to speculate about what the Met should orbetter understanding of what the requirement of the
should not do before we have got the results of thatindustry is and in terms of what British Transport
programme.Police can provide within the budget constraints in

which they live.
Q215 Chairman:Could I ask you about this business
of intelligence because you have mentioned it twice.Q211 Graham Stringer: The Met have made clear At what level is there a problem? Presumably thetheir view that they would like control of the intelligence that is gathered largely by the Britishrailways within Greater London. I know this is a Transport Police will come from their expertise ondiYcult question because some of the new strategic what is on the lines, what is on the stations, theauthorities do not exist but there will be authorities people they deal with. Are you suggesting somehowlike Greater Manchester that do. Has any other or other when that is all garnered it does not getpolice force said that they would like to police the translated into the other security services? Is thatrailways in their area? what is the burden of the complaint?Derek Twigg: I am not aware of that, no. Hazel Blears: No. I do not think there is a specific
complaint about it. All I am seeking to say is I think

Q212 Graham Stringer: That is interesting. As part intelligence of every kind, not just in relation to high
of the option you are considering, if in the future you level incidents but intelligence about everyday
go for British Transport Police refocused or matters, is increasingly important in the way we
reprioritised, is privatisation being considered of the organise policing in this country, whether it is
whole British Transport Police? intelligence about antisocial behaviour or all theway
Derek Twigg: No, that is not something we are through the levels. What I am keen to do is to make
considering at the moment. Clearly we have a public sure that the expertise and knowledge that the
interest in it as a Department and, as you know, we British Transport Police undoubtedly have in their
have significantly increased the capital funding for environment feeds into the rest of our system
British Transport Force which is £30 million from because that makes us able to target resources in the
2005–06 onwards for three years.We are not looking most eVective way to get the best results. That is not
at that option. necessarily a structural issue but it is an issue about
Graham Stringer: Thank you very much. making sure that there is good communication and

people are working closely together. I am not saying
that is a structural issue that needs to be addressedQ213 Mr Goodwill: It seems that both Departments
by changing the structure at themoment, that is whyhave taken a very pragmatic approach to this
I am keen to see the outcome of the work that theproposed merger, dare I say in marked contrast to
Department for Transport are doing.other mergers around the country. Given that as far

as both Departments are concerned this merger
between the British Transport Police and the Met is Q216 Mr Goodwill: Do you think there is an

argument that as the British Transport Police aredead in the water, do you think that theGovernment
have a responsibility to prevent the Met spending taking on an increasing role in the war against terror

that more of their budget should be paid fromany more time and eVort on preparing for this
merger which it seems nobody particularly wants central Government rather than train operating

companies because of the overall benefit to theapart from the Commissioner of the Metropolitan
Police? country rather than just the narrow interests of the

train operators?Hazel Blears: First of all, I think it would be wrong
to prejudge the outcome of the Department for Derek Twigg: As I said to Mr Stringer, we have

significantly increased the amount of funding weTransport’s review. We are not due to get the
recommendations until the middle or end of May. give to the BTP and that is very important in terms
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of the way the railway is operating, in terms of Derek Twigg: If the train operator wants to buy in a
certain amount of policing that is what they do byintelligence and policing generally. You will
the normal funding arrangements that exist in termsremember that Her Majesty’s Inspectorate’s report
of their local strategic forces. It would not bemade some criticism about the IT systems and
diVerent from that.record systems, et cetera, and they have had
Hazel Blears: There has been some analysis doneinvestment in terms of radio systems and new cars.
that looks at the general provision of policingThere has been quite a lot of investment in
because quite a lot of the operators pay theirrecognising that. We have also given extra money in
business rates and they are entitled to general levelsterms of the security issues that arose from last July.
of service, but if they want to have specific levels of
service above that they would need to enter into an

Q217 Mr Martlew: I am quite fascinated by this agreement for those specific operations to be funded
conversation. The Department for Transport seems with each of the strategic forces. That is my
to be saying that we are looking at two options, one understanding of that analysis.
of keeping the British Transport Police and not
making any changes and the other to disband it and Q223 Mr Martlew: We have heard today they are
give it across to the Home OYce. Have both trying to reduce the amount they pay and the
ministries looked at the possibility of transferring likelihood is they are not going to take that option.
responsibility for the British Transport Police to the Does thatmeanwe could end upwith the local police
Home OYce? You have talked about getting rid of forces looking after the stations and the rest of the
it and therefore transferring it to the new police rail transport structure without any more money?
authorities but have you ever thought about just Derek Twigg: Part of the work we have done, and
transferring responsibility to the HomeOYce? Have you have hit upon an important point, MrMartlew,
the Home OYce ever thought of taking it over? is one of the disbenefits that may be perceived of not
Derek Twigg:Clearly if you disbanded it the policing having British Transport Police as a strategic
for the railways would go to the Home OYce on a separate force set up in the way it is, is whether the
strategic force level. It is the British Transport Police railway would get the same amount of attention and
and we think the responsibility should lie with the funding from strategic forces if it went out to
Secretary of State. strategic forces. That is one of the issues that some

people argue would be a disbenefit but clearly we are
talking hypothetically.Q218 Mr Martlew: You are saying if you decide to

keep it—
Q224 Chairman: It would be a fairly great disbenefitDerek Twigg: It will still remain.
if you are telling us that the railway system has
operational and political eVects way before simply
being a transport system, would it not?Q219MrMartlew: But if you get rid of it then it will
Derek Twigg: I am not really saying that.go to the Home OYce?

Derek Twigg: That is because it will become part of
the strategic forces’ responsibilities. They would Q225 Chairman: You cannot have it both ways. If
have to determine this force by force with the Home the railway system is something that is fundamental
OYce. That is my understanding of it. and is at risk because it is an obvious target because

it has implications way beyond the business ofHazel Blears:Certainly we have not made any bid to
running trains up and down it, you cannot seriouslytake over the British Transport Police. Clearly it
say if for any reason the train operating companiesremains very much accountable to the Secretary of
did not want to pay for it or to have a professionalState for Transport.
and specialised police force it would not reallyChairman:You ought to take some lessons from the
matter because we would leave that to the GodsMetropolitan Police, Minister.
presumably.
Derek Twigg: I am not saying that, Chairman.

Q220 Mr Goodwill: I think they have got enough on
their plate at the moment. Q226 Chairman: Which is almost the equivalent of
Hazel Blears: Not necessarily as ambitious as them the Cheshire Police Force!
perhaps. Clearly it would not be a matter of simply Derek Twigg:That is why we are having the ongoing
handing it over to the Home OYce. Because of the discussions andwork is continuing on the refocusing
tripartite nature of policing in this country it would although we have not come to a conclusion at this
be a matter for the strategic forces and their police point. I tried to explain some of the issues that need
authorities as well. to be considered to Mr Martlew.

Chairman: Obviously, that is what you are here for.

Q221 Mr Martlew: Ultimately reporting to you?
Q227 Mr Martlew:Would the Home OYce and theHazel Blears: Indeed.
police forces be happy with a situation where there
was not dedicated money coming across?

Q222 Mr Martlew: At present the train operating Hazel Blears: Clearly at the moment the British
companies pay but if it goes to the police forces what Transport Police is largely funded by the train

operating companies and it is really important thathappens to that payment?
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they make that contribution. That is why I was Those discussions have been ongoing. I think the
Metropolitan Police Authority does a pretty goodsaying I do not want to prejudge the outcome of the

review that we are going to get inMay because these job at directing things.
issues are very important to us about looking at the
long-term future, making sure that people are safe Q232 Chairman: Have you had complaints
on our railway system, both staV and passengers, specifically about too many layers of bureaucracy in
which is the main mission of the British Transport London as opposed to elsewhere in relation to the
Police. Clearly we would have significant concerns. British Transport Police?
We want to make sure that whatever organisation Hazel Blears: Not specifically in relation to the
we get in the future is able to provide that degree of British Transport Police. The London position is
security for passengers, staV and users of the slightly diVerent from other areas in the country in
railway service. that we already have a semblance of regional

government and then we have got the government
oYces as well. One of the issues that sometimes doQ228 Graham Stringer: I just want to follow up the
cause some diYculties is having those two layers andquestions Mr Martlew has been asking. We heard
how they interact, but that is not in relation to theearlier on that there is a diVerent pension scheme for
British Transport Police specifically.the British Transport Police compared to the other

police forces. There is obviously diVerent funding
and diVerent kinds of training. In looking at the Q233 Chairman: The boundaries of the
option of transferring the British Transport Police to Metropolitan Police and London Underground do
the strategic police authorities, have you made any not coincide, do they? Could you tell us how that
estimate of the transactional costs of the transitional would work if the Metropolitan Police Service took
arrangements? over the British Transport Police in London?
Derek Twigg: That is what we would need to work Hazel Blears: I have not seen any evidence from the
on. It is not just that, but if youwere to transfer there Metropolitan Police about how they would propose
would be legislative implications which would need that should happen. At the moment they are
to be looked at in terms of the timings and the rest responsible for putting their view as the
of it. The whole lot would need to be looked at if we Metropolitan Police Service, that is not a matter for
decided to do that. the Home OYce.

Q234Chairman:You have not seen the detailed planQ229 Graham Stringer: I think in the consultation
from the Metropolitan Police as to how they wouldpaper on the amalgamation of certain police forces
operate if they took over?to strategic police forces there were estimates, maybe
Hazel Blears: No, I have not, Chairman.optimistic estimates, of the costs of the

amalgamation. Have you got any ballpark figures
for the costs of transferring the British Transport Q235 Chairman: Are we to assume that they have
Police to strategic police authorities? simply made a general statement and they have not
Derek Twigg: At this stage no because, as I say, we given it to you? As far as we can gather it seems to
are still undertaking the review and much of our have got lost in the post in relation to the sorts of
work is around the refocusing. Clearly I would not suggestions they want to make to the British
want to put out figures that may not turn out to be Transport Police as well. Minister, have you had
in any way correct. detailed suggestions from theMetropolitan Police as

to how they would operate diVerently?
Derek Twigg: No, I have not seen detailedQ230 Graham Stringer: Have you come across any
suggestions from the Metropolitan Police.other diYculties like amalgamating the pension

schemes because they are completely diVerent, the
Q236 Chairman: What the costs would be and howretraining of oYcers? Are there any more hurdles
it would aVect them if for one reason or another thethat you have come across?
rail companies did not pay in the same way?Derek Twigg:These are all things that would have to
Derek Twigg: No, I have not seen a detailedbe looked at if we decided that it would not be right
proposition.to continue with the British Transport Police.

Q237 Chairman: You have not seen any of that?Q231 Chairman: Does the Home OYce agree with
Does it seem to you that a great deal of research hastheOYce of theDeputy PrimeMinister’s assessment
gone into this suggestion from the Metropolitanthat the Metropolitan Police Service is “not held to
Police, or am I missing something?account as eYciently and eVectively as it could be”?
Hazel Blears: I can only say that I have not seen theirHazel Blears: No, I do not agree with that
detailed programme plan about what the positionassessment. I think that the Metropolitan Police
would be if they were to take over those functions.Authority does a pretty good job in holding the

Commissioner to account. There are always issues
about whether we could do it more eYciently. There Q238 Chairman: But they have indicated to you that

such a plan exists?has been a consultation around the role of the
Mayor in terms of the police authority and whether Hazel Blears: I am not sure they have even been that

specific to me. Certainly I have not had sight of aor not there are too many players, if you like, on the
landscape in London in relation to accountability. plan.
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Q239 Chairman: Minister, would you be prepared, Q244 Mr Leech: Has anybody in either of the two
Departments seen any details about how it wouldwhen you are talking about what could be the

dismemberment of the British Transport Police, to work if the decision was made to move the British
Transport Police into strategic forces? Has anyoneexpress some view of what this would do in relation

to county forces? As you know, because of the seen any detailed plans at all?
DerekTwigg:Wehave not in that sense. If I can speakstrategic reorganisation of many of the existing

police forces they are already in a state of flux and from the Department, because we have been
undertaking the review of the British Transportthey are not overly happy about their finances. Has

anyone discussed in any detail the eVect of such Police and not the Home OYce, there were a number
of options and I outlined before why we havechanges on the restructuring of existing forces?
discounted them. If we had decided on theHazel Blears: Not as far as the current restructuring
Metropolitan Police, for instance, wewould have hadprogramme is concerned. Clearly there would be a
to have done a lot more work in terms of how wevery diVerent timescale in terms of the British
would achieve that but for the reasons I outlinedTransport Police from the current restructuring
previously we have decided not to go down that road.process that is going on because if we were to get the
If as a result of the refocusing work that we are doingabolition of the British Transport Police we would
now, which is the main part of the work we are doing,need primary legislation to do that. At the moment
we found some major problem and we wanted to gothe restructuring process in the first tier of
into more detail and re-examine whether we shouldauthorities is in the process of public consultation.
put railway policing out to the strategic forces, clearlyThat ends on 2 July, I think, and at that point the
we would have to undertake quite a great deal moreHome Secretary needs to decide whether or not he is
work.going to make orders of amalgamation and the new

strategic forces in the first group, which includes the
NorthWest, as you are absolutely well aware, would

Q245 Mr Leech: How can you make a decision onbe likely to come into eVect from April 2007. If the
whether or not the British Transport Police shouldBritish Transport Police, depending on the outcome
remain, if you have not looked at what theof the review, were to go over to the strategic forces
alternatives would be?that would be at a later date and we would have to
Derek Twigg: We have. As I have said, we havelook again at what the implications were of any such
certainly looked at a number of options and I haveamalgamation. That is very much speculation and
explained to you some of the reasons why we havehypothetical in the future.
discounted them. What I am trying to say to you isDerek Twigg: All I can add is that a lot of our work
that what that has led us to believe is that refocusingis going on the refocusing at the moment but if
iswheremost of ourwork should be. It does notmeansomething appeared in the next few weeks that
to say that will be our final decision, but that is wherecompletely changed our mind then a lot more work
most of our work is.would have to be done on the areas that you have

just outlined.
Q246 Mr Leech: No one seems to have the faintest
idea what would happen, how the British TransportQ240 Chairman: Do you think there is a proper role Police would be merged into the strategic forces. Forfor the British Transport Police in ensuring that the instance, we have heard this afternoon it costs morerailways are safe from terrorist attack? to train a member of the British Transport PoliceDerek Twigg: Absolutely, yes. They do have a clear because of the specialist training they have to have onrole in terms of their security and involvement in that. the railways, and we are not given any indication
whether or not every single police oYcer would have
to go through that training if they were merged intoQ241Chairman:Do you have any evidence at all that
the strategic forces. Clearly there are quite significanttheir co-ordination with other agencies does not
financial implications doing something like that. Iprovide a secure railway and Underground system?
would have thought those sort of issues would beDerek Twigg: I have no evidence that is the case,
issues you would have looked at before you make aChairman. Whether that could be improved is
decision about refocusing eVorts, refocusing theworkanother issue, of course.
of the British Transport Police or possibly looking at
merging them into the strategic forces. Surely that

Q242 Chairman:Have you any suggestions from any sort of work should have been done?
of the players in this particular reorganisation that Derek Twigg: We did look at a number of options,
there is something fundamentally flawed in the status and early on we seemed to be able to focus on two,
quo and, therefore, automatically it should be which is basically whether we focus on a strategic
changed? force or look at refocusing the current police force. If
Derek Twigg: In terms of security or generally? we decided those the main options we wanted to look

at, we would clearly have to do a lot more work on it.

Q243 Chairman: In terms of security.
Derek Twigg:No, I have not, but in terms ofwhat has Q247 Mr Leech:What you seem to be saying is that
happened it is rightwe do review that and seewhether really you are just looking at refocusing the work of
there are any lessons to be learned and whether any the British Transport Police, you are not really

considering—improvements can be made.
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Derek Twigg: I think you are misunderstanding, Mr Derek Twigg: There are none.
Leech. It has been set out in the paper to the
Committee and a number of options looked at in Q250 Mr Leech: None at all?

Derek Twigg: Not that I am aware of, no.terms of theMetropolitan Police, in terms of strategic
forces and in terms of refocusing the current British
Transport Police Force. We have looked at that and Q251 Chairman: But if this is such a fantastically

good scheme would you not have thought all thoseif we felt at an early stage that was worthy of further
consideration, for instance in terms of the policemen in Liverpool and Cheshire, where we lead

all police forces naturally,would have rushed forwardMetropolitan Police, then we would continue to do
somemore detailed work. But we have not. The early with a plan?

Derek Twigg: I share your empathy with that part ofindications are that these are the two options wewant
to look at and what we want to put most of our time the world, Mrs Dunwoody.
and resources into in terms of finding what would be
the best particular option for policing the railway. Q252 Chairman: You had better or you will have a

short career!
Derek Twigg: I would not dare not to! This is theQ248 Mr Leech: But there do not appear to be any

details about how you would merge the British point I opened up with and tried to make clear, when
looking at the progress which has taken place,Transport Police into the strategic forces.

Derek Twigg: As I tried to explain, if in the next few looking at the reviewof the strategic forces,we believe
it is right to review the BTP at this particular time,weeks we find refocusing the current British

Transport Police is not what we want to pursue, and that is the reason we are doing it.
Chairman:We are just trying to find out who is doingclearly we would have to put more work into looking

at the strategic forces. what, Minister. You have been very helpful, both of
you. I apologise for starting without you, Ms Blears.
It has been very informative and I hope yourQ249 Chairman: You could help us by telling us

which other police forces outside the Metropolitan connectivity will continue.
Police have asked to take over control of transport
police in their own area.
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Written evidence
APPENDIX 1

Memorandum submitted by the Association of Train Operating Companies

1. Background

This paper supplements that submitted by ATOC dated 7 December, 2005, for the Committee’s inquiry
under the heading “Travelling without Fear.” This paper specifically considers the role of British Transport
Police in securing the safety of the travelling public as part of the Committee’s inquiry into UK transport
security.

2. British Transport Police

From the earliest days of railways, policemen were involved in their operation, initially as railway
signalmen and later for crime detection and prevention. They have always been part of the railway
community, and the role of British Transport Police has been an important one, since the force was unified
in 1948. However, its functions have changed considerably over time and since 2004 have been guided by
the establishment of a British Transport Police Authority, under the Railways, Transport and Safety Act,
2003, on which users and train operators, are represented. This authority sets policing priorities and targets
for achievement, holds the budget and allocates resources.

British Transport Police is funded by train operators,NetworkRail andTransport for London. Passenger
train operators are required to enter into a Police Service Agreement (PSA). The PSA, among other things,
provides that the cost of BTP will be charged to PSA holders so as to reflect their use of resources.

In October 2005, the Secretary of State for transport initiated a review of the structure, resources and
policing services provided by BTP to examine current and future needs.

In contributing to the BTP review, the train operators wished to see:

— Improved security for our passengers.

— Retention of a railway specialisation in the police service.

— More eVective use of the money being spent on policing and security.

It is recognised that the security of passengers stems from a combination of train operator initiatives,
aimed at creating a safe travelling environment and a sense of order, and police initiatives aimed at
deterrence and apprehension.

Train operators and BTP are working towards a high level of safety and security for passengers, and
railway stations are generally safer than the surrounding streets. This is a standard of safety which we wish
to maintain and improve upon. There are fewer recorded violent crimes on the whole of the national rail
network, for example, than in the City of Westminster alone.

Both the Home OYce forces and BTP contribute to policing on the railway. EVective policing requires
collaboration between them and with train operators. Home OYce forces particularly contribute to initial
response where BTP oYcers are not readily available.

3. Security of Passengers a Joint Endeavour

The safety and security of passengers is a joint endeavour between the police and Train Operating
Companies. TOCs provide the front line response to the BTP that delivers eVective policing of the railway,
while the BTP has the skill and powers to support TOCs in their operations. TOCs regularly assess,
sometimes in conjunction with the police, how their safety and security measures may be enhanced to
prevent and mitigate any risks to passengers and their staV and also participate in national groups which
are working to promote safety on the railways.

TOCs are responding to changing circumstances and threats as demonstrated by their involvement in the
joint ATOC/BTP CCTV Group which was established to address post-7 July CCTV issues. TOCs have
made a significant investment in CCTV, both on trains and at stations (see below).

Three examples serve to illustrate how the eVective partnership is working. InNovember 2005, South East
Trains (SET) in conjunction with the BTP launched the Rail Safety Accreditation Scheme. This Scheme
means that TOC staV receive training by the BTP and in return gained accredited status. SET’s accredited
staV are known as Rail Enforcement OYcers (REOs) and have been trained to enforce railway byelaws and
to provide a high-profile presence, both as a reassurance to customers and a deterrent to troublemakers.

Police Community Support OYcers (PCSOs) have a range of powers very well suited to the basic visibility
and patrolling needs of the TOCs. In addition to the BTP’s own recruitment and deployment of PCSOs,
TOCs have agreed to pay for additional PCSOs to be recruited and deployed to their areas of concern.
Arriva Trains Wales is paying for seven (out of 21) PCSOs to be deployed in Wales.
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TOCs are also employing additional security staV to complement police by the BTP. South West Trains
has 53 Travel Safe OYcers who patrol stations, platforms and trains. This mix of staYng—TOC staV,
accredited TOC staV, PCSOs and police oYcers—is believed to be a more eVective and eYcient way of
promoting safety and security on the railway.

4. Department for Transport Role

In terms of counter-terrorism measures, the Department for Transport took on the responsibility for
setting and enforcing railway security standards in 2000. Security standards are set out in the National
Railways Security Programme (NRSP), issued to train operators, Network Rail and others with direct
involvement in railway security. The document details both mandatory and best practice standards for the
industry. A statutory Station Security Instruction under was served on the owners and operators of stations
in May 2004, making key parts of the NRSP legally enforceable.

Transec continues to monitor against the security standards set out in the NRSP and the Instruction. The
security regime builds upon the sound and proportionate measures developed by Railways and British
Transport Police (BTP) during more than 30 years of direct experience in dealing with the terrorist threat.

5. BTP Resources

Table 4

INCREASING BTP RESOURCING

2000–01 200–/02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06

BTP funding n/a 96.1 96.5 104.4 126.8 154.0
TOC/NR only
StaV numbers
(incl LUL):
Police oYcers 2,109 2,123 2,206 2,280 2,494 2,612
Support staV 565 644 667 704 855 992
PCSOs 0 0 0 0 160 200
TOTAL staV 2,674 2,767 2,873 2,984 3,509 3,804

Source: BTP Annual Reports and BT Police Authority budget papers

The role of train operator initiatives in creating a sense of order on the railway is acknowledged by BTP,
and at a local level there is considerable joint working, particularly around “campaigns”. There are instances
of good practice on a number of matters. However there would be merit in taking these for introduction of
“local policing plans” agreed between BTP and the train operators. Where train operators overlap, they
would co-operate.

6. Secure Stations Initiative

The Secure Station Initiative was initiated in 1998 and is overseen by DfT. It covers National Rail as well
London Underground and Docklands Light Railway. 188 National Rail stations are currently accredited,
and some two thirds of all passenger journeys start or end at an accredited secure station. The scheme was
initiated with some enthusiasm, but has a number of practical drawbacks. For example, refurbishment and
improvement of a station for passengers may result in loss of accreditation while temporary hoardings
remain in place, as these are deemed “insecure”. The scheme now requires review and renewed energy in
promoting its extension to a wider group of stations that are currently not accredited. ATOC would be
willing to play a coordinating role and encourage the extension of a revitalised scheme.

7. Counter-terrorism

Train operators, and Network Rail (for the 17 stations which they manage), work closely with BTP and
with Transec tominimise risk to passengers, and tominimise disruption from security alerts, including those
arising from hoax calls. Good management of the station, together with a rigorous process for routine and
special inspections help to minimise risk and disruption for passengers.

Train operators train their staV to be alert to the terrorist threat, and to deal with unattended luggage and
suspect packages. They also alert their passengers to risks through public information displays on trains and
stations and through train and station announcements. Initiatives to improve security for passengers, such
as higher lighting levels, CCTV and help points, also help to reduce the threat from terrorism. 20,000 CCTV
cameras are installed throughout the railway network, and one third of passenger coaches are equipped with
them. Train operators also work with BTP to promote the Travelsafe initiative and the Crimestoppers
telephone hotline.
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Visible policing has a role in counter-terrorism, which we are aware of. However in respect of intelligence
led counter-terrorism activity, we have no information and do not expect to be given any. This is as it should
be, as this activity is a matter for Government through Transec. Terrorism is a societal issue that can only be
dealt with throughGovernment action, and this needs to be coordinated, wherever it occurs or is threatened,
including railway property.

This responsibility goes well beyond the normal policing role for railways, and should be led and funded
by Government. The current arrangement in which this activity is funded by the rail industry and its
passengers seems wrong.

8. Conclusions

— Train operators currently pay for policing and for security measures at stations.

— DfT specifies the staYng hours of stations, and the level of passenger security required through
the National Railways Security Programme.

— Train operators actively support BTP through initiatives such as Travelsafe and Crimestoppers
as well as by the recruitment of Special Constables, Community Police Support OYcers and Rail
Enforcement OYcers.

— Train operators have invested extensively in equipment such as CCTV, lighting and ticket barriers
which improve passenger security at stations and on trains

— These measures have helped in reducing the overall crime rate in line with national trends and the
decline continues for this current financial year.

— Crime figures show that stations are safer than the streets outside.

— Passenger security and security from terrorist attacks cannot be addressed through staYng alone,
but need to encompass station design, lighting and monitoring equipment and management
measures as well.

16 February 2006

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by Merseytravel

REVIEW OF THE BRITISH TRANSPORT POLICE

Introduction

1. Merseytravel is the operating name of the Merseyside Passenger Transport Authority (PTA) and the
Merseyside Passenger Transport Executive (PTE).

2. The Passenger Transport Authority (PTA) is compromised of 18 elected councillors drawn from each
of the five metropolitan district councils in Merseyside Liverpool City Council; Sefton Metropolitan
BoroughCouncil; KnowsleyMetropolitan BoroughCouncil; StHelensMetropolitanBoroughCouncil and
Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council. The PTA was established in 1986 on the abolition of Merseyside
County Council.

3. The PTA sets the transport policies in the sub region, and the Passenger Transport Executive (PTE)
implements those policies. These policies are set out in the Merseyside Local Transport Plan, a statutory
document covering the period 2000–01 to 2005–06. The draft Local Transport Plan 2was recently submitted
to the Department for Transport. This will be finalised in July 2006 and will set out the transport priorities
for the sub-region between 2006–07 and 2010–11.

4. While there are seven PTAs and PTEs located in the metropolitan areas in the UK, Merseytravel is
unique in that the PTA and the PTE is one operating organisation.

5. The Secretary of State for Transport announced on 11 October 2005 that a review of the British
Transport Police (BTP) would be undertaken in parallel with the review of local police forces in England
and Wales being conducted by the Home Secretary.

6. The review will examine the functions of the BTP and whether some or all of these are best carried out
by a national force, regional forces or the rail industry itself. The Terms of Reference for the review are:

— To review the current structure, resources, generic and specialist policing services provided by the
British Transport Police across Britain’s rail network.

— To examine the current and future needs and possible options to deliver the travelling public’s,
the Government and rail industry stakeholders’ requirements to deliver an eVective and eYcient
policing service.
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7. The specialist nature of the BTP’s task also means that the work cannot realistically be absorbed into
local basic command units of Home OYce forces because, without the BTP as the first line response, every
police oYcer who deals with a railway-related incident would need the special skills required for working
in that environment. For example, if the BTP was abolished, a local police oYcer responding to an incident
might well be required to enter the trackside environment for which BTP oYcers receive specific safety
training similar to that provided to others in the rail industry. It would be impractical forHomeOYce forces
to provide every oYcer with that training just in case they were required to deal with such an incident.

The Size of the BTP

8. Size, in terms of the number of sworn oYcers and, depending upon the powers they may exercise,
operational police staV, is critical to the viability of any police force, as it determines that force’s capability
to provide balanced and resilient policing.

9. With around 2,500 sworn oYcers serving across the whole of Great Britain, approximately 1,000 of
which are based in Central London, the BTP does not meet the threshold set in Closing the Gap. However,
as a specialist force, that threshold does not necessarily apply.

10. There is a realistic expectation that the BTP should and will call upon support from colleagues from
the neighbouring Home OYce force in the event of a major incident and, as we saw at Selby and Ladbroke
Grove, to take just two examples, that support is forthcoming and well co-ordinated. It would be unrealistic
to expect that, under the “user pays” principle which the Secretary of State has indicated should continue
to apply to railway policing, the rail industry will pay for the totality of policing in every circumstance and,
therefore, Home OYce forces should be expected to provide support to the BTP in relation to major
incidents. The proposals to move to regional forces will enhance the Home OYce forces’ capability to
provide that support and also enable the BTP to develop more detailed and eVective liaison arrangements
with those forces.

11. The resilience of the BTP would undoubtedly be improved by increasing its budget and thus the
number of sworn oYcers but, given its unique role as both a national and specialist force, it could not be
improved by transferring all or some of its responsibilities to other police forces. Even the limited transfer
of functions, such as the provision by Home OYce forces of static police posts at major railway stations
would still require liaison arrangements to be put in place with the BTP so that, for example, inquiries
relating to on-train incidents, could be relayed to BTP oYcers at a train’s point of origin or destination.

12. In general terms the policing requirements of the railway are similar to any other part of Great Britain
in that there is a need to deal with day to day route crime, vandalism, and antisocial behaviour but the BTP
also has to be able to deal with serious and organised crimes, major incidents and counterterrorism. The
transport infrastructure has traditionally been a target for ??????? Operational Command Unit). Bus
networks are currently beyond the jurisdiction of BTP but consideration should be given to extending that
jurisdiction to bus networks and to the development of more comprehensive intelligence-led initiatives for
policing them.

Funding

13. The present arrangements are that the funding of core BTP services is largely met by the industry with
some top up funding from Government and additional funding for enhanced services being provided from
other sources within the industry.

14. For example, Merseytravel is responsible for granting the concession to operate the Merseyrail
Electrics network and that concessionaire, like any other train operating company, is required to enter into
a police services agreement with the BTP. In addition, Merseytravel funds a number of BTP PCSO posts
on that network.

15. Merseytravel supports the principle that the industry should continue to fund its own policing,
provided that it continues to be delivered by a dedicated national and specialist force.

Link to Home Office Review

16. The principal issue raised byClosing the Gap is that HomeOYce police forces need to be re-organised
on a regional basis in order to be able to deliver the appropriate level and range of policing services.

17. The BTP is already a national force and delivers services bymeans of area commandswhich are based
upon large regional areas (for example, North West England). Thus a regional structure already exists
within the force (which could sensibly be re-aligned to the new Home OYce force regions) and, therefore
the issue which needs to be considered is whether the BTP has the appropriate capability.

18. It is certainly true that the BTP is stretched thin at times and that the travelling public would
undoubtedly like to see a more visible police presence on trains and at stations. However, there must be a
recognition that this can only be achieved by increasing the budget of the BTP and thus enabling the number
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of sworn oYcers and operational police staV to increase or working in closer collaboration with colleagues
from Home OYce forces but in a manner which does not require then to undergo specialist training to deal
with all aspects of the railway environment, parts of which are inherently dangerous.

Conclusion

19. Merseytravel has a good working relationship with the BTP and wish to see that continue. In our
view the BTP is a national specialist force which is an asset to the railway industry and makes significant
contribution to making public transport more attractive, by tackling crime and fear of it on the railway.

APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by Transport for London

1. Summary

1.1 Transport for London (TfL) believes that the British Transport Police (BTP) continues to provide an
eVective policing service for the London Underground (LU) and the Docklands Light Railway (DLR).

1.2 TfL believes that transport focused policing is a vital component of ensuring a safe and secure
transport system and ensuring that passengers and staV feel safe on the network.

1.3 TfL believes that the dedicated railway policing resources available to ensure the safety of the
travelling public on the overground rail network in London needs to be increased.

1.4 TfL considers that the creation of a single policing “client” function for the policing of London’s
overground rail network by expanding TfL’s current role would provide a simpler and more focused
governance structure for policing in the capital.

1.5 TfL should have responsibility for allocation of all transport policing budgets within London to
ensure that they are used in the most eVective and eYcient ways and that the needs of diVerent modes of
transport and routes can be balanced.

1.6 At present, in national terms, TfL funds approximately 28% of BTP operations.

2. Background

2.1 TfL fully funds the London Area of the BTP providing 670 uniformed staV at an approximate cost
of £50 million per year. The London Area polices the LU and DLR networks in London. This policing is
provided via a Police Services Agreement. TfL also funds 45 uniformed oYcers on the Silverlink Metro
network in London at a cost of £2.2 million per year.

2.2 On 7 February 2006 the Mayor of London announced funding for an additional 89 oYcers for both
the London Area and to supplement the current provision of overground rail network policing. 60 of these
oYcers will be working on the overground rail network as a mobile and visible resource with an initial focus
on robbery and violent crime issues in North West and South London.

2.3 In national terms TfL funds approximately 28% of BTP operations and as such is a key stakeholder
in any discussions relating to the future of the BTP and the policing of London’s transport system.

2.4 This paper supplements TfL’s main memorandum to the Committee’s Travelling without Fear
inquiry, which was submitted in December 2005.

3. The Special Role of the BTP

3.1 The eVective operation and policing of the LU, DLR and overground rail networks raise challenges
that require specific focus, specialisation and relationships with the transport operator.

3.2 These particular railway policing requirements are reflected in the London Underground Area
Policing Plan. This Plan contains National Objectives derived from the BTP Authority Strategic Plan and
area priorities agreed with TfL/LU to support a community safety strategy.

3.3 The BTP Authority is made up of transport and passenger representatives. The strategy and national
policing objectives focus on matters of particular concern to the railway industry, which funds the BTP.
Serious crime is relatively rare on the railways, and so the strategy and objectives focus not just on these
objections but also on reducing the threat from terrorism and on high volume oVences such as staV assaults,
low level disorder, graYti and route crime.

3.4 The Underground in particular is an enclosed environment where staV and passengers are
constrained in their ability to move away from others who may be seen as presenting a threat. In such an
environment the perception of staV and passengers of safety and security does not necessarily correlate with
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the actual levels of crime, which are relatively low. The area priorities therefore focus less on detection rates
and more on reassurance through police visibility and response to areas of concern such as staV assaults,
security alerts, and anti-social behaviour.

3.5 TfL believes that dedicated railway policing is critical to the operation of Underground, DLR and
overground rail services. The relationship between TfL and the BTP provides for:

— good operational links;

— clear communication;

— joint working at all levels of the organisation;

— police oYcers fully trained for transport needs;

— a force that is responsive to the transport sector;

— joint setting of priorities/objectives; and

— clear (and joint) performance management activities.

4. The Performance of the BTP

4.1 The London Area of the BTP is a successful force embedded into the operations of the LU which is
achieving eight of its nine national targets. It is also achieving the majority of the local targets that TfL have
jointly agreed as part of the annual planning process.

4.2 In addition, TfL funding of additional resources to establish a Reassurance Policing approach has
led to close working between local police commanders and LUmanagers.Weekly “CompStat” performance
reviews (along the lines of the US model) are held where the local police commanders are held to account
by both their police chief and the local LU management team. This allows specific, very local priorities to
be agreed and actioned by BTP oYcers working in tandem with the LU management. Intelligence gained
from such discussions and the use of LU’s own incident reporting database can provide insights into
problems not always apparent from analysis of central crime reporting.

4.3 These measures are making a real diVerence to the day to day journey experience of passengers. In
2003–04 there was less than one robbery per day on the LU network, which is carrying more than 3 million
passengers. The passenger perception of safety is showing a sustained upward trend and violent crime on
the network as a percentage of violent crime in London is reducing.

4.4 The involvement of TfL/LU oYcers in tasking meetings and at CompStat provides a high level of
accountability and transparency around deployment decisions and problem solving activities which
underpin the real impact on crime and disorder levels summarised above.

5. The Overground Rail Network

5.1 TfL believes that policing of the overground rail network in London is severely under resourced and
that decades of under investment has directly contributed to the current crime and disorder issues on the
network.

5.2 At present, TfL provides funding for 706 uniformed oYcers to patrol over 280 stations on the LU/
DLR network. TfL considers that this number of oYcers provides a suitable level of policing for the
network. In comparison there are 545 uniformed oYcers covering over 304 stations on the overground rail
network in London, plus a large swathe of South East England.

5.3 Increasingly, TfL has found it necessary to progress this issue in respect of the overground rail
network and is currently committed to providing 105 additional oYcers for a network which it has no direct
operational control over. In addition, TfL has invested £10 million per year over the last two years on
associated infrastructure improvements such as CCTVand customer help points at overground rail stations.

5.4 TfL’s strategy to improve wider rail station security requires a partnership approach and is largely
dependent on the level of investment from TOCs and Local Authorities. Under the existing arrangements,
TfL is limited in its capacity to improve station security and respond to the needs and expectations of the
travelling public. The BTP rail divisions, London South and London North are funded by the TOCs and
as a consequence TfL has no operational control over station security, staYng levels and policing of the
railways.

5.5 TfL believes this needs to change and while perhaps not directly relevant to this investigation cannot
be ignored in considerations around crime and disorder on the public transport network.
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6. Funding and Governance

6.1 At present, the BTP works to a number of diVerent operators on the overground rail network. These
operators all have diVering priorities and have diVering approaches to the crime and disorder agenda. This
makes the development of a coherent policing strategy for the network very diYcult.

6.2 TfL considers that the creation of a single policing “client” function for the policing of London’s
railways by expanding TfL’s current role would provide a simpler and more focussed governance structure
for policing in London.

6.3 TfL, as the integrated body responsible for the Capital’s transport system, is well placed to provide
this single point of contact for London.

6.4 This change would allow for crime and disorder issues on the public transport network in London to
be prioritised in a coherent and balanced manner and would provide clear strategic leadership for the BTP.
A realignment of funding flows for transport policing in London would be required to ensure this change
would work eVectively.

6.5 TfL should have responsibility for the allocation of all transport policing budgets within London.
This will enable more eVective deployment of police resources across the competing demands and priorities
of diVerent transport operators. Police resources could then be allocated where problems are identified and
moved on once they are solved irrespective of operator or transport mode. Routing resources through TfL
rather than direct to the police would ensure that the transport sector interests were still protectedwhile pan-
London crime and disorder issues could be dealt with. Through its partnerships with both the BTP and the
Metropolitan Police Service (in establishing the Transport Operational Command Unit) TfL has
demonstrated that it has the capacity to work closely with the police to improve the safety and security of
transport services.

6.6 TfL believes that suitable consultative mechanisms could be set up within TfL to ensure that Train
Operating Companies interests are be captured and distilled into a strategic transport policing plan for
London.

7. Conclusion

7.1 TfL fully supports the BTP in their activities and believes they provide a vital service to London’s
transport system. The investment the Mayor and TfL has made in their services on the LU and DLR
networks has delivered real benefits to the safety and security of the travelling public.

7.2 TfL considers dedicated railway policing services to be essential for the delivery of an eVective
transportation service to passengers in London and any erosion of transport focused policing could lead to
a reduced service to passengers and staV.

7.3 In addition, the current governance and funding structure for transport policing in London does not
lend itself to the eYcient and eVective delivery of services to the public. For this reason TfL’s role as the
informed transport policing client needs to be strengthened and funding streams aligned to accord with this.

February 2006

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by the Rail Freight Group

1. The Transport Committee have extended their review of Transport Security to include consideration
of the British Transport Police (BTP).

2. Whilst Rail Freight Group (RFG) members are not involved in the carriage of passengers, they are
users of the rail network, and funders of BTP. RFGmembers also operate rail freight terminals, many with
on site services such as warehousing, processing, onward road distribution etc. Some of these terminals fall
within the scope of BTP activities.

3. This submission summarises RFG members’ position on the role and funding of BTP for freight
operations.

Background

4. BTP activities impact on Freight Operating Companies (FOCs) in two areas:

— events aVecting the operating network; and

— policing at rail terminals.
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5. Clearly, FOCs are not generally involved with the movement of passengers, and therefore many areas
of BTP activity do not directly relate to them, other than to the extent that they cause network disruption.

6. FOCs have been involved with DfT in the recent review of BTP where the scope of activities, level of
charge and cost allocation with respect to freight have been challenged.

Management of Network Incidents

7. Incidents on the network should be policed in the most appropriate manner, recognising the need for
specialist training needs for accessing and working on the track. These skills are currently possessed by BTP.

8. Response to network incidents must recognise the need to keep the network open for services to the
greatest possible extent, to enable FOCs to meet customer requirements for quality, reliability and on
time delivery.

Policing of Freight Facilities

9. Many of the incidents encountered at freight terminals and facilities are not related to the fact that they
are rail linked. Such incidents include theft, vandalism, graYti etc. For such crimes, BTP do not generally
provide a better service than the regional police forces—indeed their attendance is rare. Regional forces may
therefore be able to provide a more rapid response, and, with greater local intelligence, improve crime
prevention and detection rates.

10. RFG therefore believe there is a case for regional police forces to take responsibility for the policing
of rail freight terminals. This would enable a potentially enhanced police response, and free BTP resources
to be focused elsewhere.

Funding

11. Under the “user pays” principle, FOCs contribute towards the BTP costs, for costs relating mainly
to the policing of terminals. BTP policing of the network is currently funded by Network Rail, and an
element of the charge passed on by them as part of the access charges to FOCs.

12. RFG believes that such charges are distortionary. Direct competitors to the FOCs, (the road haulage
industry, and other non FOC operators of terminals and warehouses) are not required to pay any direct
charge for policing as this is provided through general taxation and business rates.

13. As set out above, we believe the policing of terminals should be conducted by the regional police
forces. As such FOCs should not be required to contribute directly to policing costs.

Summary and Conclusion

14. In summary therefore;

— The response to network incidents should ensure continuity of service to the greatest possible
extent.

— RFG considers that policing of freight terminals could be better conducted by regional forces.

— The freight community should not be required to fund BTP directly particularly where the transfer
of responsibility outlined above is progressed.

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum submitted by the Guide Dogs for the Blind Association

Introduction

The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association welcomes the decision of the Transport Select Committee to
undertake an inquiry into transport safety. The transport providers and the emergency services are to be
congratulated for the way they handled the horrific events of 7 July 2005. However, like the Transport Select
Committee we wish to learn the lessons from the events so that if there should ever be a repeat of the same
or similar horrible events we can hopefully reduce the number of casualties. Relatively little has been said
about the additional diYculties that disabled people have had and this submission will concentrate on these
issues based on the author’s work in this area.
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Disabled People’s Experiences

The newspaper Disability Now highlighted some of the experiences of disabled people on the day. Guide
Dog user Lynne Holdsworth was atWhitechapel Station at the time of the incident where there was nothing
but a stuttering tannoy announcement. She didn’t know whether there where any staV on the platform. She
was at the wrong end of the train and would have been at risk of falling oV had she not had her dog.
However, guide dog owners can’t always rely on their dogs continuing towork in such frightening situations.
Anne Rogers was caught close to Tavistock Square when the bomb exploded. Her dog was too scared to
work so she had to stumble to her oYce and blacked out when she arrived. Eventually another passenger
assisted her from the station. A deaf woman Fiona Mitchell would have been stuck had she not been able
to rely on text messages from her family. Jim Hines who is Deafblind arrived at St Pancras station on the
evening of 7 July was unaware of what had happened and was left standing out all night and was only able
to make his way home the following morning. Meanwhile his friends had reported him missing.

The author of this submission has also heard froma disabled personwhohad an epileptic fit on 8 July 2005
on the London Underground as a result of which he found the Metropolitan Police pointing guns at him.

What is Being Done to Learn the Disability Lessons of 7 July

Guide Dogs welcomes the initiative being taken by the Metropolitan Police Authority to organise a
conference for the police, transport providers and disabled people and their representative organisations to
look at the issues arising out of 7 July. We would ask to the Select Committee to consider the
recommendations coming out of that report before making their final report and to encourage similar
conferences to be organised in other parts of the country.

Some Suggested Solutions from Guide Dogs

— All transport and emergency services staV should have disability equality training which should
include training in how to help disabled people in emergency. Blind and partially sighted people
notice that when they are guided by someone who has been trained in guiding techniques they are
a lot more relaxed. Situations like 7 July 2005 are already stressful enough without having the
additional stress of not knowing how to guide someone.

— Extend visual and audible announcements to all trains that don’t have them. It is already a
requirement to have visual and audible announcements on all trains. GuideDogs welcome the trial
of visual and audible announcements on Transport for London’s route 149 are very clear and
would be very useful in an emergency. We look forward to their extension to the rest of London
by 2009. We would also suggest that this is another reason why visual and audible announcements
should become a requirement under the Bus and Coach Regulations introduced under Part V of
the Disability Discrimination Act 2005.

— Transport providers shouldworkwithGuideDogs to agree procedures for dealingwith guide dogs
in emergency situations.

— Training for all police firearms oYcers so that they are aware that some people may act strangely
because of their impairment or may not realise that they are being asked to stop because of a
sensory impairment or language barrier.

— Work with Sense to develop text software that can be used with Braille mobile phones.

The British Transport Police

Guide Dogs have welcomed the opportunity to be involved in several consultation meetings with the
British Transport Police together with RNIB.We where impressed by the fact that the Chief Constable and
one of his Assistant Chief Constables took the time to listen to our concerns which were taken seriously.
We would however encourage the British Transport Police to set up a Disability Independent Advisory
Committee in a similar way to the Metropolitan Police.

We are aware that the future of the British Transport Police is under active consideration by the
Government. We hope that the British Transport Police would continue to exist as a separate police force.
The policing of Britain’s railways are a specialist operation and their management by the Metropolitan
Police or a Home OYce force based in just one part of the country would not make sense. The alternative
of splitting up the force and adding it to various local forces across the country would not lead to a coherent
response across Britain’s railways.

We do however realise that their small size means that they may not always have the specialist resources
for dealing with major incidents, gun crime etc. However, we believe that they should co-operate with the
local force to do this. This sort of co-operation is essential in order to comprehensively police stations and
their surrounding areas. They should also have full access to the local force’s disability advisory group and/
or other consultation events with disabled people and their representative groups.

16 February 2006
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APPENDIX 6

Memorandum submitted by OYce of Rail Regulation

1. The OYce of Rail Regulation is the independent economic regulator of the national railway in Great
Britain. From 1 April 2006, ORR will assume, from the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), responsibility
for regulation of health and safety in the railway industry. In these roles we do not have any formal legal
functions or duties concerning the British Transport Police (BTP). As safety regulator we will need to work
closely with the police on investigation of major incidents where culpability may be involved. This
memorandum is based on our knowledge of the working of the railways in Great Britain, and specific input
from colleagues currently in HSE Rail.

2. The Committee has recognised the cardinal importance of the British Transport Police in securing the
safety of the travelling public. ORR believes that BTP do a valuable job in addressing criminal activity on
the railway, and maintaining public confidence in the security of the railway. Future arrangements must of
course retain and enhance this confidence.

3. We believe the BTP adds particular value through its specialised knowledge of railway industry
operations and procedures and that this must not be lost in future arrangements. This specialist knowledge
is also necessary to ensure the safety of police oYcers on or about the line. It must also be recognised that
the national railway is a network focused on routes, not geographical areas like other police forces.

4. An example of the BTP working closely with the railway industry is the work it has done to reduce the
delays caused by suicides on the railway. The Committee is aware of the BTP’s role in working with other
police forces and the railway industry to combat terrorism and minimise unnecessary disruption to rail
services.

5. Our HSE rail colleagues have established good working relationships on accident investigation with
BTP, and now also the Rail Accident Investigation Branch. Future arrangements should ensure these
continue.

6. We recognise the increased public concern about personal security on the railway and at stations, and
the work BTP have done (for instance the introduction of community support oYcers) to help address these
concerns.

7. Therefore any future arrangements for policing the railway must ensure these services are maintained,
and in particular that the close operational liaison and specialist expertise remain. There may, however, be
some of the BTP’s work where specialist skills can best be obtained from other forces.

8. EYciency is an important consideration in all this. Government has reaYrmed that it remains of the
view that the BTP should remain largely funded by the railway industry. We believe it is important that, if
this is the case, the industry should have the ability (within an overall specification determined by public
policy objectives) to challenge the police to improve eYciency and cost eVectiveness, and to develop
innovativeways of delivering their services. Thismay also involve the industry (train operators andNetwork
Rail) taking direct responsibility for some activities currently carried out by the BTP (eg some of their work
patrolling stations) enabling the BTP to focus on areas where specialist police involvement is required.

17 February 2006

APPENDIX 7

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Association of Train Operating Companies

Thank you for your call yesterday, and the request to comment on the payment of BTP charges by Train
Operating Companies. The issue was raised by the Chairman in questions 30 and 31, and it was also referred
to earlier in the session in answer to question 16. The present position is that the budget of £105 million for
the current financial year for BTP has been agreed with train operators and regular payments are being
made. As we showed in our written evidence to the Committee, there has been a 65% increase in the BTP
budget figure compared with six years ago.

Each year there has been a robust discussion between train operators and BTP on the policing
requirement and the budget to pay for it. There has been strong pressure for four years from the SRA and
the Government to reduce the costs of the railway, and policing costs have been scrutinised along with other
costs which train operators have to meet. In his response to Question 17, the Chief Constable recognised the
need for this process. Some five years ago, there was a lengthy dispute on the calculation of costs allocated to
train operators, which resulted in some delayed payments, but this has now been resolved.

I would also underline the point made by Simon Gimson at yesterday’s hearing, that TOCs consider that
the costs of counter terrorism should be borne principally by Government, and not by passengers. This is
supported by the evidence given by the Chief Constable in his response to question 16.

11 May 2006
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APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by Mr Brian Pickles

I have noticed with interest that in your current inquiry, “Transport Security: Travelling without fear”,
you have been taking evidence from British Transport Police. In this evidence they remarked upon how
important modern CCTV cameras were in deterring would-be oVenders and capturing actual oVenders.
There is no doubt that the pictures from modern cameras are clear even in failry low light levels.
Unfortunately, if this light is positioned such that it produces harsh shadows and is uneven, the images
produced of peoples’ faces can be such that it is diYcult to identify the person in the picture. I wonder if the
British Transport Police feel that the present lighting on London Underground and in Railway Stations is
helpful to good image recognition.

11 May 2006
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